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This dissertation gives an elaborate account of what working as a 
fashion model entails. It addresses the question of what it is that 
male and female fashion models actually do during their work, and 
accordingly, how labor conditions impact how models experience 
their work. Models perform what is called ‘aesthetic labor’: they 
professionally cultivate their bodies and emotions to look and behave 
like a fashion model. Importantly, aesthetic labor also involves the 
imperative to project and produce a particular self, in the form of 
personality. 

This dissertation highlights different practices and experiences 
of aesthetic labor. Chapter 3 investigates how ‘food rules’ challenge 
the work and lives of fashion models. In Chapter 4 I analyze 
objectification, a process that happens continuously in fashion 
modeling. Chapter 5 explores how models maintain a coherent 
self, when their lives are strongly guided by aesthetic imperatives. 
Chapter 6 addresses what it means to work in the periphery of 
fashion, where chances of consecration and success are low, but 
where labor conditions are not all that bad compared to the fashion 
centers.

The popularity of fashion modeling signifies the importance of 
beauty in contemporary society and places models on a pedestal 
as ‘symbolic carriers of aesthetic capital’. However, models’ labor 
practices and conditions also complicate their self-experience. 
Models work hard and continuously, at times obsessively, to comply 
with narrowly defined beauty standards of slenderness, youthfulness, 
tallness, and often whiteness as well. Especially at the ‘high-end’, 
where beauty standards are more extreme, beauty is elusive and 
hard-won. This potentially causes a drift away from the self. 
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Voorwoord

Op het eerste gezicht zijn er weinig werelden die meer van elkaar verschillen dan de 
universiteit en de modellenwereld. Waar wetenschappers bezig zijn met de productie van 
kennis en hun lichaam hierbij soms lijken te vergeten, staat het lichaam centraal in het soort 
werk waar dit proefschrift over gaat. Onderzoek in de mode- en modellenwereld was een 
avontuur. Het vergde aanpassingsvermogen, een nieuwe garderobe, en bij tijden een hoop 
geduld om mensen te zien en te spreken te krijgen. Op de Fashion Week in Parijs deed het 
er absoluut niet toe of ik Bourdieu wel goed had gelezen; mijn gevoel voor stijl, en waar ik 
die vintage tas vandaan had, des te meer. Maar gaandeweg kwam ik er achter dat deze twee 
werelden in bepaalde opzichten juist erg op elkaar lijken. De persoonlijke betrokkenheid 
van mensen bij het werk; de vervagende grenzen tussen werk en privé; en de onvermijdelijke 
vereenzelviging met datgene wat je maakt – een boek, een look, een modefoto – dit alles is 
kenmerkend voor modellen en sociologen gelijk. 

Ik had dit project niet tot een goed einde kunnen brengen zonder de hulp van een 
hele hoop mensen. Allereerst mijn promotor, Giselinde Kuipers. Zij heeft mij gedurende 
alle jaren die ik voor dit project heb genomen geïnspireerd, gesteund en in de goede richting 
gewezen – op wetenschappelijk gebied, maar ook persoonlijk. Giselinde, dankjewel dat je 
mij een plek hebt gegund binnen jouw project en dank voor de ruimte die je mij gaf om 
eigenwijs te zijn. Dank ook voor het vertrouwen dat het goed zou komen. Het is inderdaad 
gelukt. Je bent een voorbeeld waar het gaat om ambitie, creativiteit en integere wetenschap. 
Ik ben dankbaar voor alles wat ik van je heb geleerd en hoop dat we elkaar niet uit het oog 
zullen verliezen na de afronding van dit project. 

Mijn copromotor Olav Velthuis is onmisbaar geweest, vooral tijdens de laatste jaren 
van mijn promotie. Als scherpe tegenlezer stelde Olav de vragen waar ik nog niet over 
na had gedacht. Dit bracht verdieping in mijn analyse en schrijven. Olav, ik ben je ook 
dankbaar voor je begeleiding op momenten dat ik het niet meer zo zag zitten. De openheid 
in onze gesprekken brachten opluchting en zin om weer in de pen te klimmen.

Met Elise van der Laan werkte ik zij aan zij, ieder aan ons eigen onderzoek binnen 
het Beauty-project. Elise, het was fijn en leerzaam om dit PhD-traject samen met jou te 
doorlopen, om samen scripties te begeleiden en te praten over de wonderlijke wereld die we 
allebei onderzochten. Jouw insider knowledge van de modewereld heeft mij geholpen om er 
mijn plek te vinden.
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Tijdens de seminars van de Culture Club heb ik waardevolle commentaren mogen 
ontvangen op verschillende papers en hoofdstukken en heb ik bovendien mee mogen lezen 
en denken met het werk van anderen. Dit heeft me gevormd als academicus. Ik ben alle 
leden van de Club dankbaar. Zonder jullie advies en aanmoediging had dit proefschrift er 
heel anders uitgezien, en waarschijnlijk ook nog wat langer op zich laten wachten. Dank 
ook aan Ashley Mears voor haar hulp tijdens mijn veldwerk in Parijs, en dank aan Rachel 
Spronk voor de wijze raad tijdens het schrijven. Bart van Heerikhuizen ben ik bijzonder 
dankbaar voor het sociologische vuurtje dat hij in me heeft aangewakkerd.

Bij het Amsterdam Institute for Social Science Research (AISSR) en de afdeling 
Sociologie aan de UvA heb ik mijn sociologie-loopbaan als student, junior-docent en daarna 
als promovendus als buitengewoon leerzaam, uitdagend en dynamisch ervaren. Ik heb in al 
die jaren veel tijd doorgebracht in het Oost-Indisch Huis, in het Spinhuis, op de binnenplaats 
en in de steeg, en daarna op de zesde verdieping van het nieuwe Roeterseilandcomplex. 
Aan de gedeelde kopjes koffie, lunches, biertjes en gesprekken in de gang met Willem 
Willems, Bodil Stelwagen, Joram Pach, Marcel van den Haak, Tito Bachmayer, Reinhilde 
König, Robbie Voss, Josip Kesic, Sander van Haperen, Thijs Bol, Chip Huisman, Filippo 
Bertoni, Rogier van Reekum, Marguerite van den Berg, Judith Elshout, Sjoukje Botman, 
Jesse Hoffman, Machteld Bergstra, Thijs van Dooremalen, Myra Bosman, Rens Wilderom, 
Nataliya Komarova, Svetlana Kharchenkova, Thomas Franssen, Jitse Schuurmans, Döske 
van der Wilk, Josien Arts, Sanne Hoekstra, Tara Fiorito en Aline van der Watering, heb ik 
warme herinneringen. Bodil, ‘buurvrouw van het Spinhuis’, ik ben bijzonder blij dat jij er al 
die tijd al was en er nog steeds bent. 

Mijn paranimfen Bert de Graaff en Pita Spruijt zijn sinds jaar en dag mijn 
studiemaatjes, collega’s, reisgenoten, maar boven alles zijn jullie fijne vrienden waar ik altijd 
op kan bouwen. Pita, jij herinnert me eraan dat het leven te mooi is om alleen maar te 
werken. Bert, als mijn kamergenoot was je mijn inhoudelijke sparringpartner, maar zorgde 
je ook voor de nodige ontspanning als we na werk neerstreken in één of ander Amsterdams 
café. Dank jullie wel voor de bewogen, bevlogen en vrolijke gesprekken, tijdens alle avonden 
die zijn geweest en die nog komen gaan. En Bert, dankjewel dat je me liet slapen op de bank 
in ons kantoor zonder daar gênante foto’s van te maken.

Ik heb voor dit project een nieuwe taal leren spreken en mooie steden mogen 
ontdekken. Ik heb in Amsterdam, Parijs en Warschau inspirerende mensen ontmoet die 
mij hebben toegelaten tot hun professionele wereld, maar ook tot hun persoonlijke leven. 
Ik heb van hen geleerd hoe schoonheid en esthetiek het leven kunnen verrijken, maar ook 
hoe ingrijpend het kan zijn om je lichaam, je uiterlijk en soms zelfs je persoonlijkheid in 
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het teken te stellen van het werk wat je doet. Ik ben al mijn informanten dankbaar voor 
hun inzet en openheid. Ik dank ook mijn stagiair Sjuul Daamen, die zijn ervaringen als 
beginnend model in Amsterdam met mij heeft willen delen.

Mijn veldwerkperiode in Parijs was intens, maar tegelijkertijd een van de meest 
leerzame ervaringen in mijn leven. Luko Yvin Ley-Marie had hier een groot aandeel in. Mijn 
vriendin Murielle – Miou Miou – was een rots in de branding. Het verdriet is onverminderd 
groot dat zij er niet meer is.

Er zijn nog zo veel meer mensen belangrijk geweest voor het goed volbrengen van 
dit project. Muriël Kiesel, Gaby Evers en Danny van der Poel van het secretariaat hebben 
geholpen met allerhande administratie; Rose Doolan en Luko hebben gewerkt aan de 
interviewtranscripties; Patrick Crowley en Amal Chatterjee hebben bijgedragen aan de 
leesbaarheid van dit proefschrift.

Bij Atria, het kennisinstituut voor emancipatie en vrouwengeschiedenis waar ik 
tegen het einde van mijn promotie kwam te werken als onderzoeker, prijs ik mij gelukkig 
met een groep geweldige collega’s. De steun, aanmoediging en ook de ruimte die ik van hen 
heb gekregen om mijn baan en proefschrift te kunnen combineren, waren hartverwarmend. 
Renée Römkens ben ik hier in het bijzonder dankbaar voor.

Ik heb me tijdens mijn promotie weleens gefrustreerd over het feit dat ‘het leven’ me 
steeds in leek te halen, waardoor de eindstreep maar niet dichterbij kwam. Terugkijkend, 
is het niet ondanks, maar juist dankzij dat leven buiten de universiteitsmuren, dat ik de 
eindstreep heb gehaald. Ik ben dankbaar voor de onvoorwaardelijke vriendschap van 
Jasmijn Groeneveld, Jos van Genderen, Eline Polling, Willemijn van Noord, Evelien van 
Egmond, Yentl Tuhuteru en Barbara van Els. Ik realiseer me hoe waardevol het is om een 
vriendengroep te hebben die elkaar door en door kent, en bij wie je totaal jezelf kunt zijn 
zonder pretenties of opsmuk. Dank jullie wel.

Mijn ouders zijn een enorme steun geweest van het begin tot het eind. Hoewel zij 
met verbazing gadesloegen dat ik meer dan twee jaar besteedde aan de publicatie van één 
artikel (en ik dat zelf heel normaal vond) hebben zij geduldig afgewacht en altijd voor me 
klaargestaan. Zonder jullie zorg en betrokkenheid was het niet gelukt.

Pas toen ik klaar was met mijn veldwerk in de mode- en modellenwereld kwam ik 
erachter dat ik de allerleukste stylist uit Amsterdam was vergeten te interviewen. Clyde, ik 
ben onbeschrijflijk gelukkig met jou en onze kleine Stella. Met alle liefde, dit boek is voor 
jullie.
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Chapter 1

Beauty, work, self: 
how labor produces bodies and persons

When I first entered the backstage of the Amsterdam Fashion Week at the outset of this 
research in 2011, I was blown away by all the exceptionally good-looking young models 
that surrounded me. Even though some could have been described as somewhat more odd-
looking (or ‘edgy’ in emic terms) than others, the girls all had slim and lean figures; the 
boys were tall and slightly muscular; their bodies all had an even tint; their faces looked 
clean and spotless; and their hair was silky and properly done. I was even more amazed 
when I observed how these models were transformed at the hands of other professionals. 
Hair stylists, fashion stylists, make-up artists and others were performing all sorts of tasks 
in order to turn these good-looking boys and girls into something seriously spectacular. By 
the time they were completely prepped to go on stage, the models had turned into fabulous 
personas. Some changed unrecognizably. Whether models had been transformed into divas 
in extravagant evening gowns, or into nonchalant androgynous types wearing tailored suits, 
they had the look, as well as the attitude to back it up. Taking it all in, I was convinced that 
I would be able to find what I was looking for; that the field of fashion modeling was the 
place-in-point to be able to learn ‘how beauty is made.’

But a month later, during my first round of interviews in Amsterdam, I was caught 
off guard by my informants. Although I was, again, captivated by the appearances of the 
models I spoke with, they all too often told me things like:
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2 | Chapter 1

“I don’t think of myself as particularly beautiful really. I see myself more like a 
façade, that other people stick things onto, like a doll.” 
(Macy, 21-year-old model in Amsterdam).   

“I still don’t have the feeling that I am amazingly stunning or whatever.” 
(Brett, 22-year-old model in Amsterdam).

“saying whether you’re beautiful is a difficult thing. I know I’m pretty, but (…) 
well, I’m just a good neutral basis to work with.” 
(Jolanda, 22-year-old model in Amsterdam).

This surprised me. As every researcher, I entered the field well-informed and I had learned 
that, in society at large, fashion models are seen as the epitome of beauty and the holders 
of aesthetic capital par excellence (cf. Brenner and Cunningham 1992; Mears 2011). 
Nonetheless, models, even the very successful ones, had problems with using the category 
of beauty in their self-evaluations. I soon learned that their problematizations of beauty 
were no displays of false modestly: they really did not experience themselves as beautiful 
most of the time. It cast doubt on my research design: was I looking in the wrong place and 
at the wrong people in my quest to understand beauty?

ELUSIVE BEAUTY

As it turns out, beauty is elusive and volatile in the field of fashion modeling. Beauty, as a 
state of being, is something that lies ahead most of the time. For some models it is only a 
few steps away, while for others there is still a large amount of body work to go. Thus, when 
fashion models talk about beauty and the standards they need to comply with, they speak 
of strategies and practices for becoming beautiful, and accordingly, point out what aspects 
of their bodies are still obstructing their way to achieving it.

There are several explanations for the focus on what is not beautiful yet in the field 
of fashion modeling. The primary one being that, in the making of a ‘look,’ professionals 
in fashion modeling aim high and often strive for perfection. This leads to a perpetual 
emphasis on the corporeal flaws of fashion models, and a continuous pursuit of bodily 
improvement. Modeling agents, stylists, fashion clients and designers who work with 
models critically scrutinize and discipline their bodies. Fashion models, in turn, develop a 
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critical looking-glass self-attitude (cf. Cooley 1902) of self-scrutiny, self-surveillance, and 
self-objectification (cf. Mears 2011; Czerniawski 2015).

The experience of beauty is rendered even more elusive and short-lived, because of 
an ever-growing and continuous influx of new fashion models, leading to higher turnover 
rates and shorter careers for models in general (cf. Neff et al. 2005). The popularity and 
desirability of the profession amongst young girls and boys, many of whom are seduced 
by the promise to make it big and live a life of glamour and excitement, has led to a true 
‘reserve army’ of fashion model-aspirants, eager to replace the old ones. The replaceability 
of working fashion models with new ones raises the pressure for models to adhere to 
aesthetic standards that are set by the industry. It motivates them to be ever more strict 
and critical towards their bodies and to take the commentary of other fashion professionals 
extra seriously.

What taps into this development is that, in their search for ‘the next best thing’ 
and creating innovative looks for each new fashion season, producers in fashion modeling 
are inclined to push beauty standards to higher and more extreme levels (cf. Mears 2011). 
And with a secure and steady pool of model-potential willing to put in the work, fashion 
designers, clients, stylists and agents have the leeway to be ever-more critical and demanding 
towards their models. 

All this seems to obscure the experience of self and others as beautiful. Accordingly, 
terms like ‘beauty’ and ‘beautiful’ are seldom used by fashion professionals to describe 
the appearance of fashion models, let alone by fashion models when defining themselves. 
Importantly, this does not mean that beauty is nonexistent in the field. Rather, beauty is 
a moving target, achieved only at particular moments. But it eludes fashion models time 
and again. In situated contexts, such as a successful fashion show or a photo shoot, beauty 
crystallizes: there, people see, feel, and celebrate their collective aesthetic achievement. At 
these moments, field insiders experience an almost Durkheimian collective current; an 
energetic spark that they refer to as ‘the buzz’ (Durkheim 1912/2001, cf. Van der Laan and 
Kuipers 2016b). And models, if only for an instant, feel larger than life. As one male fashion 
models told me, it is at those moments that “It’s my time to shine.”

BEAUTY AS A PROCESS OF BECOMING

In the field of fashion modeling, then, beauty is something to be achieved, rather than a 
quality that people possess: it is much more a process of becoming than a state of being. But 
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the fact that beauty is not a given hardly means that beauty standards are completely unstable, 
subjective or open for adaptation. Mears (2011) has demonstrated how beauty standards in 
this field are actually based on a vast set of deeply ingrained cultural conventions that are 
shaped by the wider cultural values of race, class, age and gender, which results in what can 
be called a prototypical fashion model: one that is white, young, slender and female.

At the same time, the inherent law of fashion, which dictates perpetual renewal and 
change, makes that each new fashion bears within it the seed of its own downfall (cf. Blumer 
1969). This ‘dialectic mechanism’ pertains to the creative industries more generally, where 
“producers and consumers regularly shift their conceptions of what is interesting, desirable and 
exciting, as last decade’s or last year’s style comes to seem jaded, tired, spent.” (Hesmondhalgh 
and Baker 2011, 13). Once something is ‘in fashion’ and gets picked up by the masses, it 
becomes mainstream and is no longer fashionable (cf. Barthes 1990; Aspers and Godart 
2013). Fashion modeling operates in the slipstream of these fashion dynamics and provides 
new model-looks to go with the garments and accessories of each fashion season. In terms of 
Patricia Soley-Beltran (2006, 34) a model’s job is therefore characterized by ‘chameleonism.’ 
Fashion models need to be able to change into whatever the fashion of the moment calls for, 
in addition to complying with basic aesthetic standards such as slenderness, youthfulness 
and whiteness.

Beauty in fashion and fashion modeling, then, is both stable and dynamic at once. 
The dynamics of cultural consumption and production operant in fashion and fashion 
modeling engage with a more established notion of beauty. Hesmondhalgh and Baker have 
pointed out that such interplay between stability and change is characteristic of the cultural 
industries more generally: 

There will never be some fixed point where the cultural industries are stable. 
Having said this, it would also be a mistake to think of cultural industries as 
always in such a state of permanent flux that there is no stability. Change is 
often exaggerated at the expense of continuity. (2011, 13). 

In fashion modeling, it is exactly the deep-seated nature of conventional beauty standards 
that allows for further variation (Mears 2011; Aspers and Godart 2013; Mears and Godart 
2013). The partial and relative stability of beauty standards grounds the value of appearance 
in the market of fashion and fashion modeling to some extent, which enables variation in 
looks without producers becoming completely oblivious to the value of ‘what is at stake’ in 
the market of exchange. 
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THE EXPERIENCE OF BEAUTY, WORK AND SELF IN FASHION 
MODELING

In situating this research, I draw on the work of Ashley Mears. In her ethnographic work 
Pricing Beauty (2011) she insightfully elaborates on the process of valuing looks in fashion 
modeling, and the associated cultural economy and politics of appearance. Mears looks at 
the process of beauty production from a field-level perspective and explains the processes 
and practices of ‘creating looks’ by relating them to wider societal structures and cultural 
values. She points out how beauty standards in fashion modeling underpin existing power 
dynamics that lead to the marginalization of, for instance, lower classes, women, or non-
whites and ethnic minorities. In addition, her work demonstrates that fashion modeling is 
defined by an unequal distribution of power between fashion models and the professionals 
that surround them.

Mears provides rich insights into fashion models’ aesthetic labor and offers a 
profound understanding of the politics of this particular field of cultural production. In this 
research, I take a fundamentally different angle to the same field and professional practice, 
by exploring how models’ labor affects their sense of self. 

This dissertation focuses on aesthetic labor as it is subjectively experienced by 
fashion models. The ambiguous self-perceptions and experiences of beauty and success 
of the fashion models I came across at the outset of this research, made me realize that 
‘objective’ status positions and levels of professional success of aesthetic laborers in this 
field, are often incommensurate with their personal experiences of being a successful 
worker, a beautiful model, or even a ‘good person.’ In other words, what is perceptibly at 
stake in cultural fields is not necessarily, or perhaps not at all, subjectively experienced as 
equally important, valuable, central or pleasurable, by the people employed in that field. 
This thesis shows that the experience of work in relation to self, has everything to do with 
workers’ labor conditions and the level of accessibility to what Hesmondhalgh and Baker 
(2011) have called ‘good work.’

If there is a mismatch between workers’ field position and their self-experience, the 
best way to solve this puzzle is to look at the process of beauty production and its results from 
a perspective that takes persons and their experiences as its analytical point of departure. 
Employing such an experiential and practice-oriented lens, this dissertation looks into the 
very basic question of what it is that male and female fashion models actually do during 
their work, and accordingly, how their labor conditions impact how they experience these 
labor practices. An important related question is how male and female models justify 
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their aesthetic labor and how this form of work impacts their sense of self. To sum up, the 
consecutive research questions are:

− What kind of labor does being a fashion model entail?
− How do models’ labor conditions impact their experiences of aesthetic labor?
− How do models justify their aesthetic labor?
− How does models’ aesthetic labor impact their sense of self?

Through a comparative study of different fashion modeling (sub)fields in Amsterdam, 
Paris and Warsaw, this dissertation shows how aesthetic labor practices, the experience 
of this work in relation to self, and associated strategies of justification, differ across fields 
(center versus periphery) and between field positions (high-end versus low/commercial 
fashion modeling). In addition, by looking at both female and male fashion modeling, this 
research provides insights into the gendered nature of aesthetic labor practices and the way 
they are experienced.

AN EXPERIENTIAL PERSPECTIVE ON BEAUTY AND FASHION 
MODELING

The experiential approach that I introduce to the study of cultural/aesthetic fields, and to 
studies of fashion modeling, enables the development of new perspectives on how actors 
employed in cultural or aesthetic fields experience their work in relation to their selves. 
By bringing the experience of work and self into the discussion of fields of cultural and 
aesthetic production, this dissertation shows that the incongruence between field position 
and self-experience is actually caused by dynamics of the field itself. It even seems that 
especially central, status-laden field positions incline the people inhabiting those positions 
to experience a certain distance from the self. Importantly, workers experience this distance 
as needing to be bridged. Fashion models try to do this in a myriad of ways, employing 
different practices and strategies to justify their aesthetic labor and how it impacts their self.

Even though I pose the ‘experience question’ with respect to all sorts of professionals 
working in the field of fashion modeling, it particularly pertains to the experiences of both 
male and female fashion models. As the embodiment of beauty standards lies at the core 
of their everyday labor practices and experiences, fashion models are a case-in-point to 
answer the question of how aesthetic labor is experienced and accordingly, how it impacts 
the way workers experience their selves.
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RESEARCH METHOD

I have carried out an ethnographic study on the field of fashion modeling, in which I 
have looked at people’s experiences of the labor practices that are specific to this field, for 
example, posing, walking a runway, eating, drinking, dressing up and exercising. I have used 
a perspective and method that foregrounds experience of any given situation or context, 
which has been described by Hollan (2001; 2005) as ‘person-centered ethnography.’ From 
this angle I have carried out interviews and (participant) observation in three different 
fashion modeling industries that are each part of the transnational field of fashion modeling: 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Paris, France; and Warsaw, Poland. Each of these industries 
maintains a different relational position (either more central or peripheral) in the overall 
field. Looking at the wider transnational context of fashion modeling allows me to take 
into account how beauty standards are relationally produced and defined, and how they 
‘travel’ from place to place, or from subfield to subfield. In these three places I engaged with 
male and female fashion models as well as the professionals they worked with. In Chapter 
2, I elaborate on this ethnographic journey, in which I have ‘followed fashion models’ who 
moved from one subfield to the next. 

This ethnography has resulted in four empirical papers that compose the consecutive 
Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6. Three of these papers have been published in different journals1. 
All papers address different aspects of the work that fashion models and the professionals 
around them perform, as well as the multiple ways in which this work is experienced and 
justified.

BEAUTY, WORK AND SELF

The theoretical argument that structures this dissertation premises on the relation between 
beauty, work and the way people experience their selves. Fashion modeling is presented as 
an extreme case of a form of work that is called aesthetic labor. This term was first coined 
by Warhurst and Nickson (2001) and further developed by, most notably, Entwistle and 
Wissinger (2006). Aesthetic labor is defined as the aesthetic cultivation and presentation of 
the self, often for commercial purposes. 

1 Chapter 3 has been published in Ethnography; Chapter 4 has been published in Feminist Theory; Chapter 5 has been published 
in Journal of Contemporary Ethnography.
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For fashion models, keeping up appearances first and foremost requires physical effort, 
and high levels of emotional management, but importantly, as this dissertation shows, it 
also forms the self. In other words, the aesthetic labor of male and female fashion models 
produces not only beauty standards, not only their bodies, but produces them as persons. 
The related concepts of beauty, work and self are useful for understanding how the labor of 
fashion models is productive to beauty standards, bodies and selves.

In the following pages I set the conceptual parameters for this study, by working out 
the conceptual relationship between beauty, work and self. In doing so, I address multiple 
sociological, anthropological but also philosophical and feminist works, and position this 
research in relation to those different perspectives. After doing so, the final pages of this 
chapter give an overview of things to come in the empirical papers that comprise the body 
of this dissertation. 

THE SOCIAL IMPORTANCE OF LOOKING GOOD

To understand the cultural prominence of fashion modeling, it needs to be placed in a wider 
societal context. Rather than being an isolated phenomenon, the popularity of fashion 
modeling reflects the importance that people attach to physical appearance in society in 
general, a development marked by social scientists as the aestheticization of society and 
everyday life (Featherstone 1991). The aestheticization of society perspective points outs 
that not only in Western societies, but also in other parts of the world, corporeal beauty is 
central to the ways in which people evaluate and judge others, as well as themselves (cf. Hua 
2013). The importance of good looks is no longer limited to realms like popular (visual) 
culture and dating culture (Wolf 1990; Petrie et al. 1996; Boni 2002; Gill 2007a; Peiss 2011), 
but also pertains to domains that at first glance have little to do with how people look. In 
the realms of economy, politics and even in academia, beauty functions as a form of human 
capital (cf. Coleman 1988) or more specifically, aesthetic capital (cf. Warhurst and Nickson 
2001; Mobius and Rosenblat 2006; Anderson et al. 2010; Rhode 2010; Hamermesh 2011; 
Holla and Kuipers 2016). 

Fashion modeling teaches us that looks function as capital, because they can be 
capitalized upon: they can be a source of income. However, having an appearance that 
is found attractive is also beneficial to people outside of aesthetic fields, in the context of 
everyday life. Research has shown that, in general, people who are perceived to be attractive 
tend to have higher wages, more durable relationships, higher grades and better assessments 
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than people who are perceived to be less good-looking (cf. Andreoni and Petrie 2008). 
The inclination of people to associate corporeal beauty with traits such as professional 
competence or even moral superiority, is called the beauty premium. This beauty premium, 
in turn, creates a halo-effect: a self-fulfilling prophecy of being granted those opportunities 
(in work, friendship, love) through which persons actually become more successful (Kaplan 
1978; Hamermesh 2011). As symbols of beauty, fashion models most likely enjoy the 
benefits of their looks (long) after their modeling days are over.

Vis-a-vis the appraisal of good looking people, those who do not ‘look up to standards’ 
are more prone to be condemned in aestheticized societies. This has been substantiated by 
a recent study on the evaluation of bodies and faces by Kuipers and Holla (2017), which 
demonstrated that persons who are perceived as unattractive face different forms of 
rejection: not only on aesthetic, but also on moral grounds. People’s aesthetic evaluations 
in the study not only separated the beautiful from the ugly, but also the good from the bad, 
and the successful from the failures. People suffering from obesity, for example, were not 
merely dismissed as unattractive on the outside, but were also be perceived as lazy, lacking 
in self-control, incompetent, or personally flawed in various ways (Kuipers and Holla 
2017, see also Bordo 2004; Gruys, 2012; Saguy 2013). The unattractive, then, face a moral 
form of rejection that concerns much more than their bodily surface. It concerns their 
entire person, touches upon the self, and is therefore fundamental and profound. Other 
than personal suffering, the condemnation of perceived ugliness leads to all sorts of social 
exclusion, and not in the last place, to workplace discrimination (Hamermesh and Biddle 
1993; Warhurst et. al 2009). 

Thus, while beauty produces privileged positions, being deemed unattractive is a 
serious set-back. Intersecting with other inequalities of class, age, ethnicity, sexuality and 
gender, looks are a source of inequality that divides societies. In this respect, it is hardly 
surprising that fashion models are placed on a pedestal as symbols and carriers of beauty, 
nor that so many young people aspire to their line of work.

The cultural importance of looks motivates people to improve how they look and 
to spend large amounts of time and money on body work (Gimlin 2002, 2007), be it in 
the form of physical exercise, styling, grooming, dieting, cosmetic surgery or in other 
ways. Manufacturers effectively sell the promise of becoming more beautiful, slimmer or 
seemingly younger, because people have ample reasons to strive for these traits. Today’s 
global beauty industry successfully capitalizes on people’s motivation to look better, 
offering a myriad of means and remedies against physical shortcomings and deterioration, 
such as make-up, anti-aging creams, potions, lotions, corrective underwear, butt-lifting 
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jeans, diet pills, gym subscriptions, personal trainers, hair extensions, Botox and filler-
injections. However, no matter how many options and ways for bodily improvement 
people are presented with, beauty standards are not attainable by all. Not only is beauty 
unequally distributed, but its standards can also not be obtained meritocratically, because 
beauty standards are relationally constructed according to cultural values that are a source 
of inequality in themselves. Put differently: beauty standards are far from ‘neutral.’ While 
evolutionary psychologists and biologists argue that beauty has a universal essence that 
applies cross-culturally and appeals to all (for purposes of sexual selection and procreation, 
cf. Rhodes 2006; Etcoff 2011; Singh and Singh 2011), the variability of beauty standards 
across as well as within cultures, dismisses any such universalist or essentialist perspectives 
(Ossman 2002; Stearns 2002; Edmonds 2010; Mears 2011; Kuipers 2015). 

That is not to say that the cultural variation of beauty standards means that anything 
goes, nor that beauty is entirely subjective. There is a social hierarchy to beauty. Today’s 
global beauty standards, especially those that hold for women, tend towards a hegemonic 
norm (Kuipers 2015). The hegemony of female beauty dictates slenderness, whiteness 
and youthfulness – standards that are also prominent in the field of fashion modeling, 
although in advanced and extremer forms (Bordo 2004; Jones 2008; Mears 2011; Shilling 
2012; Vandebroeck 2016; Jerslev 2017). Beauty standards, then, reflect classed, racialized, 
gendered and age-specific corporeal aesthetics. Accordingly, the attainability of beauty 
standards is, amongst other factors, dependent on someone’s age, skin-color and gender-
identity. A person’s access to the profession of fashion modeling largely relies on these same 
factors.

BEAUTY AS A SELF-DISCIPLINING DISTRACTION

Feminist and gender scholars are principal protagonists of the perspective on beauty 
standards being socially constructed. Further still, they have thematized how beauty 
standards relate to a myriad of forms of inequality, between men and women in particular. 
Gender and feminist perspectives highlight that, although beauty may be beneficial for 
individual women, in society as a whole the pursuit of beauty suppresses women. Scholars 
such as Susan Bordo (2004) and Naomi Wolf (1990) have argued that, historically, women 
have been defined according to their looks more than men. They also state that beauty 
norms are stricter, and probably more restrictive, for women than for men, and have argued 
that the ‘beauty myth’ suppresses women and upholds gender inequalities.
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In this respect, feminist scholars primarily define beauty standards as a disciplining 
instrument for women, as they compel women spend considerable time and energy trying 
to meet standards that, for many, are impossible to attain. In consequence, female beauty 
standards are perceived by feminists as beneficial to men in maintaining their dominant 
position in society. Women, in turn, are seen to have limited influence on what these beauty 
standards entail. This perspective has led feminists to conclude that beauty standards are 
central to the upholding of (oppressive) societal systems. In the judgement of bodies, all 
power inequalities of a given society become apparent, above all gender inequalities. 

The feminist perspective on gender inequality in relation to beauty is somewhat 
at odds with the previously discussed perspective on the aestheticization of society 
(Featherstone 1991), which indicates that beauty and looks are increasingly central in 
evaluating everyone: also men. As the aestheticization argument holds that male bodies are 
also subjected to aesthetic and disciplining gazes, it provides room for a potential reduction 
(of particular facets of) gender inequality. Nonetheless, also in this perspective, beauty’s 
involvement in the production of inequality is not lost from sight. Rather, it sheds light on 
other, more implicit and intersectional forms of inequality, which translate into qualities 
like ‘style,’ self-presentation, or, aesthetic capital.

In this dissertation, I take the propensity of beauty standards to produce and 
uphold inequalities into serious account, but I take it up as a principal matter of empirical 
investigation. Although feminist and gender scholars provide a critical and convincing 
perspective to beauty, their arguments at times contain a priori assumptions on societal 
female oppression and male dominance, which call for further empirical examination 
and substantiation. I believe that fashion modeling, a field in which both male and female 
models relate to beauty and its related practices in ambivalent ways, is a suitable case for 
empirically testing critical feminist theory.

THE FIELD OF FASHION MODELING

In this study I focus on the ways in which beauty standards are produced in one particular 
cultural field – that of fashion modeling. However, this does not mean that I view the aesthetic 
production of beauty standards in complete isolation from societally entrenched values and 
processes, nor do I regard the beauty standards that are relevant to fashion modeling as 
an unmediated reflection of societal beauty norms. The field of fashion modeling is, like 
most other fields of cultural production, relatively autonomous (cf. Bourdieu 1996). It has 
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its own internal logics or ‘rules of the game’ and at least part of these rules dictates cultural 
distinction (cf. Bourdieu 1984). Processes of aesthetic production in fashion modeling 
are set apart from society at large by their tendency to push the boundaries of what is 
interesting, beautiful or valuable. Especially at the ‘higher ends’ of cultural fields, producers 
are characterized as avant-gardist. They set trends and create styles that often go beyond the 
imagination and appeal of people outside of the field. This is not to say that advanced trends, 
styles and standards do not eventually find their way into society and to larger audiences. 
However, they only do so after a trickle-down process within the field itself, from high-end 
to so-called commercial, middle- or low-brow fashion segments (cf. Entwistle 2000; Aspers 
and Godart 2013). At these lower ends, producers promote such new and innovative (in 
emic terms ‘editorial’) styles and standards, albeit in a mediated and normalized form, that 
is: a form that appeals to audiences outside of the field and sells.

In turn, no matter how avant-gardist and artistically distinctive the aesthetic 
production in any given field might be, each field is embedded in larger societal structures. 
Accordingly, cultural producers are not immune to cultural processes and values operative 
exterior to their professional field. Although some producers might do their utmost 
to remain within their field as if it were a fortress, and strive to do things distinctively 
differently from the masses, the relationality of their work to broader social and cultural 
contexts is inevitable.

BEAUTY AS A ‘NEUTRAL BASIS’

The physical features that fashion models are expected to possess, comply to specific 
institutionally embedded standards, but simultaneously relate to much broader cultural 
conventions relying on race, ethnicity, class, gender, sexuality and age. Although to varying 
extents, all fashion models are also expected to adhere to beauty standards of slenderness, 
youthfulness, tallness and very often whiteness as well. Despite recent efforts to diversify 
the industry and make aesthetics more inclusive2, ‘the average fashion model’ today is still 
slender, young, tall and (ethnically) white. Moreover, although numbers of male models are 

2 There have been several attempts to regulate and counter the development of aesthetic standards towards extremes. Exterior to 
the field, various legislation and initiatives of normative control have been implemented. Within the field as well, professionals have 
proposed sets of guidelines to control corporeal excesses, pertaining to models being too young, too skinny, and too often white. 
So far, these initiatives have shown little success in altering the development towards excess. Kuipers et al. (2014) and Soltis (2009) 
have shown how interventions such as the Vogue Health Initiative, as well as legislation on fashion models’ BMI (body mass index) 
in Spain and Italy, have been insufficient in constraining institutional developments towards extreme corporeal aesthetic standards.
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on the rise, the majority remains female (Mears 2011; Entwistle and Wissinger 2013; Mears 
2014; Czerniawski 2015). 

In fashion modeling these beauty standards are perceived as an aesthetic ‘neutral 
basis’ upon which a new look is constructed with every turn of a fashion season (Neff et 
al. 2005). This ‘neutrality’ is seen to enable models to behave as chameleons, responding 
flexibly and adaptively to fashion styles that are in continuous flux (Neff et al. 2005), in 
addition to applying to ‘basic’ aesthetic standards.

HIGH-END EDITORIAL VERSUS MIDDLE/LOW END 
COMMERCIAL

The field of fashion modeling is hierarchically structured according to a ‘high-low divide’ 
that is so typical of cultural fields, and that runs through it transnationally (Mears 2011; 
Laan and Kuipers 2016a). Accordingly, the basic set of beauty standards is taken to varying 
levels in different market segments. To start, commercial fashion modeling uses idealized 
but still ‘recognizable’ notions of beauty that consumers can identify with, because this leads 
them to buy the products. This translates into looks that are appealing to a large consumer 
base. Commercial models are ‘close to perfection,’ but their beauty is still aspirational. So, 
commercial female models are slender, but not super skinny; male commercial models are 
muscular or toned, but rarely trained up to the point of being ‘dry’ (zero fat percentage). In 
other words: their looks are perceived as beautiful and admirable, yet still realistic enough 
to yearn or even to strive for. Because commercial modeling speaks to a broad audience, it is 
less distinguished and generates less status than high-fashion modeling. On the other hand, 
it is more profitable for the models employed. 

The high fashion style lacks an explicit commercial logic: the process of aesthetic 
production is more autonomous (Bourdieu 1996,142; Neff et al. 2005, 323). High-end 
fashion modeling is concerned with status, generates prestige, and its production is 
primarily intended for field insiders instead of for mass consumption. This renders the 
high-end segment of fashion modeling more experimental, and aesthetic standards are 
taken more to the extreme. Here, slender really means slim, skinny and straight – without 
curves or muscular definition.

The high-low divide in fashion modeling aesthetics is intersected by norms on 
gender, sexuality, ethnicity and age. In commercial fashion modeling there is more room 
for ethnic diversity and more variation in age, compared with the higher ends. Without 
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disregarding the fact that standards of youthfulness and whiteness are central to the entire 
field, high-end fashion models are almost exclusively white, and the value of their looks 
regresses quickly with the increase of their age. High-end models are therefore particularly 
young, usually not older than 23 (Neff et al. 2005, 326). As for gender and sexual identity, 
commercial fashion modeling is traditional and confirms stereotypes: the value of a model’s 
look is largely based on heteronormative ideals of male and female attractiveness. In high-
end fashion modeling, gender and sexual stereotypes are challenged rather than confirmed. 

These different intersections result in different looks. At the high-end, male and 
female beauty standards converge to a considerable extent. Here, all models are required 
to be tall, skinny, ‘straight’ and ‘dry’ (i.e. no fat, no curves) and many of them might be 
characterized as somewhat androgynous. At the commercial end, beauty usually means 
looking like ‘a real man or woman.’ Female models are generally more ‘curvy’ and male 
models relatively more muscular than models working at the high-end of fashion modeling. 
Still, the overall gendered nature of beauty results in different market segments for male 
and female models, in both commercial and high-end industries (Mears 2008/2011; Van 
der Laan 2015). In addition, fashion modeling knows a variety of sub- or niche market, for 
example, plus-size modeling (Czerniawski 2015), ‘ethnic’ modeling (Wissinger 2012), and 
hand- or feet modeling. Each of these market segments maintains its own specific variation 
of the ‘neutral’ basis, broadly composed of beauty standards of whiteness, youthfulness, 
slenderness and tallness. Accordingly, each market segment or niche imposes distinct 
aesthetic requirements on models’ bodies and sets specific conditions to the aesthetic labor 
of models. Thus, whether it is a masculine, feminine or androgyne body shape; a plus-size, 
commercial or size-zero body that needs to be maintained, all models are required to work 
on their bodies. 

Although to different extents, high-end, commercial and ‘niche’ aesthetic standards 
and styles all have excluding effects. They prevent people from accessing the profession of 
fashion modeling, for example when they are perceived as not suitably slender, young, or 
tall, or sufficiently white. As such, beauty standard in fashion modeling produce inequalities 
based on aesthetic capital, comparable to how beauty produces inequality in aestheticized 
societies at large, for example in accessing other forms of interactive, service-oriented or 
aesthetic work where people are required to look good on the job. Indeed, the centrality of 
beauty in the work and lives of fashion models makes fashion modeling a significant and 
extreme example of the ways in which corporeal beauty is defining for people’s labor success 
more generally. The conceptual relationship between beauty and work, in the context of 
fashion modeling and beyond, is teased out in the following paragraphs on ‘aesthetic labor.’ 
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BEAUTY AS WORK: AESTHETIC LABOR

Fashion modeling is illustrative for a form of work that is called aesthetic labor, a term that 
has been coined by Warhurst and Nickson (2001) and further developed by, most notably, 
Entwistle and Wissinger (2006; see also Witz et al. 2003; Mears 2011; Karlsson 2012; Holla 
and Kuipers 2016). The concept of aesthetic labor was first developed through discussions 
on Arlie Hochschild’s theory of emotional labor (1983), which refers to the emotional self-
regulation that is required of workers employed in service-oriented professions that involve 
face-to-face interactions with customers. Hochschild’s definition of emotional labor 
highlights how workers’ emotions are managed in the workplace and, as such, have become 
a commodity. Hochschild has noted that in this process, the ‘smiles,’ ‘moods,’ ‘feelings,’ and 
‘relationships’ of emotional laborers come to belong more to the organization and less to 
the self ((Hochschild 1983, 198). Potentially, then, emotional labor involves a certain level 
of deprivation from (a part of) the self for professional purposes.

The concept of aesthetic labor builds on this definition of emotional labor but 
foregrounds the particular ‘embodied capacities and attributes’ that are involved in 
representing a product, organization, brand or professional field. Entwistle and Wissinger 
(2006) have pointed out how such cultivation and presentation of the self for commercial 
purposes requires high levels of emotional and physical effort: managing the exterior, 
keeping up appearances, requires profound bodily self-discipline and emotional self-
management. Even more so, they have pointed out that such practices are formative to 
the self. Aesthetic labor not only involves the necessity of constructing and maintaining 
a specifically requested aesthetic surface, but also contains the imperative to project and 
produce a particular self, in the form of personality (Entwistle and Wissinger 2006, 778). 
Asking employees to not only corporeally and emotionally, but also ‘personally’ become 
part of the product itself, basically comes down to a professional command for self-
commodification. Aesthetic labor then, involves the entire body/self and, akin to emotional 
labor, includes a risk of self-estrangement. This point is also made with respect to creative 
industries more generally, notably by Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2011). They argue that 
‘bad’ labor conditions are likely to arouse negative emotions in creative workers and can 
eventually cause alienation. Their experiential perspective on the conditions of creative 
work is highly relevant for understanding how labor conditions in fashion modeling impact 
models’ experiences of aesthetic labor and, in turn, how this impacts their sense of self.
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FREELANCE, FLEXIBLE AESTHETIC LABOR

While Warhurst and Nickson (2001, 2009) have introduced aesthetic labor as a form of 
work that takes place in delineated companies and organizations, and is shaped according 
to organizational criteria and demands (2009, 388), in many cases, aesthetic labor happens 
outside of clear organizational contexts. Accordingly, it does not always involve explicit 
criteria and manners of training, management or regulation. As Entwistle and Wissinger 
have noted, many contemporary workers in today’s aesthetic economy are ‘their own 
company’ or brand. They work as freelancers and as such, offer their own ‘embodied styles 
of service’ for which they have to figure out the criteria and manners of management and 
regulation by themselves (Entwistle 2002; Entwistle and Wissinger 2006; Hakim 2010). 
Importantly, fashion models are freelancers too: they are ‘their own product’ and their work 
is project based. Although relations of power and dependency between models and bookers 
might indicate otherwise, officially, modeling agencies work for the models, instead of the 
other way around. Throughout their work, models move from one job to the next, and add 
their own value to the product of a different client or brand each time. Accordingly, the 
aesthetic labor of fashion models is hardly informed by clear organizational norms and 
standards. In the terms of Mears (2008, 2011), fashion models have to adhere to ambiguous 
‘floating norms,’ which signify “commercially driven [beauty] ideals that are at once rigidly 
specific, yet impossibly vague.” (Mears 2008, 435). The prevalence of freelance labor in 
fashion modeling and in cultural and aesthetic industries more generally is important, 
because flexible working conditions bring uncertainty and potentially have estranging 
effects, as they make it difficult for workers to retain a sustainable sense of self (Sennett 
2001, 27). 

LIMITS TO AESTHETIC LABOR

The effects of aesthetic labor, even the most advanced, rigorous, intrusive practices, are 
limited. The most obvious reason is that people are born with bodies that look different, and 
in the light of culturally relevant beauty standards, are not equally good-looking. Second, 
not everybody has sufficient resources to attain the beauty standards that are dominant in a 
given society, as these mostly reflect an aesthetic that is related to a specific class, ethnicity, 
age, or gender-identity. Third, people can fail, sometimes miserably, in their efforts towards 
bodily improvement: body work can have unexpected and undesired effects. Personally, I 
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vividly remember bleaching my hair when I was in high school. While expecting it would 
end up spectacularly shiny light blond, I was condemned to wear a dull, strangely mango-
colored hairstyle for several months. Fourth, bodily alterations of a person can be perceived 
as too drastic by others. In contemporary Western societies, where looks are central to 
people’s expressions of self, showing your ‘authentic self ’ through looks and style is turned 
into an imperative ((Shilling 2012; Finkelstein 2013; cf. Veenstra and Kuipers 2013). So, 
when breasts are made too large, the body is trained to be too muscular, make-up is applied 
too heavily, or the hair is dyed too blond, this appearance becomes a subject of moral 
scrutiny that adds to any negative aesthetic evaluations. Especially middle/upper class 
people morally dismiss persons who alter their appearance too extensively, evaluating such 
an appearance as ‘an inauthentic performance of self ’ (Vannini and Franzese 2008; Kuipers 
2015). This imperative of authenticity is highly ambiguous: looking up to beauty standards 
in a ‘natural’ and authentic way is impossible for most people when beauty standards are set 
high and not readily attained. Accordingly, this imperative renders carrying out aesthetic 
labor a thin line to walk: there are good and bad, right and wrong ways to make yourself 
more beautiful. Aesthetic labor then, is to some extent a precarious practice that happens 
in concealed ways. 

Relatedly, feminist and gender scholars have defined aesthetic labor practices as 
oppressive, particularly for women. A recent collected volume entitled Aesthetic Labor: 
Rethinking Beauty Politics in Neoliberalism (eds. Elias, Gill and Scharf 2017), which deals 
with aesthetic labor from a gender perspective, foregrounds aesthetic labor as a feminine 
affair. The authors argue that women are aesthetic entrepreneurs, maintaining a constant 
state of vigilance about their appearance. Although this work predominantly takes on a 
cultural analysis angle and is much less empirically grounded than sociological studies of 
aesthetic labor, it draws conclusions similar to Entwistle and Wissinger (2006), namely that 
aesthetic labor is not just about maintaining a bodily surface but requires a transformation 
of subjectivity itself. From a sociological perspective, Germov and Williams (1996) have 
defined the practice of dieting as an essentially gendered practice that occupies women 
(and increasingly men) in an obsessive relation to their own bodies and socializes them into 
a looking-glass-self disposition (Germov and Williams 1996; cf. Bordo 2004). This habitus 
of self-surveillance is perceived to disempower women in other, perhaps more relevant 
domains, such as the professional.

As for the case of fashion models, the interpretation of their aesthetic labor practices 
is somewhat more intricate than most feminist works suggest. First, aesthetic labor is 
carried out by both male and female fashion models. Hence, aesthetic labor in this field 
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is dually gendered, that is to say, it poses different challenges to different bodies. Second, 
these practices form a crucial part of their work, and can therefore hardly be defined as a 
distraction from their professional goals. Third, the job of being a fashion model places 
them on a pedestal: in society at large, models are seen as the epitome of beauty (Brenner 
and Cunningham, 1992; Mears 2011). So, while engaging in aesthetic labor practices can 
be restrictive, potentially limiting the agency of fashion models, it also brings them things: 
an income, perhaps a sense of pride and achievement, and importantly, societal status. By 
seriously considering models’ experience of work and self, in different labor contexts and 
situations, this dissertation empirically investigates the issue of aesthetic labor as potentially 
disempowering or providing opportunities for self-actualization. 

AESTHETIC LABOR AS A COLLECTIVE PRACTICE

Aesthetic labor in fashion modeling is a collective endeavor of a group of (temporarily) 
cooperating fashion professionals who perform different tasks. As freelancers, fashion 
models work with a newly composed team of fashion professionals for every other job. In 
their effort and contribution to the creation of a look, professionals such as fashion stylists, 
photographers, modeling agents, make-up artists, fashion directors and designers, all play 
their part in cultivating a model’s style, regulating her behavior and disciplining her body. 
A model’s agent (the emic term is ‘booker’) might regulate a model’s food intake, wield a 
measure tape or motivate her to exercise, in order to for her to lose weight or centimeters 
around the hips (Mears and Finlay 2005; Mears 2011; Czerniawski 2015). A fashion stylist 
or a designer will dress the model and decide for her what she will wear. When applying 
make-up onto a models’ face and body, a make-up artist will require her to sit still and to 
be patient. They will perhaps also advise her to drink more water to improve the skin. A 
fashion photographer often directs a model in how to pose in front of the camera lens. In 
making sure everything on a set runs smoothly and according to schedule, a backstage 
fashion director, or one of their assistants, is inclined to hurry the models to get in line 
in time to step onto the runway. Through implicit or explicit cues and commentary, then, 
fashion professionals instruct models how to skillfully embody fashionable styles and 
looks, turning them into aesthetic objects. The division of labor between fashion models 
and other professionals indicates a clear differentiation of roles, associated responsibilities 
and possibilities to control. Models generally have little decisional power when it comes to 
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creating a look. The aesthetic goals are set, mediated and maintained by professionals other 
than models: fashion designers, photographers, stylists, clients and bookers. 

While other professionals carry out body work onto the model’s body and do this 
‘on the shop floor,’ fashion models perform body work onto themselves. The majority of 
this work takes place ‘off the job,’ in their everyday private lives. In the absence of other 
fashion professionals, models are reliant on self-governance and self-discipline (Foucault 
1982; Du Gay 1996; Rose 1998). For this reason, fashion models’ aesthetic labor can be 
called invasive: it seeps into their personal lives and intertwines with everyday practices. 
This blurs the boundaries between professional and private life (Smith-Maguire 2008). But 
it is also invasive because the aesthetic labor of fashion models is continuous. At home, even 
the most mundane and personal practices and decisions, such as drinking a glass of water 
or deciding at what time to go to bed, are always also professional considerations regarding 
the effects of those practices on the models’ body. The enduring nature of this aesthetic 
labor requires models to ‘always be on’ and to adapt their lives to professional aesthetic 
imperatives (Entwistle and Wissinger 2006, 788). At the end of the day, models cannot take 
off their working costumes or walk away from the product, because they are themselves 
the product that is priced and sold on a market of beauty images. Consequently, fashion 
modeling is experienced as more than a job: models often redefine their work as a lifestyle. 

What is sure, is that the aesthetic labor of fashion models causes pressures for 
perpetual self-scrutiny and surveillance of the self (Wissinger 2009, 274; Mears 2013, 
138). The empirical chapters in this dissertation will address the questions of what these 
aesthetic labor practices exactly entail, and how they are experienced by fashion models. 
The following paragraphs shed light on the self and subjectivity, addressing how people’s 
experience of their self might be affected by their work, and how field context and conditions 
might produce particular subjectivities.

BEAUTY, LABOR AND SELF

Beauty has a central role in how people express themselves, and looks or appearance are 
markers of identity: it enables people to show who they are, or perhaps more precisely, 
who they want to be (Negrin 2008; Veenstra and Kuipers 2013). Beauty is therefore utterly 
related to people’s sense of self: how they define and experience themselves and who they 
desire to be(come). Importantly, this goes for work too. Work is an increasingly central 
source of identification for many people employed in the contemporary labor market 
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(Casey 1995; Du Gay 1996). This goes especially for markets and professions that require a 
productive involvement that exceeds regular (nine to six) working hours and that require 
tasks and skills that are not distinguishable as strictly professional but are rather ‘embodied’ 
and ‘personal.’ Loïc Wacquant refers to these professions as ‘high commitment worlds,’ 
arguing that:

Individuals who have thoroughly (re)fitted their body, that is to say, their 
self, to a particular moral universe – as do all social agents involved in ‘high 
commitment’ worlds such as the arts, science, or religion – find it nearly 
impossible to withdraw from it and would often perish in it rather than leave 
it. (Wacquant 1998, 346). 

Aesthetic labor, which often involves flexible work and entrepreneurship, is such a typical 
modern-day ‘high commitment’ form of labor, as it involves multiple aspects of persons 
and their bodies. Fashion models, music artists, ballet dancers, actors, and scholars too, 
are workers who are, all in distinct ways, inclined to be ‘always on,’ or at least on stand-by. 
People that carry out these jobs usually experience what they do for a living as a reflection 
of, or even as ‘part of ’ themselves. Accordingly, they are prone to redefine their work as a 
lifestyle or a ‘calling.’ When work is a primary source of identification it potentially defines 
for a great deal how people perceive and define themselves. Much more than a job, or a way 
to make a living, work then becomes highly personal, as a form of self-expression (cf. Casey 
1995). As both beauty and work are so closely related to people’s sense of self, the self is the 
third central concept to this dissertation. 

A PRAGMATIST PERSPECTIVE ON THE SELF

While most research on the self is carried out by psychologists, these studies tend to 
generally disregard the importance of social context for experiencing and defining the self, 
reducing the self to a set of individually bounded qualities or an expression of psychological 
characteristics (Callero 2003, 127; for an example, see Baumeister 1998). Sociological works 
on the self obviously do take the social embeddedness of the self seriously but do so from 
fundamentally different paradigms. Sociological scholarship on the self is multidisciplinary, 
methodologically eclectic and generally postmodern in orientation (Callero 2003, 116). 
In the following paragraph I will explain how I use the concept in relation to existing 
perspectives. 
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Following Cynthia Dunn (2017) and Douglas Ezzy (1997) I take an explicit pragmatist 
perspective on the self. This perspective has its roots in symbolic interactionism and allows 
for an ‘agentic’ understanding of the self “as structured in and through discourse without 
being reduced to it.” (Dunn 1997, cited in Callero 2003, 120). Along the same lines, Douglas 
Ezzy (1997) hermeneutically conceptualizes the self as “neither a solitary entity impervious 
to the influence of others, nor as a mere reflection of objective structures or ‘discourses of 
power’.” (1997, 427). Both Dunn and Ezzy draw on Mead’s idea of the ‘I’ as an internal 
reflexive dialogue. They define selfhood as being reflexively constructed and expressed 
through narrative – internal, as well as in interaction with others (Dunn 2017, 66, 67, see 
also Gillies et al. 2004). Through these stories and internal conversations, people make 
sense of themselves, while using socially learned cultural discourses for constructing and 
reconstructing a coherent sense of self.

The idea of a self that is actively constructed and simultaneously displayed through 
narrative, allows to conceptualize how agency and structure interact in the process of self-
interpretation. This take on the self is not undisputed, since Foucauldian and postmodernist 
thought have been highly influential on sociological understandings of self. “For Foucault,”
Callero argues, “the self is the direct consequence of power and can only be apprehended in 
terms of historically specific systems of discourse.” These regimes of power do not simply 
control the subject, but rather, “bring the self into existence by imposing disciplinary practices 
on the body.” (Callero 2003, 117). From this perspective, “the self is coerced into existence, 
not to become an agent but as a mechanism of control where systems of discourse work from 
the inside out by creating a self-regulating subject.” (Callero 2003, 118).

Even though Foucauldian scholarship (see also Hall 1996; Rose 1996) has contributed 
to our understanding of self, by emphasizing that the self is related to the historical 
deployment of power, I do not follow this perspective. The Foucauldian approach to the 
self has an important limitation, namely that it eliminates the assumption of an agentic 
and knowledgeable actor (Elliot 2001, in Callero 2003, 118). This renders it difficult, if not 
impossible, to theorize the possibility of emancipation.

Conceiving the self from a pragmatist perspective does allow for agency, creative 
action and emancipation. Importantly, this perspective does not preclude the possibility of 
the self to become colonized by forces of domination and control. However, it allows for 
resistance to always be on the horizon of the possible (Callero 2003, 120). Such an ‘agentic’ 
window of opportunity is all the more important when studying people and practices that 
are precipitately considered objectionable from an outsider perspective. This is generally 
true for fashion models, who are easily depicted by outsiders as subordinate to a restraining 
beauty system (cf. Mahmood 2001, 225), or as victims by being subjected to objectifying 
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gazes (see Chapter 4). Finally, the idea of reflexivity, as the ability to reflect and act back 
upon the self (Skeggs 2004, 81), is particularly relevant to the experience of self in modern-
day labor contexts, where practices of self-commodification and the strategic management 
of one’s bodily (aesthetic) capital are essential for labor success.

THE SELF IN LABOR CONTEXTS

From this perspective, then, I investigate how labor and field context impact the experience 
of self. The study of how self-experience takes form under (late) modern capitalist labor 
conditions has been taken up by numerous twentieth century and contemporary sociologists 
(cf. Featherstone 1983; Bellah et al. 1985; Turner 1986; Giddens 1991; Sennett 2001). Yet 
others have addressed how the self is produced and/or experienced under specific labor 
conditions in cultural, creative or aesthetic industries and economies, or in service-oriented 
work that requires affective labor and the management of emotions (cf. Hochschild 1983; 
Bourdieu 1984; Bourdieu 1996; Warhurst and Nickson 2001; Witz et al. 2003; Entwistle and 
Wissinger 2006; Warhurst and Nickson 2009; Mears 2011; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011). 
All these works provide a critical take on how different modern-day forms of labor produce 
selves in ways that are potentially enriching, but how they also might lead to a sense of 
disillusionment or deprivation of the self (cf. Ezzy 1997).

This sociological concern with people’s experience of self in relation to (the 
organization of) labor, goes in fact all the way back to Karl Marx and his critique on the 
capitalist labor conditions of his time. Already in 1844, writing his Economic and Philosophic 
Manuscripts, Marx used the concept of alienation to point out how many people, first, lost 
grip on the production process they were involved in; second, got out of touch with the 
product they were making; and third, became estranged from their co-workers. Fourth, 
and importantly, Marx believed that workers also strayed from their selves, as they were 
unable realize their ‘species-being’ (or ‘human nature’) under capitalist conditions. The 
essence of fulfilling this species-being, is, according to Marx, to create something that 
springs from one’s own mind. Ideally, the object of labor is, therefore, “the objectification 
of man’s species life. He duplicates himself, not only, as in consciousness, intellectually, but 
also actively, in reality, and therefore he contemplates himself in a world that he has created.”
(Marx 1932/1964, 32). 

In other words, people fulfill their selves by acting freely upon the world, in the 
process of their labor. This, however, Marx deemed impossible in a capitalist system 
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where capitalist entrepreneurs exercise full control and decision-making power over the 
production process and its productive purposes. According to Marx, such a labor context 
leads to “tearing away from man the object of his production, therefore, estranged labor tears 
from him his species life, his real species objectivity.” (Marx 1932/1964, 32). 

Although the mode of production and according ‘spirit of capitalism’ has adapted 
itself to modern times, from industrial and hierarchical to service-oriented, flexible and 
networked (Boltanski and Chiapello 2005), Marx’s concept of alienation is still relevant 
today. It directs our attention to the fact that, also in contemporary capitalist societies, 
many people experience their work as lacking in meaning and purpose (Hesmondhalgh and 
Baker 2011, 14). Interestingly, Marx was on point about the cause of this, namely, people’s 
lack of opportunities to be creative, or to ‘create from one’s own mind’ and to realize the self 
in the process of making objects ‘in the world out there.’ (Marx 1932/1964, 29, 32; see also 
the work of Ann Cahill 2012, about self-fulfillment through taking oneself as an object).

For creative, cultural or aesthetic industries, such as fashion modeling, their appeal 
lies exactly in this great promise of creativity. But in reality, the division of labor causes 
the input of different groups of workers into ‘creative’ outputs to vary greatly. It is exactly 
this variety that is a potential source for hierarchies and distinctions in fields of cultural 
production (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011, 9). In other words, the freedom to be creative, 
or the lack thereof, provides a sound a basis for inequality and, importantly, also for different 
modes of self-experience and self-fulfillment, in contemporary cultural industries. 

However, Douglas Ezzy (1997) argues how, even under unequal circumstances, 
structural (labor) conditions are always negotiated in the production of subjectivities in 
work/labor contexts:

The ability to tell a ‘good story’ about one’s work, and the associated ability 
to construct the activities of one’s life consistently with this ‘good story’, are 
integrally related to an individual’s social and economic resources. While 
changes in social and economic relations may enable a more dignified 
experience of labour, social relations do not determine individuals’ narratives 
[of self]. It is possible to construct a narrative of hope that confers even very 
tedious labour with a sense of dignity. The sociological, and sociopolitical, 
challenge is to identify the social and cultural resources that best enable 
individuals to construct a narrative that confers their labour with dignity and 
provides a sense of a worthwhile future. (Ezzy 1997, 441).
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Narratives of self in the context of labor, then, are likely to involve explanations of why work 
is good; aspirations of work becoming better; and sense-making stories about how a form of 
labor fits more-or-less consistently with a person’s overall life. Boltanski and Thevenot have 
referred to such explanations of self as ‘modes of justification’ that are narrated (or enacted) 
to morally position and juxtapose oneself vis-à-vis others (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006). 
Similarly, Dunn notes: “even as our personal narratives distinguish us as unique individuals, 
we orient toward others’ expectations of what a good narrative and a good self should be like.” 
(Dunn 2017, 66). Importantly, then, justificatory narratives reflect both self-perceptions 
and aspirations of self. Perhaps more than who we are, they give away who we desire to be, 
for others and for ourselves (cf. Vannini and Franzese 2008). 

THE BODY/SELF

Finally, for investigating fashion models’ experiences of self in relation to their aesthetic 
labor, looking at the body, and the body in practice, is key. For this, I incorporate the 
perspective of Wacquant, who argues that (re)shaping the body undeniably affects 
selfhood, because “there is morality to (and in) the lived body” and as such, persons “must 
be understood as the site and seat of a practical, enacted ethics.” (Wacquant 1998, 346). The 
interconnectedness between corporeality, morality and the self creates a need to negotiate 
over the particular self that people want to convey. This negotiation potentially becomes 
more of a struggle when bodies and behaviors deviate from normative standards. In 
such cases, Deborah Gimlin (2002, 2007) points out, people make an effort to “explain 
questionable behaviour (even if only to oneself) in order to neutralize its negative meanings.” 
(Gimlin 2007, 41). The issue of negotiating or even struggling over the self potentially 
pertains to all, but particularly to workers whose bodies and behaviors have to answer to 
field-specific standards (for example, extreme slenderness in high-end fashion modeling) 
which are not always in line with normative standards that exist in society more generally, 
or even with those that exists in other parts of that same field. When this is the case, the 
necessity to justify the self becomes more persistent. 

In the empirical chapters of this dissertation, we see how fashion models negotiate 
and struggle to retain control over their personhood, and learn more about their aspired 
selves, in the context of their work. Chapter 4, for example, shows how fashion models 
are treated as aesthetic objects in a variety of ways and degrees. In specific situations and 
labor contexts, this process of objectification involves a detaching from the self. Models 
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employ various strategies to cope with this and even turn it to their advantage. Chapter 6 
shows that fashion modeling produces different subjectivities that act and make sense of 
their practices and surroundings in different ways. However, it also points to an interesting 
puzzle, namely that models’ self-experience does not always conform with their subject-
position (cf. Whittle 2005). Thus, while field theory presupposes that subjectivities are 
formed by social context, this does not automatically mean that peoples’ experienced self 
coincides with that context.

THE STRUCTURE

The empirical chapters – 3 to 6 – in this dissertation are comprised of either published or 
submitted papers. Each of them teases out this relationship between beauty, work and self 
from a different ‘body practical’ angle. As such, they all address different aspects of the 
aesthetic labor of fashion models, as well as the multiple ways in which aesthetic labor is 
experienced in relation to the self. However, the following chapter – Chapter 2 – concerns 
issues of methodology and the different research strategies that were used in this study. 
It elaborates on the methods of multi-cited and person-centered ethnography. Together, 
these methods entail a combination of different research approaches, such as in-depth 
interviewing, observation and participant observation, but also ‘interviewing in action.’ 
Together, these strategies have enabled me to capture multiple facets of the aesthetic labor 
process; what it implies for the experience of embodied work; and its implications for 
peoples’ experience of self, at different locations in the field of fashion modeling, namely 
Amsterdam, Warsaw and Paris.

Chapter 3 investigates the relation between food, the body and morality in fashion 
modeling, by considering a body practice that is very central to the aesthetic labor of 
fashion models: ‘watching your food.’ More than has been recognized in studies of fashion 
modeling so far, eating is a continuous form of body work that is decidedly essential to 
models’ aesthetic labor. Against the backdrop of slender aesthetics, models are purposefully 
socialized into remaining or becoming slender, through food beliefs inducing them to eat 
in specific ways. Food is classified into good and bad categories and believed to affect male 
and female bodies differently. But other than to aesthetics or gender, considering ‘what 
(not) to eat’ links to morality, enabling models to draw symbolic boundaries between 
themselves and others. These show two main moral imperatives: models should eat in a 
controlled manner and effortlessly. Solving this moral paradox, models normalize and 
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conceal controlled eating. Ultimately, the fashion modeling food system preoccupies 
models with self-surveillance and reinforces power-inequalities between models and other 
professionals.

Chapter 4 unravels the process of objectification, an aesthetic practice that occurs 
almost incessantly in fashion modeling. The experiential lens of this ethnography allows 
me to take into account fashion models’ subjective responses to being objectified, and 
as such, enables me to call into question several theoretical arguments of objectification 
pertaining to disempowered subjects, as well as the assumption that prevails amongst 
mainly feminist scholars, that objectification is inherently negative or immoral. Instead, 
I argue that objectification is socially rooted in institutions and specific situations and 
that this matters considerably for its varying forms, levels of intensity and the emotional 
and practical responses it evokes in people. Objectification is neither ubiquitous nor one-
dimensional: it takes place in specific social contexts and unfolds itself differently under 
different social conditions. Moreover, objectification is not unidirectional: it is done by and 
happens to both men and women. This does not imply that objectification is less compelling 
as a process, or easy to avoid. Objectification might be all the more effective exactly because 
the process is embedded in different social contexts and adapts itself accordingly.

In Chapter 5, a diverse set of aesthetic practices, such as posing, dieting, dressing 
up, exercising and walking a runway, are simultaneously discussed. We see how fashion 
models justify their aesthetic labor practices against the backdrop of various moral 
frameworks. These justifications are necessary, since the relation between work, body 
and self is particularly fraught for fashion models, as they work in a ‘greedy’ industry 
that demands intensive forms of aesthetic labor. Their aesthetic labor requires models to 
continuously reinvent and negotiate their selves in different contexts. Fashion models make 
great efforts to justify and maintain a coherent self, through enacting different forms of 
‘good modelhood’ – natural, healthy and pragmatic modelhood, which are interpreted as 
modes of justification. These forms of modelhood all relate differently to the dominant 
aesthetic logic of fashion modeling and consequently, bear different degrees of legitimacy 
within the field. By focusing on fashion models’ subjective experiences of aesthetic labor in 
relation to their selves, this article contributes to existing sociological perspectives on the 
body, showing how the body connects to morality and selfhood in European cultural and 
institutional contexts. 

In Chapter 6, the experiential angle merges with a field-level perspective on fashion 
modeling. In this co-authored chapter – together with Giselinde Kuipers and Elise van der 
Laan – we explore the question of what it means to work in the periphery of the field of 
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fashion. Because opportunities for consecration and success for workers are limited there, 
existing studies typically portray peripheries as grim places that people are trying to escape 
from to ‘make it’ in the center. By focusing on Amsterdam, The Netherlands and Warsaw, 
Poland, two relatively unimportant, peripheral cities in the transnational fashion modeling 
field, our study sheds new light on the nature of the periphery, as a place that some people 
embrace rather than flee. While professionals in the periphery are often inclined to look 
up to the center and experience their work as failing to live up to expectations, which leads 
to frustration and a need to justify their work, our analysis shows that peripheries also 
offer opportunities that may weigh up against the low chances for cultural consecration. 
A fair share of peripheral professionals ‘embraces the periphery’, as it provides them with 
better labor conditions than the center does. By employing an experiential, person-centered 
approach to the study of field positions, we discern that a peripheral field position produces 
specific subjectivities, or ‘peripheral selves’. And although a peripheral self might bear little 
legitimacy in the field, it potentially serves as a safeguard against the risks of precarity and 
exploitation so typical of high-status centers of cultural production.

In the final chapter (Chapter 7) I connect the findings of each empirical chapter 
and draw up conclusions that pertain to the field and the profession of fashion modeling, 
and formulate an answer to the question of how aesthetic labor, as a relatively recent and 
expanding form of work, produces beauty, bodies and persons, in the workplace and 
beyond. I also consider how the findings that are central to this dissertation are relevant for 
enhancing our understanding of beauty, work and self in broader societal contexts.
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Chapter 2 

An ethnographic study of aesthetic 
practice. Gathering and understanding 
experience-near data

Researching aesthetic labor practices requires relationships of trust between a researcher 
and her informants. It also necessitates a ‘person-centered’ and experiential approach. In 
this chapter I elaborate on the method of person-centered ethnography, which involves 
the research strategies of in-depth interviewing, participant observation, ‘interviewing 
in action’ and the involvement of key informants. I will discuss how a combination of 
these strategies has helped me to accomplish trust and to gather data from an experiential 
perspective. I will also consider the limitations of access that I came across during this 
research, and the ways in which I overcame these.

LOOKING FOR AESTHETIC PRACTICES ‘BEHIND CLOSED 
DOORS’

Empirically studying fashion models’ efforts to become and stay beautiful, entails a study 
of practices that are often concealed. While beauty standards in fashion modeling are 
discussed explicitly by models and can be readily discerned, for example, by looking at 
fashion models’ ‘set cards’ that describe their physical features, their aesthetic labor is much 
less observable. During the first months of my fieldwork I learned that most of the practices 
that models told me were important, were not carried out in the professional settings where 
I was present as a researcher. Rather, as much of this work happens on a continuous and 
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day-to-day basis, it mostly takes place off the job, in private settings, such as the home. 
To fully understand what it means to be an aesthetic laborer, then, I needed to not only 
consider how models work during payed hours, but also investigate how they do just about 
anything else. Therefore, a primary focus on persons, rather than fields, was the best way to 
get an idea of what it implies to be an aesthetic laborer. 

This dissertation is not about the field of fashion modeling per se, but about the 
work that fashion models (and other fashion professionals, see Chapter 6) carry out under 
the conditions of this field. The method of multi-sited, person-centered ethnography that 
was used for this study, enables to look at persons moving in and out of fields, cities, settings 
and situations. It takes field contexts and professional settings into account, but also allowed 
me to move beyond those and probe into matters of self-understanding and subjectivity, by 
bringing in an ‘experiential perspective’ on cultural fields and aesthetic/creative work.

FROM CLASSIC ETHNOGRAPHY TO PERSON-CENTERED 
ETHNOGRAPHY

Probing the personal necessitates a methodological approach that is emic and bottom-up 
in nature: ethnography. Ethnography usually combines the research strategies of in-depth 
interviewing and participant observation, and is most effective for gaining an experience-
near concept of the social world (Geertz 1974, 28). Through an emic perspective, 
ethnographers aspire to take ‘the natives point of view’ (Eriksen [1995] 2001, 36) and 
engage in, what Weber has called, verstehen. The ethnographer tries to understand her 
research subjects empathically, to grasp the subjective meaning of the social actions that 
they consider relevant (Weber 1947, 88; Bryman 2015, 31). 

This research is rooted in this interpretivist tradition. It sets out to understand the 
work and lives of male and female fashion models, from the bottom-up, through the stories 
they tell, and by understanding the practices that are meaningful to them. Although this 
means I relied on my informants to show me what was worth considering, it does not mean 
that I only studied those aspects of fashion modeling that I was told to study. Being directed 
towards what is important often happened nonverbally and unintentionally. Through the 
method of participant observation, I learned that several aesthetic labor practices and labor 
conditions that were (initially) left unmentioned during interviews, turned out to be sites 
of struggle and were decidedly meaningful for understanding their work in the context of 
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the field. Further consecutive in-depth interviews with fashion models allowed me to gain 
a deeper understanding of the significance of these practices and conditions. 
Even though using a regular ethnographic approach allowed me to make advances in 
disentangling exactly what it is that models do during their work, and how it makes sense 
in a field context, to understand how the aesthetic labor of fashion models impacts their 
sense of self I needed an ethnographic perspective that explicitly focused on experience 
and personhood. The cultural and psychological anthropologist Douglas Hollan (2001) has 
offered such an approach, by establishing the method of person-centered ethnography. 

Person-centered ethnographies entail a focus on persons and their practical 
involvement in the world (Hollan, 2001, 55). In contrast with ethnographies that are 
focused on entities such as fields, communities or cultures, which often produce a cultural 
description analogous to a map of a specific collectivity (LeVine 1982, 293 in Hollan 2001, 
48), person-centered ethnographies tell us what it is like to live in such contexts, and what 
features are salient to its inhabitants. Person-centered ethnography takes people as its unit 
of analysis instead of ‘worlds’ such as a village, club or an organization (cf. Chaudhary 
1999; Wacquant 2004). By following persons moving in, out and between worlds, it allows 
us to consider experiences of multiple worlds. For this research, this approach enabled me 
to compare how different contexts – fashion modeling industries located in cities – are 
experienced and affect persons differently. 

A person-centered approach, then, focuses less on what actually – factually – happens 
in a social setting, but takes as its basic principle the experiences that people in these settings 
describe as being meaningful. In the context of fashion modeling this is crucial, because 
the work that is involved in maintaining a beautiful body (according to field standards) 
is surrounded by taboos. Dieting for example, largely takes place off the job because it is 
a long-term and continuous practice that impacts people’s food choices all day, every day. 
However, dieting is also obscured because it deviates from normative standards, such as 
the imperative of effortlessness that prevails in parts of fashion modeling. Investigating 
these aesthetic practices is therefore extra challenging: the reasons for their concealment 
are hardly ever only practical. However, exactly for this reason, they are also the most 
meaningful for understanding labor conditions, self-experience and field dynamics in 
fashion modeling.

Moral imperatives and taboos that surround the body and aesthetic labor, result in 
a methodological problem well-known in research based on qualitative interviews, namely, 
that people do not necessarily say what they do. Jerolmack and Khan (2014) have drawn 
attention to this issue, stating that ‘talk is cheap.’ They do not imply that narratives of 
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informants are meaningless, but foreground the fact that that these stories cannot be taken 
as proxies for action without some evidence for that. The link between talk and action is 
simply variable. Moreover, opinions and behavior are situational. Hence, what people say or 
do is contingent on their ‘definition of the situation,’ and the interview is just one of many 
situations in which an informant reveals (a part of) him- or herself (Dean and Whyte 1958). 
In order to verify to what extent informants’ accounts resonate with realities of everyday 
life, ethnographers usually combine in-depth interviewing with participant observation in 
different settings. In this study I used similar research methods, but, after specification, 
they can be distinguished into five research strategies: in-depth interviewing, observation, 
participant observation, interviewing in action, and the use of key informants.

Finally, the method of person-centered ethnography helped me focus on fashion 
models’ subjective experience of their own professional choices, practices and interactions, 
because the approach explicitly reminds the researcher to primarily consider the experiences 
of “acting, intending and attentive subjects” (Levy and Hollan 1998, 313). Importantly, person-
centered ethnographies not only produce experience-near data of practices or contexts, but 
also bring into sight experiences of the self. Therefore, this method is particularly useful for 
the study of selfhood in cultural field contexts. 

That said, the distinction between classic ethnography and person-centered 
ethnography should not be overstated. Rather than categorical difference, the person-
centered approach stands apart from other ethnographies mostly by its emphasis on persons 
and their experiences of different contexts. 

PEOPLE WHO GO PLACES: FOLLOWING THE FASHION MODEL

People tend to go places. For this obvious reason, person-centered ethnography is likely to 
coincide with conducting ‘multi-sited ethnography’ (Marcus 1995). The people on whom 
we focus in multi-sited fieldwork tend to be the more mobile ones: those who contribute 
most to turning the combinations of sites into coherent fields (Hannerz 2010). In the case 
of fashion modeling, the most mobile professionals are by far the fashion models who work 
in a project-based manner and travel between fashion modeling fields.

The profession of fashion modeling crosses national borders, because fashion 
modeling is a transnational field with different subfields. These subfields are located in 
cities and are connected through exchange of fashion products, aesthetic standards, and 
fashion models. In this dissertation I compare what the aesthetic labor of fashion models 
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entails in three different places: Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Paris, France, and Warsaw, 
Poland. These three cities all host fashion modeling subfields, with Paris being the most 
central, and Warsaw and Amsterdam being more peripheral. 

Site 1: Amsterdam
I started my ethnographic fieldwork ‘at home’ in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Although 
the city, as my place of residence, was familiar to me, the fashion modeling industry was 
not. Never having been involved in the industry in any way, I started out my fieldwork as 
an outsider, in February 2011. From then onwards, I got to know the field little by little. 

Starting out my fieldwork in Amsterdam allowed me to gradually get involved and 
acquainted with the field. In the beginning I alternated ethnographic research with teaching 
courses at university. This time spent outside of fashion modeling allowed me to ponder 
what I had heard and observed, and to discuss initial findings with academic peers and 
supervisors. 

After a period of going in and out of the field, I had become familiar and more-or-
less at ease with being surrounded by people who continuously employ an aesthetic gaze: 
onto each other, themselves, and surely, onto me as well3. I had begun to understand some 
of the aesthetic standards, styles and codes that were relevant in the field, and in order to 
blend in a little, I adjusted my clothing style, by wearing all black outfits like many field 
professionals did. 

To begin the research in Amsterdam instead of another place was additionally 
strategic because it was relatively easy to gain access to the field via my existing social 
network. My friends, colleagues and students were the first to get me into contact with 
fashion models, designers, bookers and other fashion professionals. From there on I was 
able to immerse myself in the local field rather easily, via the people I had already met.

In proportion to the city of Amsterdam, local fashion modeling is a relatively small 
industry. Consequently, fashion professionals know each other quite well. Once in the 
field I soon found my way around in this tight-knit network. Another thing from which 
I benefited in terms of access, was that many people work freelance and part-time in this 
field. As such, they combine fashion or modeling work with other (creative) labor activities 
or with getting a degree at university. This renders the industry of fashion modeling less 
closed and the people within it more reachable, compared with more exclusive fields such 

3 People frequently asked me (after assessing my looks and estimating my age – I was 25/26 at the time) “whether I had been a 
fashion model when I was young”.
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as Paris, where there is more at stake, more to lose (in terms of both money and status) and 
hence, little interest and time for participating in research. 

All-in-all, fashion models and fashion professionals in Amsterdam were open to, or 
at least not averse to, my presence as a researcher. This enabled me to observe professional 
activities in settings that are normally closed to outsiders, such as backstage at fashion 
shows, photoshoots, castings and even a model’s kitchen. It also allowed me to talk with 
a diverse group of professionals: female, male, high-end and commercial fashion models; 
fashion designers, brand representatives and fashion clients; modeling agents, bookers 
and scouts; fashion photographers, stylists, and make-up artists; post-production editors, 
magazine editors, and show and art directors (for an overview of informants and occasions 
of participant observation, see Tables A1, A2 and A3 in the appendix on pages 161-165). 
Finally, in Amsterdam I got the chance to participate in the field by fulfilling several 
professional roles. I was employed as an assistant to a backstage director at two different 
fashion shows; worked as a stylist’s assistant; was cast to walk the runway during a low-
profile fashion show; and experienced what it was like to be a model at a photoshoot4.

Site 2: Paris
Studying the fashion modeling field in Paris, France, was a totally different story, because 
gaining access was difficult at first. Paris holds a central position in the overall transnational 
fashion modeling field. This makes for Parisian fashion modeling to be a status game where 
the stakes are high: people can make it big, but can also fall very far. Knowing and working 
with ‘the right people’ – high-status individuals who can enhance your own professional 
status – is important. This dynamic complicated gaining access to the field, as it equally 
predisposes professionals to avoid risk and employ a strategy of shunning persons with 
no or unclear status – persons who might be critical or seeking to ‘expose’ the industry’s 
practices and conditions.

What did not help, was the fact that when I came to Paris in 2011, the Parisian field 
of fashion modeling was under fire. At that time, television networks in France regularly 
aired critical documentaries and films that framed fashion modeling as a physically 
and psychologically abusive and exploitative industry5. Critical journalists attacked the 
industry for mistreating its workers, most notably female models, by imposing standards 
of slenderness that were deemed too extreme. Parisian modeling agencies were accused of 

4 The pictures of this photo shoot were not published.
5 Documentaries such as Picture me: A Model’s Diary (2010) (in French: Picture me: Le journal verite d’une top model) and Girl model 
(2011) were screened on French public television, and lead to heated debates in French talk shows. 
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insufficiently looking after their models. Several former fashion models reported injustices 
they had experienced while working in Paris, such as being pressured into extreme dieting, 
being underpaid or otherwise exploited.

This was the context in which I arrived, motivated to interview models and other 
professional figures on the topic of how they carry out and experience their work; eager 
to look into the field and observe aesthetic labor practices by being present backstage 
at fashion events. I was not exactly welcomed with open arms. Modeling agencies were 
especially unwilling to participate in interviews or to otherwise cooperate with my study, 
for example, by introducing me to the models they were working with. 

It took some time to gain entry to this field where professionals perceived outsiders as 
a liability. During my time in Paris I came to realize, and eventually accept, that ethnographic 
fieldwork for a great deal consists of waiting for opportunities of entry. Hence, prolonging 
my stay in Paris, and returning several times in the later stages of my research, proved to be 
effective for eventually gaining access to this field.

In addition, I resorted to several strategies that aided the process of gaining access. 
First, I relied on the method of (participant) observation more than on interviewing for 
gathering data on Parisian fashion modeling. Observations mainly took place during 
fashion events such as Paris Fashion Week or the Elite Model Look contest (see Table 
A3 on page 164) to which I was granted access. During these events, I met many models 
and other professionals. Backstage at fashion shows I often engaged in conversations and 
arranged meetings for a more extensive interview afterwards. Models were always keen to 
be interviewed, but many eventually cancelled these meetings at the advice of (or under 
pressure from) their agency. Therefore, a second strategy was to contact models via my own 
social network in Paris, circumventing their modeling agencies. The third, and perhaps most 
beneficial strategy, was to interview models in Amsterdam or Warsaw, who had worked, or 
frequently still worked in Paris. The fact that they were not situated in Paris at the time of 
the interview enabled them to speak freely about their experiences as aesthetic laborers in 
this high-end field. Moreover, by focusing on fashion models who travel between fields, 
I learned how aesthetics are exchanged between commercially oriented peripheries and 
high-end centers of fashion modeling. In fact, the majority of model informants I met in 
Amsterdam and Warsaw had worked, had tried to work, had aspired or still aspired to work, 
in Paris or other central places such as Milan, London or New York. In Paris I met nobody 
who considered going to Amsterdam or Warsaw. When it comes to people and aesthetics 
‘traveling’ between the center and the periphery, this cultural flow is mostly unidirectional.
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Site 3: Warsaw
Models I encountered in Paris came from all over the world, but remarkably, many came 
from Poland, with their ‘mother agency’ (primary modeling agency) based in the capital 
city of Warsaw. The research strategy of ‘following the model’ therefore led me to include 
Warsaw as a third location to this multi-sited ethnography. Compared with other fashion 
modeling industries, fashion modeling in Warsaw is relatively young, as it only came into 
being when Poland became post-Soviet in 1989. However, the international appeal of Polish 
models’ looks has spurred the Polish fashion modeling industry to develop rapidly. Being in 
demand internationally also inclines Polish fashion models to be highly mobile, traveling to 
fashion cities in Europe, but also Asia and the United States. So, to learn how aesthetic labor 
takes place in different parts of fashion modeling, and how this is experienced by those 
carrying it out, models in Warsaw were definitely the ones to talk to.

Researchers who study cultural fields typically focus on the centers where status 
and value are generated and ‘things come together.’ They generally have less regard for 
peripheral places of cultural production (see Chapter 6). When I first came to Warsaw 
in 2013, my interest in investigating the local fashion and fashion modeling industries 
was therefore met with some surprise by local professionals6. However, this sentiment 
was immediately followed by enthusiasm and a willingness for people to show me what 
Polish fashion and fashion modeling was all about. Accessing the field was no problem 
here. Fashion professionals were keen to introduce me to other professionals. In contrast 
to Paris, modeling agents in Warsaw were interested in participating in interviews and 
put me in touch with some of their models. Photographers, models and stylists brought 
me along to fashion events, bars, restaurants and other hotspots in Warsaw where people 
from the industry gathered. Often, I would be introduced to befriended fashion models, 
photographers, and other professional figures. As I was renting an apartment at one of 
Warsaw’s cultural hotspots7 people showed up on my doorstep to introduce themselves and 
others as potential informants to participate in my research. Fashion and fashion modeling 
circles are small in Warsaw, and everybody seemed to know one another. I soon became 
part of the network, which enabled me study from up-close what it was like to work in this 
field.

6 Several times I was asked questions about why I was doing this research in Warsaw instead of Milan or Paris. According to some 
locals, there were few interesting things for me to see in Warsaw. I then explained that I was interested in developing, rather than 
established, fashion and fashion modeling industries.
7 My apartment was situated in a building called ‘Nieporęcka,’ a cultural breeding ground in the remote but upcoming neighborhood 
of Praga-Pólnoc, in the North-Eastern part of Warsaw.
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HOW TO ENGAGE AND EMERGE: THE HERMENEUTIC PINBALL 
MACHINE OF ETHNOGRAPHY

Doing a multi-sited ethnography in three different fashion modeling industries required 
me to be creative in applying research methods according to variable research settings 
and situations. As Hannerz has noted, ethnography is ‘an art of the possible’ (2003, 213), 
so what works in one setting, may not be effective in the next. What is more, different 
research techniques are suited to answer different sorts of questions. For example, in order 
to learn how and what fashion models eat, interviewing them is not sufficient. Answering 
this question requires observing models in various settings and situations, preferably 
also in private settings where models are most likely to engage in this practice. To better 
understand what it is like to be watched and judged by others, on a runway for example, 
observations of fashion shows alone will not suffice either. Such experiences need to be 
explained, and sometimes they necessitate the ethnographer to participate and to adopt the 
position of those who normally experience such situations.

This ethnography, then, called for different ways of emerging in the field, using not 
just one method, but rather an assemblage of various methods and research techniques. 
Tellingly, Giselinde Kuipers (2014) has coined the concept of the ‘hermeneutic pinball 
machine’ to describe what ethnography in practice, in particular in researching cultural 
professionals in transnational fields, really entails, namely, a going back and forth between 
research strategies that run through and overlap with one another. By switching, combining 
and even inventing research strategies along the way, this ethnography at times indeed 
made me feel as if I was playing an insightful, exciting and challenging game of pinball.

To mention that this study made use of triangulation, then, is somewhat superfluous, 
as the strategy of combining research methods is rooted in ethnography by principle. For 
example, often during participant observations I engaged in conversations with people 
present in the setting I was observing. On occasion I ended up interviewing these people. 
Conversely, an interview is a situational performance in itself. The behavior of informants 
during interviews constituted observational data as much as their accounts were interview 
data (Denzin 2001). 

Open-ended interviewing
The interviews held with fashion models and other fashion professionals were in-depth and 
unstructured. They were guided by several topics and themes, such as beauty standards, 
body work/practices, collaborations and interactions amongst professionals, the path to 
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becoming a model, the role of food in modeling, the experience of being looked at and 
being photographed, hopes, dreams, experiences of failure and success, and many others. 

Asking questions about these themes elicited informants to address specific issues 
relevant to them, often with regard to their everyday lives. For example, models spoke about 
the separation between home and work; their fear of failing to achieve aesthetic standards; 
traveling between cities and working in different places; issues of self-esteem, autonomy 
and self-image; maintaining social and affective relationships with people in- and outside 
the industry; calories; clothing; sex; drugs; fitness and health; and emotional states of joy, 
pride, excitement, boredom or frustration.

Sometimes models brought along their portfolios (their ‘books’) to an interview. 
Looking at their pictures together helped in understanding their descriptions of looks and 
aesthetic styles that are not always readily put into words. Looking at their pictures also 
elicited memories of previous jobs, bringing models back to those situations, enabling them 
to tell me about them in often rather detailed ways. Occasionally, flipping through the 
pages of a model’s book momentarily restructured the interview from a conversation about 
present-day issues and experiences, into a personal (hi)story of becoming and developing 
as a model. Books brought chronology to models’ stories of their work and their selves.

Besides portfolios, other more trivial objects were used to introduce, at times 
sensitive, topics into the conversation, such as the biscuits that were served along with 
cups of coffee during interviews held in cafes. Although these biscuits were hardly ever 
eaten, they did serve to start a conversation about sugar, calories and eating rules in fashion 
modeling.

The interview-format gradually evolved as the research proceeded, because the stories 
and issues that informants, especially models, addressed as relevant, were directive for the 
questions asked during subsequent interviews with models and with other professionals. 
In this way, the models who participated to this study played a role in co-constructing and 
narrowing down the focus of this research. In addition, the stories and issues addressed by 
informants guided me during my observations, just as events and practices that I observed 
during participant observation also influenced the content of interviews, spurring me to 
ask informants to further explain and contextualize what I had seen. As such, observations 
and interviews were mutually constructive and informing: each profoundly directed the 
topics of interest and focus in carrying out the other.

Interviews were recorded with the permission of informants. During moments of 
observation my voice recorder was turned off, but conversations sometimes developed into 
interviews. These accounts were written down in my field notes shortly afterwards. All 
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recorded interviews were transcribed8. In all transcripts, the names of informants and other 
individuals who are mentioned have been changed into fictive ones in order to guarantee 
anonymity. Names of large companies and organizations, such as Amsterdam Fashion Week 
or ELLE Magazine, have been retained, but only when they were not explicitly discussed in 
relation to a person’s role there, but were referred to as an organization as such.

Observation and participant observation
Table A3 (in the appendix on page 164) provides an overview of key moments and events of 
(participant) observation. Most observations took place backstage at fashions events. Here, 
I studied fashion models’ professional interactions and practices, for example how models 
interacted with stylists when fitting the garments; how they were worked upon by makeup 
artists and hairdressers; how they practiced walking the runway; what they were eating and 
drinking before and after shows.

As I started this research being rather unfamiliar with the field, my role as an observer 
began as explorative and withdrawn. I initially just sat or walked around and watched. I 
engaged little with the people I was observing and had no role or function to fulfill. By 
just looking, I learned about the basic activities, roles and modes of interaction in different 
settings. Spending time in fashion settings as a ‘fly on the wall’ allowed me to become 
comfortable with the atmosphere, which I experienced as uneasy at times, especially in 
Paris. Here, professionals backstage were often stressed and snappy towards others, and to 
models in particular. Backstage at fashion events can be like a pressure cooker: much needs 
to be done, but there is, almost as a rule, insufficient time to prepare before the shows starts, 
rendering the atmosphere tense. 

It took me a while to get used to the, at times, harsh modes of interaction in the field, 
but I became increasingly confident in engaging with people in, and practices of, fashion 
modeling. I evolved from an observer into a participant observer, taking up different roles 
in different situations of observation (see fourth column in Table 3).

During participant observation I took on a variety of roles. In Amsterdam I applied 
at a casting/modeling agency as an aspiring model; I did two jobs as a low-end fashion 
model; I was asked to be a stylist’s assistant at several events, where I dressed models 
backstage and got them ready for the show. In Paris I was many things: at Fashion Weeks I 
presented myself as a blogger or a fashion devotee. At times, people assumed I was a fashion 
journalist. At one fashion event in Warsaw the organizers thought I was as a retail buyer, 
which resulted in getting front row seats for a good view of the garments and the models 

8 I was helped by two assistants in transcribing the interviews.
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wearing them. Some roles I took, then, where shaped by assumptions of others. However, 
when asked about my line of work, I was always straightforward about the fact that I was 
a researcher. But, besides the occasional curious glance as to what I was scribbling down 
in my notebook, the professionals I worked with seldom asked me that question. As long 
as I properly carried out my tasks, such as dressing models rapidly, or having them lined 
up in the correct order before stepping onto the runway, people were either fine with or 
indifferent to whatever else I was doing there. 

The method of (participant) observation was indispensable to see and get a feel for 
what kind of labor being a fashion model entails when they are ‘on the job.’ Observing how 
models were worked upon by make-up artists who applied make-up onto models faces, 
necks, arms and legs, taught me that being an ‘aesthetic object’ is a skill, that requires patience 
and an accommodating attitude. Working backstage as a stylist’s assistant permitted me to 
become familiar with the processes of decision-making of other professionals – of stylists, 
but also photographers and designers – with regard to models’ bodies. And finally, being 
photographed and walking on a runway myself allowed me to comprehend the ‘existential 
attractions’ (Wacquant 1998, 328) of ‘working it’ and being watched. I got a taste of how 
it feels when models engage in these practices. However, to find out how models carry 
out aesthetic labor ‘off the job’ required another research strategy, which I have called 
‘interviewing in action.’ This strategy involved engaging in body work together with fashion 
models, while simultaneously discussing and reflecting on the practices.

Interviewing in action
As a participant observer, I engaged in activities with models. For example, in preparation 
for a runway show I participated in, both I and the other models were ‘sitting in make-up’ 
for several hours. We collectively discussed how we all experienced the aesthetic practices 
of being dressed and ‘dolled-up,’ while simultaneously undergoing it. A research strategy 
that resembles this is interviewing in action, which explicitly and purposefully combines 
interviewing with participant observation. The primary goal of this research strategy is to 
engage in practices together with informants, while simultaneously inviting informants to 
reflect on them, in order to directly grasp subjective experiences of situated practices. 

Engaging in aesthetic practices with models while discussing their logic, purpose 
and desired effects, generated almost unprompted information on the corporeal sensations, 
thoughts and sentiments that were provoked during these activities. Thus, narratives during 
interviews in action are more ‘embodied’ and spontaneous. They are perhaps also less 
‘tidied’ into a logical or coherent narrative of self, compared with regular interviews, where 
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models often give accounts of previous or generally occurring aesthetic labor practices. In 
retrospective accounts, people often make sense of things by applying logic and sequence to 
their practices and behavior, and as such produce a coherent story of self. They might leave 
things out of their story, or simply forget to mention certain aspects. This does not render 
such narratives untruthful, as they reflect many other important processes. For example, 
they show how people justify what they do in relation to their selves (see Chapters 5 and 
6). However, standard interviews are often not accurately reflective of the messiness and 
incoherence that are often characteristic of realities and practices.

I used interviews in action to I participate in those practices that came up as relevant 
during interviews, but were hard to observe ‘on the job’. A fair share of the aesthetic labor 
of fashion models is purposefully concealed from other models and professionals, and 
hence, is mostly carried out in private or daily life settings. The topic of food, for example, 
turned out to be central to fashion modeling, but in a way, eating was also a source of 
judgment. It therefore often happened in concealed ways. I got access to these practices 
through interviewing in action. I prepared and shared dinners and drinks with (key) model 
informants, at their homes or in bars. Physical activity was important too, so I accompanied 
models while they were exercising. Finally, the research strategy of interviewing in action 
was the most helpful in researching models’ private and everyday aesthetic practices that 
usually remain concealed. 

During interviewing in action, I found that subjective experiences of a practice can 
vary greatly. While a brisk walk in the park was simply invigorating in my experience, the 
model I was walking with, primarily did it to burn calories. I also learned that one person’s 
experience of a practice can be multiple. A model can feel good and in control about eating 
a low-calorie meal, but at the same time, feel frustrated about not fully satisfying his or her 
appetite. Conversely, eating a cookie can be enjoyable and worrisome at the same time for 
a model.

Key informants
Part of the aesthetic labor practices I undertook with models, such as eating, are surrounded 
by taboos, and engaging in them together requires trust. The informants with whom I did 
interviews in action were those models whom I had met multiple times throughout my 
research, as this enabled me to build trusting relationships. These models functioned as key 
informants: not only did they involve me in their everyday lives, but they also provided me 
with contacts, accompanied me during observations and directed my gaze. Some informants 
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kept me up-to-date about their whereabouts and changing places of employment, and 
others took part in reflecting on my research findings. 

Finally, while teaching at the University of Amsterdam, I had a student-intern for 
a period of 6 months who was an aspiring starting model.9 Together we reflected on his 
interview data, compared his research findings to mine, and discussed the possibilities 
and limitations of different research strategies. In addition, he told me about his personal 
experiences of starting a modeling career in Amsterdam, and shared his personal logs with 
me, in which he reported and reflected on his attempts to become a model.

THE INFORMANTS: 
AESTHETIC LABORERS, CREATIVES AND INTERMEDIARIES

Fashion models are central to this study as aesthetic laborers (see Table A1 in the appendix 
on page 161). However, once under contract, models are regulated, worked upon and at 
times trained by other professionals to maintain or improve their bodies through body-
work. In order to fully grasp the nature and conditions of fashion models’ aesthetic labor, 
I also took into consideration the people they worked with (see Table A2 in the appendix 
on page 163). Intermediaries, like modeling agents (‘bookers’), but also ‘creatives’, such as 
fashion designers, stylists and photographers, are professional figures who often exercise 
a certain extent of control over models’ conduct. Models’ relations and interactions with 
these people are therefore essential to understand how they carry out and experience their 
work.

Social variety in fashion modeling
Fashion models who participated in this research varied along the lines of gender, age, 
ethnicity, sexual orientation, nationality, city and field position (commercial or/and high-
end). The pool of informants covers the entire scope of the field, but it is important to note 
that variation in fashion models in the field itself is limited, due to industry conventions 
regarding gender, class, age and ethnicity. The range of models I interviewed reflects this. 

The majority of modeling informants (22, or 61%) was female, the average age of 
the models (who were still working) was 22, and they were predominantly white: only 5 

9 The intern conducted interviews with fashion models in Amsterdam. Interviews were part of his Bachelor’s thesis in Sociology, on 
fashion modeling and norms of masculinity, for which I was his supervisor. A small part of his interviews (2 interview transcripts) 
were incorporated into this research. 
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out of 36 models in this study self-identified as ‘ethnic models’ or were identified as such 
by their agents. While 3 models equally combined high-end with commercial modeling, 
14 models described themselves as predominantly high-end or ‘editorial,’ and 19 mostly 
did commercial or low-end (catalogue) jobs at the time I interviewed them. Some of the 
commercial models I met had previously worked as editorial or high-end fashion models.

Fashion modeling in Amsterdam is predominantly commercially oriented. This was 
reflected in models’ looks: most, but not all, were somewhat older and ‘larger’ than the 
average editorial model. Several informants were employed at the higher-end of fashion 
modeling, in cities other than Amsterdam. In Warsaw I predominantly met high-end 
fashion models: they were mostly young, white and slender boys and girls. As Poland 
delivers ‘new faces’ to central fields such as Paris and Milan, modeling agencies in Warsaw 
wield similar high-end aesthetic requirements. Thus, even though I encountered these 
models in a peripheral context, their looks usually complied to the aesthetic conventions of 
the center. Importantly, an industry’s position in the transnational field of fashion modeling 
not only affects what sort of people are employed, but also influences the accessibility and 
reachability of informants. The models and fashion professionals I met in Paris were often 
employed at the higher end, but at the same time, their status position rendered them 
harder to get hold of.

Aesthetic intermediaries, creatives and organizers
A model’s value or ‘symbolic capital’ can be increased by working with the right kind of 
people, such as well-known fashion designers or photographers. Modeling agencies play 
an important role in this process. Modeling agencies are gendered organizations: most 
bookers I have met were female and many started out as fashion models themselves and 
were familiar with the profession of fashion modeling by experience. The career trajectory 
of models is planned in consultation with their agents – usually referred to as ‘bookers’ 
because they arrange and book jobs for models. Bookers have the role of intermediaries 
and gatekeepers: they decide whether an aspiring model is granted access to the field. They 
also play an important role in determining when a model’s modeling days are over. When 
models enter an agency, bookers categorize them according to their looks. Models are often 
filed as a ‘type’: as male or female, but also as commercial, editorial, or as a ‘new face’ with 
editorial potential. Some agencies categorize models by their skin color (dark-skinned and 
other non-white models are then filed as ‘ethnic model’). Such categorizations are crucial, 
because they allocate models to specific markets. Bookers also regulate models to maintain 
or improve their appearance. This management of models’ bodies can be intensive and 
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intrusive and happens in different ways. Some modeling agencies employ dieticians to help 
models in attaining or maintaining their body size and shape; yet others only make implicit 
remarks or wield a tape measure to monitor a model’s body size.

Modeling agencies also employ model scouts. Like bookers, scouts are aesthetic 
gatekeepers: they have the appropriate ‘gaze’ to make aesthetic judgments in selecting boys 
and girls with the potential to become a model. Scouting is usually done in commercial 
streets or shopping malls. Entering the field by being scouted is beneficial for a model’s 
legitimacy in the field, as being scouted conveys a sense of being ‘chosen.’ It therefore 
upholds a norm of effortlessness and being naturally ‘fit’ for the job (see Chapters 3 and 5). 
Models who apply at an agency at their own initiative are often described – and dismissed 
– as too eager and too intentional. The importance of being ‘chosen’ renders the practice of 
scouting particularly significant.

By exercising implicit and explicit control over models’ bodies, behavior, career paths 
and professional relations, modeling agencies, and bookers in particular, are the ultimate 
‘regulators’ of models. But they are not the only professional group that influences fashion 
models’ labor practices and conditions. The ‘creatives’, fashion photographers, fashion 
designers, and to an extent also stylists, are involved in making aesthetic decisions and 
usually have a say in how a model should look. Through this ability to judge, valuate and 
direct models, these professionals are the ultimate ‘aesthetic objectifiers’ (see Chapter 4). 
Moreover, by creating and maintaining aesthetic standards, they are decisive for the labor 
conditions and demands that fashion models work according to.

Other creative professionals, such as make-up artists and hair dressers are, like 
models, corporeally involved in the process of aesthetic production. These professionals 
carry out aesthetic labor upon the model’s body. How they do this, matters considerably for 
how models experience and appreciate their work. Finally, the ways in which ‘the organizers’ 
of fashion, such as back-stage or show directors, and their often many assistants, interact 
with models backstage, impact models’ situational experiences of work in relation to self.
Importantly, the overviews of fashion models and other fashion professionals who 
participated as interview informants do not represent all informants who participated in 
this research. I came to know many other models and professionals during participant 
observations, with whom I did not have the opportunity to do a recorded interview. These 
people told me their stories off the record, but more importantly, taught me many things 
about aesthetic labor, simply by showing me how it works in practice. In the following 
pages, I discuss participant observation and the other research strategies that were central 
to my investigation.
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PROCESSING EXPERIENCE-NEAR DATA: 
INDUCTIVE NARRATIVE AND THEMATIC ANALYSIS 

This ethnography is based on an inductive and bottom-up approach. The data it generated 
showed complexities that urged me to reconsider what was important more than once. 
Rather than sticking to a preconceived theoretical set-up, I reconsidered analytical angles 
and concepts, and adapted and expanded research questions as my investigations proceeded. 
This level of openness, flexibility and reflexivity, is a common characteristic of qualitative 
research (Ritchie et al. 2013). The inductive approach ensures integrity of the data, 
reminding the researcher that ‘whatever existing theories and research we bring to studies, 
there is a strong requirement for interpretation to be heavily grounded in and supported by 
the data.’ (Ritchie et al. 2013, 22). Throughout this analysis, then, I moved back and forth 
between my empirical data and theory, each time re-assessing my theoretical premises and 
concepts, letting go, or finding other concepts and angles more apt to understand what I 
was seeing.

The interlinking and overlapping between the described research strategies 
produced data sets that are interwoven too. Therefore, all data, be it transcribed interviews, 
observational field reports or diaries, were assessed along similar lines through a thematic 
analysis. In addition, the interview data were analyzed in a second round, by means of 
narrative analysis, in order to depict how fashion models and other fashion professionals 
organize their experiences into meaningful episodes or ‘stories of self.’ (Polkinghorne 
1988, 1). Finally, these analyses resulted in comprehensive, ‘thick descriptive’ ethnographic 
narratives and situational accounts of the practices and experiences of fashion models, in 
different settings and situations.

Coding
The analysis was carried out by using Atlas.ti, a qualitative data analysis software program 
that has been acknowledged as an essential tool to facilitate well-organized, systematic, 
effective and efficient qualitative data analysis (Rambaree 2014). All data files were uploaded 
to this software program and were part of the same text-bank or ‘hermeneutic unit.’ This 
enabled a constant comparison of different but mutually complementing sources. The data 
were coded in two rounds: the first based on themes10, the second focused on narratives. 

10 Although the coding process was largely inductive, the thematic coding round was a combination of open and deductive coding. 
I incorporated several codes that were derived from the interview topics, which were formulated on the basis of existing theories 
(Melia 1997). Examples of such codes were ‘beauty demand’ (applied to matters such as losing weight or getting more muscular) 
and ‘body practice’ (such as sporting, dieting, sleeping, drinking water or posing).
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The codes that evolved from these coding rounds evolved into clusters of codes, which 
Atlas.ti calls ‘families’. Throughout the analysis, I looked at the internal coherence of these 
clusters/families, as well as their limits and how they relate to other clusters. This was done 
through close reading of quotations that were significant for codes and families.

MATTERS OF INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL VALIDITY

Internal validity in qualitative research comes down to the level of credibility of research 
results. For this ethnography, the credibility was ensured by involving informants in 
assessing whether my interpretations made sense to them and whether conclusions were 
convincing. As this ethnography aims to understand the aesthetic labor of fashion models 
from the point of view of their experience, and also draws conclusions regarding models’ 
sense of self, the opinions of models were of particular importance here. The reactions of 
models were ambivalent. Even though they found my results and conclusions convincing 
and recognizable, some felt uncomfortable when reading certain passages, for example, on 
eating (Chapter 3), or practices of objectification (Chapter 4). Some stated that this unease 
was caused by the fact that interpretations of aesthetic practices seemed ‘disturbingly 
familiar’ to them.

I also tested the credibility of this research by giving an hour-long talk on my research 
before an audience of fashion models, professionals, bloggers, students and devotees, in 
Amsterdam11. During the talk I invited the crowd to critically engage and respond to the 
results and conclusions that I presented, and they did, in positive and confirmatory ways.

The external validity of qualitative studies pertains to the transferability, or 
generalizability, of research results to other contexts, or time-periods, or to other people. 
For ethnographic research such as this, attaining high levels of generalizability is unlikely. 
However, I have made an effort to do so, by making explicit how my findings are contingent 
to field context, and how fields relate to and differ from each other. By continuously 
contextualizing my research results and comparing research contexts, this dissertation 
spells out the (im)possibilities of generalizing or replicating this research elsewhere or at 
another time.

11 The lecture was at the invitation of the fashion brand First of August (FoA) and took place at the city theater (in Dutch: de 
Stadsschouwburg) of Amsterdam.
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CONCLUSION: RESEARCH LIMITATIONS AND THEIR SOLUTIONS

To understand the experience of fashion models as aesthetic laborers, looking at what 
goes on in professional settings is not sufficient, because aesthetic labor is hardly a 9-to-5 
occupation. Moreover, fashion modeling is a field full of secrets, which renders aesthetic 
labor to be partly hidden. Because aesthetic labor seeps into the everyday and private lives 
of fashion models, an ethnography of their labor practices and experiences thereof, needs 
to probe personal experience and penetrate into private contexts, thus going beyond the 
professional. 

Throughout this research I generally succeeded in doing so, but in some settings, 
this went better than in others. In Paris it was the hardest to get close enough to models 
to discern their aesthetic labor practices in ‘real time.’ Especially here, at the high-end, 
actors have much at stake, and much to aspire to. This made it challenging for me to 
find informants willing to help me unravel what fashion modeling was all about in this 
field. During interviews, I sometimes experienced informants avoiding certain topics. 
Occasionally this caused interviews to be superficial. More often, however, the intricate 
stories these informants told me, pointed out some interesting tensions and paradoxes in 
fashion modeling, and generated insights into the complicated ways in which these models 
experienced aesthetic labor in relation to their selves. The limited straightforwardness on 
aesthetic practices, then, brought me to interpret stories on aesthetic labor as narrative 
data, conditioned by the situation of the interview (Gubrium and Holstein 1998, Denzin 
2001, Harrington 2003). Even though these situated stories did not always reflect actual 
practice, they laid bare multiple justificatory repertoires that helped in understanding how 
aesthetic labor impacts the self in different fashion modeling contexts. 

Finally, the combination of different qualitative research strategies proved beneficial 
for unraveling multiple empirical puzzles. Substantiating interview data with observational 
data helped in meaningfully connecting narrative to practice. The strategy of interviewing 
in action brought me ‘behind closed doors,’ into private settings and situations, where I 
witnessed and participated in aesthetic labor practices. This brought me a lot closer to 
understanding how aesthetic labor is performed and how it is experienced. And finally, 
the candidness and kindness of several key informants enriched this ethnographic study 
tremendously. Not only did they direct my gaze as to what was important to look at; they 
also put me in touch with additional informants, and generally helped me in finding my 
way and place in the field of fashion modeling.
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Chapter 3

Food in fashion modeling. Eating as an 
aesthetic and moral practice12

On an evening in a bar in downtown Brussels, I have drinks with Nahima, a thirty-two-
year-old French-Moroccan ex-model. From the age of fourteen she has been a high-end 
‘ethnic’ model working mainly in Paris and Milan. Retired from the industry for four years 
now, she currently works in Brussels as a social volunteer. She looks back on her time in 
modeling as a joyful and exciting period: “fashion was an environment where I felt completely 
in the right place. Modeling was like a second nature to me. And luckily,” she says, “I managed 
to keep my both feet firmly on the ground.” She reminisces about the amazing parties and the 
beautiful, pleasant people she encountered. Recalling the glamour and excitement of those 
times passed, a radiant, almost euphoric expression appears on her face.

Nahima tells me all about the sexy, low-cut dresses and the high heels she used to 
wear during photo-shoots. I ask her whether she had to make any particular effort in order 
to fit into those outfits. She replies: “no, look at me now!” – Nahima has a slender body, and 
a particularly narrow face, with prominent cheekbones – “and now, I even gained weight! 
No, all that just went by itself.” At some point during our conversation I feel like having 
a drink. I decide on a glass of beer and I offer to get one for Nahima as well, at which 
point she looks disgusted, and even quite shocked by my proposal. She answers with a firm, 
decisive ‘no.’ In response to my probably puzzled facial expression (surprised that offering 
someone a drink could elicit such an indignant reaction) she explains that her aversion to 

12 This chapter is published in Ethnography as: Holla, S. M. (2018). Food in fashion modelling: Eating as an aesthetic and moral 
practice. Ethnography, doi: 1466138118769914.
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beer is a remainder from her modeling period. “The problem with beer” she says, “is not 
just the amount of calories it contains, but that it stimulates the body’s production of female 
hormones, estrogen.” She tells me that estrogen stimulates the body to produce fat and slows 
down the generation of muscles. Hence, beer makes the body particularly plump. Nahima 
prefers to drink wine, which contains around the same amount of calories as beer, a bit over 
a hundred per glass she tells me, but does not have negative hormonal effects on her body.

Nahima then continues to lay out her nutritional habits to me, emphasizing that she 
never followed a diet, but has always eaten quite normally. Her extensive explanation of her 
eating and drinking habits, however, indicates something else:

I eat no carbohydrates, not at all back then and now very rarely. I used to eat 
a lot of grated carrots, because they put that in just about everything they 
served me at work (…) And meat, only that very white part of a chicken. But 
no lamb, absolutely no lamb! Very fat. No pig, but that’s also because I’m a 
Muslim. And no beef. Maybe, yes, sometimes I eat goat, a little piece. And 
fish, grilled fish.

Speaking about oil, she starts looking troubled, saying she uses only a little bit of olive oil for 
frying something, but prefers to avoid it. To get enough sugar she eats a piece of fruit every 
now and then. Only the sugars coming from fruits are good sugars, but having too much of 
them is bad. This is why fruit juices are a no-go for Nahima: “the amount of fruits that go 
into one juice, plus all the added sugars, makes that it’s really way too many.”

In the detailed account of her eating habits, Nahima excludes a range of food-
stuffs from her habitual regimen by constructing categories of allowed, good foods 
and forbidden, bad foods (cf. Furst et al. 2000). These categories are based on various 
(presumed) characteristics, such as caloric value, sugar level, amount of fat, carbohydrates, 
and hormonal effect. In addition, she takes into account religious prohibitions regarding 
pork. Nahima’s classifications lay bare rules and beliefs regarding food salient to fashion 
modeling – a field particularly preoccupied with slender models (Mears 2011; Neff et al. 
2005; Wissinger 2015, 108-109). This standard of thinness is (increasingly) extreme and, 
for many models, not readily achievable (Reaves et al. 2004; Van der Laan 2015; Wissinger 
2015). Against the backdrop of slender corporeal aesthetics, commencing young models 
are purposefully socialized, often by modeling agents, into remaining or becoming slender, 
through food rules and beliefs inducing them to eat in specific ways.
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Based on ethnographic data obtained in Amsterdam, Paris and Warsaw, I investigate the 
relation between food, the body and morality in the aesthetic labor of fashion models. I 
present fashion modeling as an insightful case for understanding how food and eating 
practices are relevant and often challenging to the work of aesthetic laborers, and ask: how, 
and to what ends, do professional fields embed food rules and beliefs that structure (as well 
as challenge) the aesthetic labor of the workers they inhabit? 

This paper is inspired by Mary Douglas’ work on food categorizations (1972; 2003). 
It identifies which food categories are relevant in this field by looking at how fashion 
professionals classify food (cf. Douglas 1972, 62; Furst et al. 2000). While classifications of 
food are often embedded in rational, scientific frames, they are not merely based on facts. 
They rather provide a guide for individuals to assess their eating habits in terms of what 
is good (Coveney 2001: viii). Because the knowledges upon which food is categorized are 
normative, and at times arbitrary, I study food in fashion modeling anthropologically, as a 
categorical belief system (cf. Douglas 1972; 2003; Levi-Strauss 1997). 

The consideration of ‘what (not) to eat’ is both an aesthetic and ethical one, and in 
addition, it is a gendered concern. First, eating is a form of body work that is carried out with 
the motivation to aesthetically shape, or alter, the models’ body (Gimlin 2007; Tyler and 
Abbott 1998). The majority of fashion professionals bestow food with specific properties 
that are believed to affect models’ physiques. Different foods and eating techniques are 
classified as more or less obstructive to successfully embodying the standard of slenderness. 
At the same time, eating is linked to various moral rules, which enable fashion models to 
draw boundaries and morally position themselves vis-à-vis others (Coveney 2001; cf. Holla 
2016; Lamont 1992). And finally, food is believed to have different effects on male and 
female model-bodies. Caloric foods, in particular carbohydrates, are framed as dangerous 
for female model bodies, and needing to be controlled in different ways and by various 
degrees (cf. Douglas 2003).

Categorizations of good, bad, healthy or dangerous foods, produced in the fashion 
modeling food system, stimulate controlled eating. Simultaneously, a persistent norm of 
effortlessness requires concealment of such control (Tyler and Abbot 1998, 434-435). This 
paradox of moral imperatives renders models preoccupied with self-surveillance and self-
objectification, and subjugated by agencies and clients (cf. Mears 2008). It also renders 
eating a sober, solitary, hardly enjoyable practice for models.

Finally, the fashion modeling food system is significant for how people increasingly 
‘aestheticize’ and moralize the body, its size and the practice of eating accordingly 
(Featherstone 1991; Mennell 1996; Shilling 2012). Dietary rules in fashion modeling 
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reflect, in a magnified way, how food is categorized and dealt with in contemporary western 
societies, that are increasingly obsessed with food in relation to slender bodies (Mennell 
1996; Shilling 2012).

MORALIZING LOOKS, SIZE AND FOOD

Within the contemporary Western framework of bodily aesthetics, slenderness is an 
increasingly prominent beauty standard (Bordo 2004; Featherstone 1991; Mennell 1996; 
Shilling 2012; Van der Laan 2015; Wissinger 2015). The demand of being slim places 
minding what you eat central to people’s body work (cf. Tyler and Abbot 1998; Gimlin 
2007). For aesthetic laborers, who work in industries revolving around appearance, being 
slender is a job requirement their salaries depend on (Warhurst and Nickson 2001; Witz 
et al. 2003). However, also for people outside aesthetic industries slenderness has become 
something to aspire: not in the last place, because it comes with social and economic 
benefits (Hamermesh 2011; Vandebroeck 2016).

Slenderness is associated with a whole range of positive traits: advertising, fashion 
and mainstream media project the belief that thinness connotes control, power, wealth, 
competence, and success (Counihan 1999, 9; O’Neil and Silver 2017, 117). Slender persons, 
then, are perceived to “house a self that errs on the side of moral superiority.” (Paxson 2005, 
20). Such positive perceptions, in turn, create a ‘halo-effect:’ a self-fulfilling prophecy of 
being granted those opportunities (in work, friendship, love) through which people actually 
become more successful (Kaplan 1978; Hamermesh 2011). In other words: slenderness 
produces privileged positions. 

Vis-a-vis the appraisal of slender bodies there is an intensified condemnation of fat 
bodies – on aesthetic, but on moral grounds too: “fat individuals are considered personally 
responsible for their weight, lazy, lacking in self-control, and incompetent.” (Gruys 2012, 
484; cf. O’Neill and Silver 2017, 121). Their body-size is read “as an indication of moral 
sloppiness.” (Paxson 2005, 17). This condemnation of fat bodies gives ground to a persistent 
fat stigma that leads to workplace discrimination and social exclusion of the obese (Kwan 
and Trautner 2011; O’Brien et al. 2013).

The moralization of body-size turns food and the eating body into a moral matter 
accordingly (Coveney 2001; Wacquant 1998, 346). In Western societies especially, there has 
been a surge of foodie blogging (Johnston and Baumann 2010) and food activism (Siniscalchi 
and Counihan 2014), giving rise to a proliferation of food discourses that separate right 
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from wrong foodstuffs and ways of eating them. Food consumption is increasingly used by 
people to morally position themselves as good eaters in relation to other who they depict 
as bad eaters (Johnston et al. 2011, 312). This makes food a very personal thing, touching 
upon people’s sense of self. Belasco and Scranton write that “if we are what we eat, we are 
also what we don’t eat (…) To eat is to distinguish and discriminate, include and exclude. Food 
choices establish boundaries and borders.” (2014, 2). The food system in fashion modeling is 
a case in point to get a closer look into the way symbolic boundaries between self and others 
are drawn. 

BRINGING FOOD STUDIES TO AESTHETIC LABOR STUDIES 

Food and eating practices are relevant to aesthetic laborers across a myriad of professions 
and fields, but mostly to those that involve display work (Mears and Connell 2016). For 
ballet dancers, exotic dancers, but also for shop floor workers in clothing retail, the control 
of food-intake is an important aesthetic practice that structures their labor for a great 
deal (Thomas 1993; Turner and Wainwright 2003; Aalten 2007; Janz 2013; Craig 2013). 
However, while the importance of food is a well-researched fact in studies of dance or 
professional athleticism (Wacquant 1992; Thomas 1993; Turner and Wainwright 2003; 
Aalten 2007; Ono et al. 2012), the apparent centrality of (not) eating in the field of fashion 
modelling is largely disregarded. Especially viewing the abundant attention popular media 
and fashion industries pay to (disordered) eating practices of fashion models13, surprisingly 
few scholars have placed fashion models’ eating practices central to their investigations (cf. 
Entwistle 2002; Entwistle and Wissinger 2006; Mears 2011; Neff et al. 2005; Soley-Beltran 
2006; Wissinger 2015). An exception is Czerniawski (2015) who looks at the backstage of 
aesthetic labor and pays attention to eating practices of plus-size female fashion models. 
Interestingly, she argues that plus-size models engage in forms of bodily discipline that rely 
on wider, societally shared ‘thin aesthetics.’ (2015, 23). 

This paper empirically investigates the role of food and eating in the field of fashion 
modeling. In doing so, I draw on the concept of ‘body work,’ notably elaborated by Debra 
Gimlin. Body work particularly covers the load of what fashion models (are expected to) 

13 In 2012 Fashion magazine Vogue launched the ‘Vogue health initiative’ to promote healthy body shapes and sizes in their 
images (see Kuipers et al. 2014). For examples in popular media, see: “Skinny models will be legally required to provide a doctor’s 
certificate to prove they are healthy under new French laws”, Daily Mail, 18 December 2015; “Underweight models should be 
banned in Britain, MPs told”, The Week UK, 2 December 2015; “Outrage over magazine’s emaciated ‘corpse’ model”, New York Post, 
26 February 2015.
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do with their bodies, as well as what other professionals do with the bodies of models, as 
it refers to the work that individuals undertake on their bodies in private; to the practices 
through which bodies are produced in the workplace; and to the paid work performed on 
the bodies of others (Gimlin 2002; 2007, 353).

Importantly, private body work and professional aesthetic labor are hardly separable. 
The one continuously seeps in to the other (Enwistle and Wissinger 2006; Smith-Maguire 
2008). The enduring nature of aesthetic labor requires workers to ‘always be on,’ as they 
need to adapt their whole lifestyle – their entire embodied selves – to professional aesthetic 
imperatives (Entwistle and Wissinger 2006, 783). By analogy of Hochschild’s emotion work 
(Hochschild 1979), body work further implies that the embodiment of aesthetics is practiced 
most successfully when it is done through constraint, concealment and containment (Young 
1990). Moreover, much body work is reflexive, carried out with the primary purpose of 
“acting back upon the body, so as to modify, maintain or thematise it in some way.” (Crossley 
2005, 9). And finally, body work is gendered. Even though men are increasingly subjected 
to more rigorous norms of physical beauty, Gimlin notes that, still, “women are expected 
to engage in a larger number of body management practices, spend more effort and money 
on them, and be more concerned about them than men.” (2007, 354). In fashion modeling, 
slender aesthetics do not merely apply to female models: male models too, are concerned 
with controlling their bodily measurements and size (Entwistle 2004). Whether and how 
eating in fashion modeling is gendered, is explored by looking at differences in beliefs 
about food affecting male and female model-bodies that possibly result in gendered eating 
practices. 

LINKING FOOD TALK TO FOOD PRACTICE THROUGH 
PERSON-CENTERED ETHNOGRAPHY

To investigate the relation between food beliefs and eating practices in fashion modeling, 
I draw on in-depth interviews and participant observation, often accompanied by 
interviewees. Between March 2011 and March 2013, I interviewed 36 models in Amsterdam, 
Paris and Warsaw, cities that are all part of the transnational field of fashion modeling. Some 
of these models became key informants and were interviewed more than once. I spoke to 
fashion photographers, bookers, scouts, fashion designers, magazine editors, stylists, make-
up artists and a fashion modeling coach. Most informants were recruited during fashion 
events, with some of them recruiting further informants from their social networks. This 
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chain-referral sampling allowed for insights into the social network connecting these actors 
and provided access to people I would not otherwise have been able to reach. In terms of 
the selection, as far as possible, I paid attention to factors likely to influence informants’ 
practices and experiences, such as gender, age, ethnicity, nationality, city and position in the 
modeling field (commercial or high-end). However, variation in fashion models is limited 
due to existing conventions of gender, class, age and ethnicity, so the informants consist 
mainly of young, tall, slim, mostly white fashion models, the majority of them female (22 
or 61%). Interviews lasted between one and two hours, were recorded with permission of 
the informants, and mostly took place in restaurants and cafés in the city center. To identify 
relevant themes, topics and issues, all interviews were transcribed, inductively coded, and 
studied through thematic and narrative analyses (Riessman 2005, 2, 5). 

Investigating fashion professionals’ narratives on food enabled to discern “the 
emotional landscape of desire, morality and expectations” they inhabit (Pugh 2013, 50 in 
Jerolmack and Khan 2014, 3). In addition, fashion models’ narratives were used to make 
inferences about their eating practices. The method of person-centered ethnography 
(Hollan 2001) proved to be particularly useful as it permits a focus on people’s practical 
involvement in the world and explains social practices and behavior from the experiential 
perspective of acting, intending and attentive subjects (Hollan 2001, 55). This method 
enabled then, to witness and apprehend (at several occasions) how fashion models deal 
with food in relation to their bodies. As a participant observer, I learned how models eat 
at different occasions and in various situations. I also learned about their rationale behind 
it, by simultaneously engaging in ‘food talk’ with them. At a models’ home, I engaged in 
cooking and eating supper with her. While going out to bars and clubs in Warsaw, Paris 
and Brussels, I engaged in drinking with models. Working as a stylist assistant, a director’s 
assistant or as a model myself, I closely observed how food was dealt with, or shunned, in 
back stages of fashion shows and shoots.

Observations were written down in field reports and analyzed thematically. 
Comparing these different but mutually complementary sources resulted in comprehensive, 
‘thick descriptive’ ethnographic narratives of models’ eating practices, their food 
classifications and institutional food system in which these practices and classifications 
make sense.
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GOOD, BAD, DANGEROUS AND HEALTHY FOODS

Fashion modeling is a physically, emotionally and personally demanding profession 
(Entwistle and Wissinger 2006; Mears 2011; Soley-Beltran 2006), characterized by high 
levels of implicit and explicit forms of discipline and control (Mears 2011; Czerniawski 
2015; Neff et al. 2005). Fashion models are expected to possess specific physical features 
that comply to institutional standards of tallness, youthfulness, slenderness and very often, 
whiteness as well (Entwistle and Wissinger 2013; Mears 2011). All models are expected to 
apply to these aesthetic conventions: once under contract, they are disciplined to maintain 
or improve their bodies through body work. While skin-color and body-length are fixed, 
body-size can be altered. When starting at an agency, models’ body measurements are 
often explicitly assessed by means of a measure tape. As they are frequently required to 
size down, young starting models quickly learn to turn their body into an object that they 
rigorously monitor and work upon (Mears and Finlay 2005, 319; Mears 2011; Wissinger 
2015). Controlling their food-intake is therefore the main and most crucial body practice 
fashion models engage in.

Professionals in fashion modeling believe that many, if not most foodstuffs, are 
obstructive to maintaining or attaining the required model-body. For both male and female 
fashion models, the greatest challenge for models is apply to the standard of slenderness, 
which takes on more extreme levels at the high-end of modeling (Van der Laan 2015). 
Beginning models unavoidably deal with slenderness when they enter the field. Agents, 
clients, designers and coaches, who uphold fashion aesthetics, socialize models into their 
role of embodying them. A considerable part of learning how to be a model consists of 
becoming knowledgeable about good and safe, bad and dangerous foods. Classifying foods 
into these institutionally relevant categories is an important part of modeling.

Focusing on these classifications, this section unravels the knowledges on food 
that circulate in the field of fashion modeling. These knowledges sometimes contradict 
and are not necessarily factual. I refer to them as food beliefs that provide guidance in 
assessing models’ eating practices in terms of what is good. As such, food beliefs form the 
basis for moral judgements models make about themselves and others, and other fashion 
professionals make about them (cf. Coveney 2001, viii).

Although the viewpoints of various informants are presented, I discuss the beliefs of two 
informants in particular: Natasha, a female commercial model from Amsterdam, and 
Timothy, a French self-proclaimed model coach. They represent two groups in the field 
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with different tasks. Natasha is illustrative of models who classify foods according to certain 
beliefs about their effects. Her classifications of good and bad foods, as well as her eating 
practices, are not always corresponding with those of other models. But the fact that she 
classifies, like Nahima from the introduction, is typical. By simultaneously discussing, 
preparing and eating food together, I learned how beliefs, classifications and practices relate: 
Natasha’s food beliefs result into categorical food classifications upon which she engages 
in specific eating practices. Model coach Timothy, on the other hand, is representative of 
models’ ‘socializers’. This professional group, consisting of agents, clients, nutritionists, 
coaches, but also stylists and designers, upholds and enforces bodily standards and fulfils a 
pedagogical task of influencing models’ behavior towards their own bodies.

I meet Natasha, a 19-year-old model, at a local fashion event in the city center of 
Amsterdam. We subsequently get together several times to talk about her modeling career. 
After our second interview in a bistro, Natasha invites me to her home to cook dinner and 
eat together. I happily accept her invitation. 

In her small kitchen we sort out the products she has bought, and we discuss the 
foods we will eat. Natasha elaborates on the foodstuffs that make her put on weight and 
how she tries to avoid that. Like many female models, Natasha has collected information on 
calories and physical effects of truly every foodstuff entering our conversation.

This evening we prepare baked vegetables with spices and chicken. Our meal does 
not include carbohydrate loading foods like rice, potatoes, bread or pasta. Natasha tells 
me she never buys or prepares these kinds of food. During lunch, which typically consists 
of sandwiches in the Netherlands, Natasha eats soup (without croutons) or salad (without 
bread on the side). The majority of female models avoids carbohydrates. These are generally 
thought of as detrimental to a models’ body. According to model coach Timothy – a former 
professional basketball player and much concerned with physical activity and metabolic 
rates – carbohydrates stock up as fat when they do not get burned. Moreover, Natasha ads, 
high-carb foods are difficult to dose:

Although pasta and bread are healthier than chocolate and cheese, you never 
cook just five pieces of pasta. You always eat a lot of it, always too much. If 
you start eating pasta, you keep on eating, even though you don’t need that 
amount of carbohydrates for your body. That’s how you gain weight. One 
piece of chocolate is satisfying. So in the end, that’s much better. 
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Natasha and I cut up several ingredients and start cooking. She pours a small dash of 
olive oil in a frying pan and heats it up on the stove. She tells me she never uses butter 
when preparing meals. During periods when she is extra attentive to her weight, she uses 
a shallow layer of water instead of oil to keep the food from burning. We bake 800 grams 
(two bags containing exactly 400 grams) of mixed, pre-chopped vegetables together with 
the garlic and ginger which we have cut ourselves. While I stir the vegetables, Natasha dry-
grills pieces of seasoned chicken breast. Natasha only eats ‘white meat’ – predominantly 
chicken breast and white fish. Like most female models, she avoids red meat, charcuterie 
and pork. I am told that these ‘colored meats’ contain a lot of fat and proteins. Proteins 
are not necessarily seen as bad, because they are beneficial for generating muscle tissue. 
However, when models do not exercise their muscles, proteins are assumed to turn into fat. 
Coach Timothy notes that especially high-end male and female models should be cautious 
with eating red meat: these models mainly engage in cardiovascular workouts, because they 
require a slim and straight instead of a muscular body. Female commercial models, who 
are valued for their slender but slightly curved and toned shapes, are allowed to eat red 
meat only very rarely. Male commercial models, on the contrary, often embody a more 
heteronormative masculinity (Entwistle and Mears 2013) that aesthetically translates into 
a muscular, v-shaped body-type, with broad, well-defined shoulders and an abdominal six 
(or eight) pack. Since they train their muscles frequently, they are supposed to benefit from 
feeding their bodies proteins by eating red meat. Timothy argues however, that models who 
want to lose weight should avoid all kinds of meat and most types of fish. Interestingly, he 
classifies fish according to its color as Natasha does for meat. They both assume: the whiter 
the meat, the lesser the grease:

Better eat fish instead. But never eat salmon, it’s very fat. It’s not white fish 
anyway, so you should avoid it. This goes for tuna too by the way. So sushi 
should be put aside as well. If you have a real objective you must be strict like 
that. And go to the gym, morning and night.

To give our meal some additional flavor, Natasha pours Japanese soy sauce over it. This 
is the only sauce she uses, because unlike others, it contains little calories, no fat and only 
little sugar. According to Timothy, sauces are problematic and often spoil a potentially good 
meal. Here, the classification of good reflects an appreciation of low-caloric foods:
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At night my models eat steamed vegetables, and they can eat as many as they 
like. But then there’s the question of the sauce. People just put too much sauce 
on everything. Dressings, with oil! It’s catastrophic. Better put some herbs in 
your salad instead of sauce.

Both Natasha and Timothy use caloric value as an index of the food hierarchy (cf. Douglas 
1972, 64) and disapprove of foods with carbohydrates. They rank vegetables higher than 
any other foodstuff.

Dinner is cooked and Natasha and I start to eat. Along the meal we drink water 
with lemon squeezed out in it, which is Natasha’s favorite drink: “it’s healthy, free of calories 
and lemon stimulates the burning of fat.” Natasha never drinks sugary sodas, fruit juices or 
milk. This is contrary to other models who drink full-fat milk in their café lattes, usually 
as a stand-in for breakfast or lunch, during interviews. Coach Timothy is skeptical about 
models consuming dairy, and any other fat-containing foodstuffs:

Models should avoid drinking milk. Dairy makes you fat. Yoghurt is not bad 
obviously, but better use soy products instead. Eggs should also be avoided, 
the yolk is very fat. It’s a catastrophe to eat the yolk. If you only eat the white 
it’s fine. No nuts, no almonds. It’s all too fat. Better eat white fish instead of 
nuts.

The meal is finished, which is the moment I usually get cravings for sweat things. My 
thoughts about cookies bring me to asking Natasha whether and when she eats sugary 
foods. She tells me that fruits are her primary source of good sugar. In the morning she eats 
fresh fruit mixed with low-fat yoghurt, usually half an apple and a kiwi or some strawberries. 
Like Nahima, she does not drink fruit juices, because they supposedly contain added, bad, 
processed sugars. Even when nothing has been added, the condensed nature of fruit juice 
– “imagine three apples, one banana and eight strawberries in one drink!” – makes it a bomb 
of calories to Natasha.

Although eating fruits is deemed better than drinking it, there are limits to how 
much fruit models can eat. Macy from Amsterdam tells me she sometimes has the munchies 
and binges a whole bag of apples: “It’s very bad to do that, because you eat way to much 
sugar.” (Macy, 22, Amsterdam). In addition, not all kinds of fruits are allowed to be eaten by 
models. Coach Timothy notes:
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[Models should eat] no sugar. Very little fruit, except fruit containing lots of 
water, like watermelon. Bananas are forbidden, because they contain most 
sugar and fat. Apples are not bad, they’re okay, but you shouldn’t let yourself 
go with them either.

Then finally, there is the issue of timing. According to several models, fruits cannot be eaten 
after a certain time of the day. High-end model Mirthe from Warsaw explains: 

We can eat fruits, but not every fruit, because fruits have a lot of sugar. We 
can eat watermelon, but that’s not there right now [in winter]. So we can eat 
apples. But you can only eat fruits before three in the afternoon, because later 
in the day you have to burn all these calories, but you can’t. (Mirthe, 20, Paris/
Warsaw).

The issue of timing relates to beliefs about the body, and how it reacts to foods. Fruit is 
classified according to calories and sugar level, but importantly, also by how it is thought 
to interact with the human metabolism, which is believed to become slower as a day 
progresses. The timing of eating is also relevant with regard to immediate effects on the 
body’s visible surface. Various female models refrain from eating the morning or evening 
prior to a photo shoot or runway show, because they require a flat belly when appearing 
in the spotlight. Especially when showing lingerie or swimwear, models fear a full stomach 
makes their belly look bloated. Sometimes, not eating before a job is explicitly advised by 
clients: “In Japan (…) when you have the job they call you and say: “remember, don’t eat 
breakfast!” Because your stomach will be blown.” (Rita, 27, Warsaw).

Although Natasha frowns upon models who “starve themselves and don’t have a 
healthy and regular diet”, she too refrains from eating the morning prior to body-revealing 
photo shoots. The day and evening before a job she eats, but abstains from foods that fill 
up her stomach too much. Rather than a large plate of vegetables, she will eat something 
nutritious and small, like a piece of cheese or a small sandwich – foods she regularly avoids.

The way the body responds to different foods is seen as predictable, even calculable. 
For example, when Timothy formulates nutritional advice to models, he also considers how 
much models exercise, as this affects the amount of carbohydrates models can eat: “if you 
want to eat bread and pasta, the gym should be your very best friend. Feculent like pasta is for 
athletes. When you do only a little bit of exercise every day, I guess you shouldn’t [eat that].”
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He seems to think of models’ bodies as machines, of which the input (eaten calories) and 
output (burned calories) can be precisely quantified (Turner 1982, 258).

Natasha speaks of her body not as a machine, but as a learning organism, that can 
be purposefully sensitized about what it is enduring. During our dinner, Natasha eats 
in a concentrated manner, taking well-measured portions onto her fork and chewing 
meticulously. She finishes her plate calmly, almost systematically. She explains the more you 
chew on food before swallowing, the better you digest it. Moreover, slow eating prevents 
overeating, because the body gets enough time to realize it is being fed and becoming full. 
Through the practice of slow eating, Natasha makes her body ‘aware’ of being filled with 
food.

Finally, the body is believed to be in need of sanitizing. Some foodstuffs, but also 
skin cosmetics and polluted air, are seen as contaminating the body. Fat, for example, is 
dangerous for clogging the pores, in addition to its high caloric value. For maintaining the 
clear and smooth skin that is required from fashion models, the body should be cleaned 
through drinking lots of water and green tea. Herbal tea and water, Natasha says, are healthy 
for flushing toxins out of her body. Coach Timothy agrees: “Green tea is detoxing. It allows 
the body to expulse stuff, so it’s good for the skin.”

Classifying foods is a recurrent practice in the field of fashion modeling. Importantly, 
this does not only result in categorizations of foods (see Table 1 on page 62): through the 
practice of classification models are also positioned and position themselves in relation to 
food: a ‘good model’ knows what (not) to eat in order to maintain his or her model-body 
up to standards. Food categories are formulated in moral terms and express institutionally 
entrenched aesthetic purpose of remaining or becoming thin. Therefore, especially calories 
are perceived as dangerous, and even immoral, as they potentially relate to fat. Hence, they 
are rarely discussed simply as a unit of energy. Accordingly, the standard of slenderness 
renders other potential food categories, like tasty, satisfying or affordable, irrelevant.
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Table 1: Food categories in fashion modeling

Good Bad

Slender Fat

Vegetables Feculent (grains, potatoes, rice)

Natural, pure Processed, fabricated

Fruits chunks Fruit juice

White fish
White meat
Champagne

Red fish
Red meat
Red wine

Control Losing control

Effortless Enforced, trying too hard

Not sexual
Straight
Neutral

Sexual
Curvy
Hormones

Low carbs High carbs

Water 
Green tea
Vodka

Beer

Eating slowly and mindful (chewing) Eating mindlessly and hasty

Cleansing
Healthy

Toxic
Dangerous

FROM EXTERNAL CONTROL TO SELF-CONTROL

Based upon their classifications models act upon food. However, models are often young 
and inexperienced when they enter the field and first have to learn how to ‘eat like a 
model.’ This requires socialization, taken up by fashion professionals like agents, clients, 
coaches or nutritionists, who regulate or train models’ attitudes towards food. This renders 
something seemingly personal and mundane, like deciding whether or not to eat a banana 
at lunch time, to become part of deliberate professional decision-making. Modeling agents 
especially, are inclined to regulate models’ food-intake. However, some show themselves 
more involved than others. Maggie, the director of a leading agency in Warsaw, employs a 
nutritionist to help debutant models developing a ‘balanced diet’ against the backdrop of 
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slender aesthetic standards. When models work abroad, some agents accompany them to 
restaurants, where they control what and how much food models eat:

In Italy they [the agencies] told me to eat sushi. Models have so much trouble 
over there with all that pasta and pizza around. So they check on you, what 
you eat. The agencies take you out to dinner in the evening so they know 
what you order. (Rita, 27, Warsaw).

The external control of models’ food-intake does not always happen sensibly. Talking with 
Mirthe from Warsaw, I notice she looks somewhat feeble. She explains she has just finished 
a lingerie shoot, for which she abstained from eating the previous evening. Unfortunately, 
she did not have the opportunity to eat during or after the shoot, meaning she had not 
eaten for a full day. Mirthe discloses that, in the past, food has been kept away from her 
purposefully: 

They give you food occasionally, like salad or a sandwich, but sometimes 
they say: “no you can’t eat, you’re a model, shut up”. (…) When I was very 
young, fifteen, I was doing a show here in Warsaw. They didn’t give me one 
meal, from six a.m. to eight p.m. I only got a small sandwich. Everyone was 
on water and cigarettes, which is kind of the diet backstage. (…) I was going 
to the runway, but I was weak and I fainted. An ambulance brought me to the 
hospital. One year later I was doing the same show and they gave me food, 
even chocolate! So they learned from it.

Such meticulous, intrusive management of models’ eating is rare: most models tell me 
they are self-reliant in controlling their food-intake, because their agencies consider it an 
individual affair. Offering models none or rather imprecise advice, their guidance often 
limits itself to up-close surveillance and regulation of hip- waist- and chest-circumventions 
by means of a measure tape. Models are simply told to eat less whenever they measure too 
many centimeters. Starting at an agency in Paris, fashion model Daphne heard she had 
to lose three centimeters from her hips: “I was like, “okay, how should I do that?” He said: 
“don’t throw up and don’t take drugs”. That was about all the advice I got.” (Daphne, 21, 
Amsterdam).

Although the aesthetic result of models’ eating practices – slenderness – is a 
collective goal, paradoxically, striving to achieve it through controlled eating is not always 
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supported, let alone recognized, by professionals working with models. Coach Timothy 
critically notes:

All their agencies tell them is to withhold food from themselves, but they 
don’t get into the question of how to do that. I know girls that only eat white 
cheese. Morning, day and night. Only that. In the morning they add some 
granola, at night they throw in some strawberries. End of story, good night. 
It’s ridiculous. You have to eat varied. To eat very little, but varied.

Timothy is concerned about models ‘who do stupid things’ to remain or become slender, 
like eating only one kind of foodstuff, such as white cheese or broccoli. Although Timothy 
deems this both unhealthy as well as impossible to keep up, such monotonous regimes 
enable models to precisely calculate their caloric intake: it is a way of staying in control. 
Inversely, eating varied is likely to cause insecurity, as losing count is felt as losing control. 
What makes matters worse, he claims, is the fact that fashion models generally live irregular 
lives, which makes eating regularly, healthy and varied extra difficult:

Models are on and off the airplane constantly, working in different countries. 
They experience jetlag, miss out on sleep (…) and can’t cook their own 
meals. When the money comes in they want to relax for a while. Of course, 
understandable. But then they take a holiday and let themselves go. They eat, 
drink, spend their money. I say they’d better get back into the gym straight 
away and save up their money to invest in a house or education. But instead 
they gain weight and once they want to get back to work, because they’re out 
of money, they have to go on some crazy diet, because their sizes aren’t right 
anymore.

Timothy is obviously skeptical towards the idea that models are able to ‘give themselves a 
break’ from time to time, depicting this as a way of disturbing models’ physical balance. 
Conversely, Natasha believes she actually maintains balance by not denying herself pleasures 
of taste. She wants herself to stay sane and her professional to remain humane, which is why 
she allows herself a piece of chocolate or cheese every now and then. Importantly, Natasha 
is speaking about a mental balance instead of a physical one: “If you really never eat those 
things, you go crazy. I won’t eat a plate of spaghetti or a chunk of white bread, but a little bit 
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of sugar or fat at times is okay. It’s all a matter of quantity”. According to Timothy however, 
in-betweens pose models too big of a challenge: 

Taking in-betweens, like a piece of chocolate, will make you think about 
chocolate. The next morning you pass by the cupboard where you’ve stored 
the rest of the bar, and it will lure you. You’ll think “well I took a piece 
yesterday and I didn’t gain weight, so why couldn’t I take another little piece 
today!” You have to be strong in your mind, you see. 

Indeed, such ‘controlled decontrolling’ might be the most challenging form of food-control, 
as it requires the highest level of self-control (Elias and Dunning 1986). Appetite, the desire 
to eat, is a compelling force (Mennell 1996, 21). This goes for hunger even more. 

In back- stages of shows and shoots, models are sometimes treated with sweets and 
snacks, by which their self-control is tested. In Paris, Amsterdam and Warsaw, I observed 
models surrounded with ‘bad foods’: candies, cookies, crisps or cheese sandwiches – all 
things models try to avoid eating – while good foods, such as soups or salads, were absent. 
To resist temptations of sugar and fat, some models bring their own food to the set. During 
Warsaw Fashion Weekend, several models were nibbling on self-brought rice cakes and 
whole-wheat slices of bread, avoiding the jars of sweets.

An often-mentioned bad foodstuff that entices the appetite to the extent that 
models lose their self-control, are crisps. Commercial model Lynn (19, Amsterdam) used 
to habitually eat crisps with her boyfriend. Each time she opened a bag she could not bring 
herself to stop eating until it was empty. She gained weight, which got her into trouble: 
“My agency deleted my pictures from their website. They told me they’d place them back only 
after I would lose at least three centimeters around my hips.” Lynn’s agency fully held her 
responsible for her added centimeters (cf. O’Neill and Silver 2017, 121). Eventually, Lynn 
took hard measures to regain self-control: to refrain from eating crisps she started spending 
her evenings at a gym instead of with her boyfriend, with who she broke up. 

Finally, some fashion professionals entirely repudiate the idea that eating is an 
important and complicated part of models’ body work. An Amsterdam stylist claims that 
“good models shouldn’t need to mind what they eat. If they do, I tell them to give it up, because 
they are simply not fit to be a model.” (Dave, 44, Amsterdam). This narrative defines good 
models as uncontrolled eaters and establishes a norm of effortlessness. Yet, for most models 
eating good, is a challenge. A significant food practice is therefore to not be straightforward 
about food. Several models demonstrate they are good models by emphasizing that modeling 
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comes natural to them, without making effort (cf. Holla, 2016). Other models avoid talking 
about their own dealings with food, while being blunt about how other models deal with 
food in extreme and ‘wrong’ ways. They tell second-hand stories about crash dieting, binge-
eating, vomiting, drinking vinegar, eating tissues or replacing food with drugs. Chantal tells 
me that she “lived in a model house with these girls who only ate apple compote. I was really 
the odd one out over there.” (Chantal, 22, Amsterdam). Rita notes that: “there are some girls 
that have such fucked ideas. I had this roommate, she was drinking pure vinegar after a meal. 
Because she heard it helped digest.” (Rita, 27, Warsaw). 

While I am unsure whether all of these stories reflect actual practices, they surely 
serve models to draw symbolic boundaries between the self and others (Lamont 1992). 
In these narratives, it are always other models who are ‘out of control’ or ‘try too hard’ 
to become or remain slender. These symbolic boundaries clearly show two main moral 
imperatives on food in fashion modeling: models should eat in both a controlled and
effortless way. 

Models try to solve the moral paradox through alternatively framing their eating 
practices. Even the ones with plain austere nutritional regimes, like Nahima from the 
introduction, normalize their eating practices, using the careless expression of ‘watching my 
food.’ They emphasize they do not diet, which is seen as a forced, unnatural and therefore 
illegitimate way of eating. By contrast, through watching their food models demonstrate 
they engage in a sane, healthy and unforced way of eating, without losing track of what they 
put into their bodies. 

Importantly, the taboo of (overly) controlled eating, which spurs fashion models 
to demonstrate that they are effortless, seems to hold especially for female models. A 
possible explanation for the genderedness of this taboo, is that it links to the persistent 
risk of institutional weight and body-size requirements to induce eating-disorders (Shilling 
2012, 105; Swami and Szmigielska 2012). As disordered eating is perceived to be ultimately 
a feminine risk, this might explain why mostly female models go out of their way to 
demonstrate they do not obsess over food.

The moralities of control and effortlessness complicate eating as a professional 
aesthetic practice. By disallowing openness on food as an important issue, and creating 
a taboo about putting in effort, models are left by themselves in their task to embody 
slender aesthetics. While perpetually caught up in body work for aesthetic purposes, they 
are simultaneously concerned with concealing it. The perception of modeling success as 
an individual responsibility pushes models toward continuous efforts of self-improvement 
(Neff et al. 2005, 320).
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Accordingly, models are held fully accountable for their bodies: any failure to apply to 
aesthetic standards is interpreted as an individual lack of discipline and self-control. This 
reinforces the winner-takes-all principle of fashion modeling (Mears 2011). In the quest 
for success, the law of the strongest applies. Models who are ‘out of control’, such as Lynn, 
receive little mercy and irrevocably disappear from the stage. In turn, overly self-controlling 
models, who ‘try too hard’ are also viewed as unable to make it in the long run. Finally, 
eating the right way is a three-fold challenge for fashion models: an aesthetic, moral as well 
as a personal one. 

A GENDERED DIVISION OF FOOD?

Beliefs on how the model-body reacts to food, and the rules on how it should be controlled, 
differ for male and female models, as their bodies are considered to react somewhat 
differently to food. While fashion modeling mostly revolves around feminine looks, 
female model-bodies are perceived a jeopardy. Models and other professionals consider 
female bodies vulnerable to carbohydrates and fat. Hence, they are as dangerous as they 
are eminent. Conversely, male model-bodies are perceived more resistant to physiological 
infringements of food. As the male model-body is believed to be less violable, practices of 
controlled eating are prone to be defined as feminine. 

However, the genderedness of food control intersects with the division between high 
and low aesthetics that exists in modeling, making it a ‘high-end concern’ as well (Mears 
2011; Van der Laan 2015). The ‘sexual division of dieting’ (Germov and Williams 1996) only 
holds in commercial modeling, where female models watch their food, but male models 
repetitively state they eat and drink whatever they crave for. Through this, they enact an 
appropriate heteronormative masculinity (Connell 1995). Felix, for example, says: “I eat 
normally. Also bread, French fries and Coca Cola. As long as I go to the gym I’m okay.” (Felix, 
24, Amsterdam). Instead of rendering his body passive by withholding it from eating, Felix 
endows himself an active role, by managing his body through exercise – a self-objectifying 
practice that compensates for uncontrolled eating and is gender-role confirming.

Conversely, high-end male models engage in controlled eating in rather similar ways 
as female models do. Jim, a high-end model working for luxury brands such as Prada and Jil 
Sander, watches his food to a considerable extent. I meet him in the home of a befriended 
model, where they are planning to cook dinner together. They agree on preparing carrot 
soup and a salad. While making the grocery list, he requests the salad to be without meat 
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and says he cannot drink wine along with the meal, because: “I’m going back to Milan soon. 
I have to be strict with myself.” (Jim, 23, Warsaw).

The contrast between male and female eating practices dissolves the further 
one moves towards higher-ends of fashion modeling, where gender distinctions are 
less pronounced and bodily aesthetic standards for both male and female models are 
characterized as androgen, at times non-sexual or even premature. Overly visible signs of 
a body/self that is masculine or feminine are avoided: all high-end models are required to 
be thin and straight. Finally, food becomes more gender-neutral towards the higher-ends of 
fashion modeling.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper investigated the relation between food, the body and morality in in the field 
of fashion modeling and found that the food beliefs that structure the aesthetic labor of 
fashion models render ‘eating like a model’ complicated and extensive. More than has been 
recognized in modeling studies so far, eating is a continuous and reflexive form of body 
work that is decidedly essential to models’ aesthetic labor. 

Fashion professionals classify different foods and ways of eating them as more or 
less obstructive to the embodiment of slenderness. Caloric food in particular is framed as 
dangerous (cf. Douglas 2003) and needing to be controlled in different ways. Nonetheless, 
controlled eating entails more than counting calories: it is about eating a variety of good 
foods, in the right quantities, at the right time. Food is valued for its low caloric value, but 
also because it is believed to stimulate digestion, to detoxify the body, or to burn body-fat. 
However, food is believed to have different effects on male and female model-bodies, which 
results in gendered food rules. This genderedness intersects with an institutional division 
between high and low aesthetics, which inclines high-end male models to control their 
food-intake just like female models.

Eating the right way is a three-fold challenge in fashion modeling: an aesthetic, moral 
as well as a personal one. First, eating is geared explicitly at aesthetic professional purposes 
and is therefore a job requirement for fashion models. Their decisions on whether, what, 
or how much to eat, include a recurring differentiation between their selves as choosing 
subjects and their bodies as shapeable and controllable objects (cf. Czerniawski 2015). With 
every bite they (do not) take, models are prone to consider their professional status as 
aesthetic objects to be displayed: they are “permanent overseers of their own bodies.” (Mears 
and Finlay, 2005: 333). 
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Second, food beliefs include moral imperatives that further complicate good eating for 
fashion models. By framing food-control as an individual responsibility and slenderness as 
an individual achievement, models are thrown back on their own capacities of self-control, 
and they are also held fully accountable when they fail to apply to slender aesthetics. 
Controlled eating ultimately renders models preoccupied with self-surveillance and self-
objectification, and subjugated by agencies and clients. Food beliefs therefore reinforce 
power-inequalities between models and other professionals.

Along with the imperative of food control exists the idea that ‘truly good models’ 
achieve aesthetic standards effortlessly. This creates a taboo around practices of food-
control which, paradoxically, de-legitimizes controlled eating. This does not result, 
however, in a casual attitude towards food, but rather, renders practices concealed. Food 
is rarely not an issue for models, even – or especially – when food is absent or treated 
as a non-topic. However, the moral paradox of control and effortlessness does result in 
normalizing narratives on food-control. Especially female models normalize their sober 
eating practices by using the careless expression of ‘watching my food.’ The taboo of (overly) 
controlled eating is possibly explained by the persistent risk of eating-disorders, caused by 
the industry’s weight and body-size requirements. As disordered eating is perceived to be 
ultimately a feminine risk, this might explain why mostly female models go out of their way 
to demonstrate they do not obsess over food. 

This analysis of model’s food practices has implications for theories of aesthetic labor and 
aesthetic capital, as well as studies of food. First, the importance of food and eating practices 
stretches beyond fashion modeling, as it pertains to aesthetic professions more generally. 
This paper empirically substantiates the thesis of Entwistle and Wissinger (2006) on the 
enduring and demanding nature of the aesthetic labor and adds that the centrality of food 
and eating in the work and life of aesthetic laborers is the primary cause for the personal 
and the professional, the physical and the emotional, to seep into each other to such a great 
extent. Second, the food system in fashion modeling can enhance interpretations of how 
people in society at large deal with food in relation to their bodies. Against the backdrop 
of an increasing aesthetization of work and life (Featherstone 1991), beauty has become a 
quality that ‘pays’ and hence, a source of inequality (Hamermesh 2011). As the ones who are 
not seen as attractive miss out and find themselves disadvantaged, making sure the body is 
slender is an imperative that exists well beyond aesthetic industries.
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Finally, looking at eating in a delineated institutional context potentially enriches 
understandings of contemporary foody cultures (cf. Cairns et al. 2010) that consist of
ethically consuming, upper/middle-class urbanites that embrace food-reflexive life-styles 
(cf. Guthman 2003). Models are possibly a vanguard of such social developments. In fashion 
modeling, eating demarcates boundaries: cultural ones based on gendered bodies and high-
low aesthetics, and moral ones based on the seemingly conflicting norms of control and 
effortlessness. Just as ‘good eating models’ are identified – by others and themselves – as 
good models (cf. Holla 2016), contemporary foodies, slow-eaters, vegans, flexitarians and 
other (non-professional) reflexive eaters, use food to morally position themselves vis-à-vis 
others. There is a difference though. In contrast to these non-professional reflexive eaters, 
models are unequivocally held accountable for their eating: they might lose their job over it.
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Aesthetic objects on display: 
the objectification of fashion models 
as a situated practice14

To put it disrespectfully, a model is just a coat rack. A dress up doll. Like an 
architect has a piece of earth to build on, for me the model is the contour of 
my creation [...] They don’t have to be very skinny, just straight, without very 
pronounced forms. (Lucy, Amsterdam fashion designer).

Visible and mobile, my body is a thing among things; it’s caught in the fabric 
of the world, and its cohesion is that of a thing. But, because it moves itself 
and sees, it holds things in a circle around itself. (Merleau-Ponty, 1964: 163).

Amsterdam fashion designer Lucy objectifies the models she works with, describing 
them as ‘things among things:’ bodies, coat racks, pieces of earth to showcase her designs, 
the products of her individual, creative subjectivity. This article unravels this process of 
objectification by empirically examining a social context in which it is almost incessant: 
fashion modeling. I argue that just as there are many ways in which people can be used 
or seen as things, objectification is a multifaceted process, experienced in a wide range of 
ways. Unlike in early feminist literature, in this article I suggest that objectification is not 
necessarily a bad thing: models working for Lucy may enjoy their work, may even be proud 
of being ‘a coat rack.’

14 This chapter is published in Feminist Theory as: Holla, S. M. (2017). Aesthetic objects on display: the objectification of fashion 
models as a situated practice. Feminist Theory, doi: 1464700117734730.
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Objectification has been studied extensively in (social) psychological, sociological and 
feminist studies. In the latter, it is often interpreted as resulting from an (internalized) 
male gaze (Mulvey 1975; Chapkis 1986; Bordo 1993; Fredrickson and Roberts 1997) and 
has frequently been conflated with sexual objectification: women are reduced to sexual 
instruments to be used or looked at by others, predominantly men (Coy 2009). In early 
feminist theory, objectification was attacked as harmful and immoral because of its 
dehumanizing effects (Dworkin 1981; MacKinnon 1987). Contemporary feminists like Gill 
(2003; 2007b) and McRobbie (2008) continue this, interpreting women’s positive accounts 
of objectifying experiences as misguided, even as examples of false consciousness. For 
them, celebratory accounts of being looked at or sexualized are instances of internalized 
misogyny (Cahill 2012, x), or caused by consumerist ideology.

While all these studies tend to reduce objectification to a common, generalizable, 
negative phenomenon, philosopher Ann Cahill argues that rather than seeing them as an a 
priori negative event, detrimental to the self, objectifying experiences are better understood 
“as often crucial elements to a flourishing sense of self.” (2012, x). I follow this line of thought in 
an empirical analysis of objectification. Acknowledging that objectification is an integrated 
aspect of social interaction enables an empirical interrogation of the idea of objectification 
as ‘good or bad.’ I also look at how fashion models subjectively experience objectification 
(cf. Mahmood 2001), and in doing so I draw on Martha Nussbaum (1995), who unpacks 
the notion of objectification into at least seven distinct forms to explore objectification in 
situated, institutionalized practice.

Building on Mears’s (2011) ethnographic work on the creation and valuation of 
‘looks’ in fashion modeling, I further argue that modeling is an extreme case, a field where 
objectification happens almost continuously. However, there are different forms and levels 
of intensity under different conditions: objectification may entail models being treated as 
only a body, unacknowledged as persons; being highly replaceable; or not being seen or 
heard at all. My analysis shows that, in many cases, while being objectified is not an enjoyable 
experience, it is not fundamentally bad, and more ‘active’ forms can be experienced as 
empowering, potentially productive to the self.

Drawing on an ethnography of fashion modeling in Amsterdam, Paris and Warsaw, I 
demonstrate that objectification is neither ubiquitous nor one-dimensional, but rather takes 
place in specific social contexts, unfolding differently under different conditions. I argue 
that instead of being unidirectional, objectification is done by, and happens to, both men 
and women. At the same time, female models often face different kinds of objectification 
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simultaneously and experience it as more challenging. Thus, rather than the practice of 
objectification, it is the subjective experience of it that is gendered.

Considering how being objectified is subjectively experienced leads to a theoretical 
exploration of what it means to be objectified. Although fashion modeling is often associated 
with oppression and victimization, in society modeling is a high-status profession and, 
more importantly, models do not see themselves as victims. Here an experiential angle 
enables a move beyond theoretical discussions about power and agency.

THEORIES OF OBJECTIFICATION

Objectification has been theorized by feminist scholars who have engaged with displays 
of, and gazes upon, women in particular (cf. Mulvey 1975; Rubin 1975; Dworkin 1981; 
Chapkis 1986; MacKinnon 1987; Bartky 1990; Bordo 1993; Van Zoonen 1994). This article 
responds to several controversies arising from these by integrating insights from Nussbaum’s 
(1995), Butler’s (1997), Cahill’s (2012) and Mahmood’s (2001) analyses of objectification, 
subjectivation and subjectivity to enable new questions about objectification as a socially 
situated practice. I relate objectification to three issues: first, the subjective experience of 
objectification; second, its genderedness; and third, its multifaceted and situated nature.

According to Cahill, feminist thinkers have paid little attention to objectification by 
means of direct, empirical analysis (2012, 1), often employing the concept without explicit 
or detailed articulation of its meanings. In fact, most research and theorizing broadly defines 
objectification as a negative event, emphasizing its de-humanizing effects. For Fredrickson 
and Roberts, objectification is “the experience of being treated as a body, valued predominantly 
for its use to – or consumption by – others.” (1997, 174). Similarly, Bartky states that it occurs 
when “a body is separated from a person, reduced to the status of instrument or commodity, or 
regarded as if it is capable of representing the entire person.” (1990, cited in Fredrickson and 
Roberts 1997, 175). Dworkin (1981) and MacKinnon (1987) argue that instrumentalization 
undermines individuals’ ability to decide what is valuable and to find ways to realize and 
promote this value, leading to the reduction of individuals to the status of things without 
autonomy or subjectivity, that exist solely to be used, and possibly violated and abused, 
by others. This denial of humanity makes objectification immoral (Papadaki 2010, 17, 
21. For more agentic depictions of women on display, see: Rubin 1975; Chapkis 1986; and 
Mears 2011). Other accounts, usually from (social) psychology, repeatedly demonstrate 
how objectification has negative psychological outcomes, including, but not limited to, 
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disordered eating and low self-esteem (Noll and Fredrickson 1998; Muehlenkamp and 
Saris-Baglama 2002). Some scholars, however, have found people finding pleasure in being 
objectified, as, for example, when it occurs in appreciative or sexually arousing ways (such 
as Strossen 1995; Mears 2011).

Much of this work makes a strong case for objectification as disempowering and 
highly unfavorable. However, from Cahill’s perspective, being perceived and treated as 
an object is inevitable, precisely because the human self is embodied. Our subjectivity is 
material: we are body-subjects and -objects. Feona Attwood notes that the exposure of 
the body – male and female – has become so central to forms of popular representation 
and individual self-expression (2010, 2) that presenting oneself as an object, and being 
perceived as one, has become inescapable. Cahill also argues that the experience of being an 
object, a bodily being whose material appearance arouses the (for example sexual) interest 
of another, is potentially enhancing to one’s sense of self (2012, x). Building on these, 
this article considers the possibility that being (seen as) an aesthetic object with aesthetic 
meaning might contribute to feelings of self-worth, legitimacy and acknowledgement. By 
considering models’ subjective responses, whether negative or positive, objectification 
becomes an empirical question. Some theorists of post feminism reject this, arguing that 
objectification today also involves tricking women into accepting or even celebrating 
their own objectified status. According to Gill, objectification today is disguised as sexual 
subjectification (2003, 5), giving a (false) sense of being “knowing, active and desiring” while 
actually marking a shift from “an external male judging gaze to a self-policing narcissistic 
gaze.” (Gill 2003, 104, cited in Attwood 2010, 2). McRobbie too argues that new forms of 
constraints and regulation of popular and consumer culture are concealed under a ‘quasi-
feminist vocabulary’ that uncritically celebrates the proliferation of female ‘freedoms.’ 
(2008, 548). However, this perspective denies the (female) subject agency and excludes the 
subject’s voice (Duits and Van Zoonen 2006, 114). The claim that women are deceived into 
believing that they have individually and freely chosen their own situation – by patriarchy, 
neoliberal ideology or, as McRobbie sees it, by a ‘quasi-feminist’ discourse – is a claim to 
‘know better than the subject,’ rendering women unconscious of their own oppression.

Following Mahmood (2001, 225), I believe that empirically studying subjective 
experience is especially important when these practices are precipitately considered 
objectionable from an outsider perspective. This is generally true for fashion models, who 
are easily depicted by outsiders as subordinate to a restraining beauty system. Their job 
may be hard, but as high-status individuals and holders of aesthetic capital, they may not 
experience their work as merely oppressive.
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Models’ emotive reactions are fundamental to how they practically respond to objectification. 
Possibilities for dealing with objectification are enabled and created by institutional and 
situational contexts. In Butlerian (1997) terms, while objectification entails a power relation 
that may dominate the subject, it also forms the conditions for dealing with it. Interpreting 
Butler, Mahmood argues that agency is more than a synonym for resistance: it is the capacity 
to resist, endure, suffer and persist (2001, 217). Again, whether objectification is met with 
resistance, cooperation, escape or indifference is a matter for empirical investigation. This 
analysis therefore starts from how objectification occurs in relation to both the emotive and 
practical responses of fashion models.

The second debate addressed here is objectification’s relationship with gender. 
Objectification is generally associated with femininity, and authors like Mulvey (1975), 
Dworkin (1981), Chapkis (1986), MacKinnon (1987) and Bordo (1993) have argued that 
the objectified position is mainly held by women, because in patriarchal societies men 
have the power to subjectively watch and define (cf. Papadaki 2010, 19). Objectification is 
thus gendered and unidirectional, happening to women and done predominantly by men, 
and, when done by women, a consequence of internalizing the male gaze. Consequently, 
(social) psychological research tends to focus on how female objectification comes about 
in mass media, and how it affects women’s self-perceptions (Fredrickson and Roberts 1997; 
Harper and Tiggemann 2008). Feona Attwood critiques this, arguing that explaining bodily 
display merely as an index of male sexual fantasy or female discomfort is simplistic. In 
fashion modeling, an industry dominated by women, men can also become objectified and 
women can be the objectifiers. Since who objectifies whom and how should be empirically 
investigated (Attwood 2010, 2), this article considers both female and male models.

The third debate concerns multiplicity. Objectification is frequently depicted as a 
one-dimensional process, entailing being reduced to only a body, or, in the case of women, 
to a mere sexual body. While various, mainly feminist, scholars have demonstrated how 
objectification coincides with sexualization of female subjects (Gill 2007b; Coy 2009), other 
studies emphasize its multiple dimensions. Van der Laan (2015), for instance, shows how 
visual objectification occurs in multiple, distinctive forms, of which sexual objectification 
is but one. She also identifies ‘decorative’ and ‘disengaged’ objectification, which relates to 
a model’s aesthetic/ decorative function – their ‘thingness’ and lack of personhood – much 
more than to their being a sexual object (Van der Laan 2015, 163, 166-167). Following 
this, this article asks whether objectification in practice has multiple dimensions, and 
how these take form under different social conditions. I draw on Nussbaum’s (1995) work 
on objectification in literature, and her seven forms: instrumentality, where the object is 
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a tool; denial of autonomy, where the object is treated as lacking in autonomy and self-
determination; inertness, where the object is treated as lacking in agency, and perhaps also 
in activity; fungibility, where the objectified is treated as interchangeable with other objects 
of the same type or of other types; violability, where the objectifier treats the object as 
lacking in boundary integrity, as permissible to break up, smash and break into; ownership, 
where the object is treated as something owned by someone else, to be bought or sold; and 
denial of subjectivity, where the objectified is something whose experiences and feelings 
are irrelevant. In cases of one or more of these seven ways, which can overlap and co-occur, 
Nussbaum argues that we can speak of objectification (1995, 258).

Nussbaum’s idea is a useful starting point. Since different conditions and forms of 
objectification might arouse different subjective – practical and emotional – responses, 
acknowledging the diverse forms allows exploration of the possibilities for various 
subjective experiences of, and practical engagements with, objectification.

THE FIELD OF FASHION MODELING: 
AN EXTREME CASE OF OBJECTIFICATION

In contemporary Western societies, increasingly focused on appearance and aesthetics, 
fashion models have become prominent cultural icons as symbolic carriers of beauty ideals 
(Brenner and Cunningham 1992; Mears 2011), while being simultaneously critiqued. Popular 
news media, for instance, attribute both positive and negative characteristics, describing 
models both as beautiful, glamorous and natural, and also as artificial, effortless, obsessed, 
unhealthy or superficial. Within modeling itself, models are rarely seen as ‘icons of ideal 
beauty’ but predominantly as physical surfaces to be showcased and improved, subjected 
to the scrutinizing, critical gazes of surrounding professionals. Agencies measure models’ 
hips, waists and chests, and only after the beauty standards have been met and a successful 
‘look’ has been created are the models given praise and admiration. However, whether the 
appreciation is positive or negative, inside or outside the field, models ultimately fulfill a 
primary role of ‘aesthetic objects on display,’ to the world and to professionals around them.

The model’s job is, in essence, to be looked at. They enter and exit various situations 
in which they are objectified and objectify themselves: castings, agency visits, on sets before 
cameras, on runways, at home in front of the mirror. They are, however, not objectified to 
the same degree in all situations, nor all of the time.
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Models are selected on the basis of the industry’s aesthetic conventions of whiteness, 
slenderness, height and youthfulness, their bodies purposefully disciplined and monitored. 
They preserve their object status through aesthetic labor (Entwistle and Wissinger 2006), 
involving diverse practices, from invasive ‘body technologies’ (Wesely 2003) like plastic 
surgery or dietary hormonal therapy, to more quotidian body practices like shaving, 
‘watching your food,’ sleeping enough, drinking water and exercising (Holla 2016). The 
aesthetic goals are set by professionals other than the models: fashion designers, agents 
(‘bookers’), photographers, stylists and fashion clients. While the structure of the field and 
the profession makes models prone to objectification, the asymmetrical power relations are 
subjectively experienced in different ways, with situational dynamics playing an important 
role. The subjective experience depends on how and where the objectification happens, 
and by whom: backstage by other professionals; frontstage by wider, more or less informed 
audiences; or at home, where models are their own critical observers.

The empirical context of fashion modeling is a strategic case to understand 
objectification in practice as it is a central activity in the field: objectifying images, 
objectifying professionals and (self-) objectified fashion models simultaneously produce 
each other (cf. Mears 2011). Drawing on the experiences of male and female models, this 
article unpacks objectification, asking how it is institutionally and situationally entrenched, 
and how is it subjectively experienced.

AN ETHNOGRAPHY OF EXPERIENCE AND PRACTICE

This study uses in-depth interviewing and participant observation. Between March 2011 
and March 2013, I interviewed thirty-six models in Amsterdam, Paris and Warsaw, cities in 
the transnational field of fashion modeling. I also spoke to fashion photographers, bookers, 
fashion designers, magazine editors, stylists, make-up artists and a fashion modeling 
coach. Most informants were recruited during fashion events, with some recruiting further 
informants from their social networks. This chain-referral sampling allowed insights 
into the social network connecting these actors and provided access to people who might 
otherwise have been unreachable. In terms of selection, as far as possible I paid attention 
to factors likely to influence informants’ practices and experiences, such as gender, age, 
ethnicity, nationality, city and position in the field (commercial or high-end). However, as 
variation in fashion models is limited by conventions of gender, class, age and ethnicity, 
the informants consisted mainly of young, tall, slim, mostly white fashion models, most 
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of whom were female (twenty-two, or 61 per cent). Interviews lasted between one and two 
hours, were recorded with the informants’ permission and mostly took place in restaurants 
and cafes in the city center. Relevant themes, topics and issues were identified by transcribing 
and inductively coding all the interviews.

Participant observation was an additional method to make the process of aesthetic 
production, and the strategic decisions and interactions between models and beauty 
producers involved, comprehensible. Most observations were made in the presence of my 
interview informants, often during fashion shows. Backstage I observed models’ professional 
practices and interactions with, for example, stylists, make-up artists and hairdressers. I 
also engaged in various body practices with models, especially those discussed during the 
interviews, like eating, drinking and exercising, which showed how models ‘do beauty’ 
outside official working hours.

All observations were recorded as field reports and analyzed along the same lines as 
the interviews. These complementary sources resulted in comprehensive, ‘thick descriptive’ 
ethnographic narratives and situational accounts of the practices and experiences of a wide 
variety of informants. This provided a person-centered, experiential understanding of 
fashion modeling from the viewpoints of persons in particular situations (Hollan 2001).

NEUTRAL BODY-OBJECTS ON DISPLAY

Castings, where fashion models present themselves to clients, typically designers or 
fashion label representatives, are the primary professional situation where models are 
simultaneously objectified in multiple ways. A model’s job search typically begins here. 
In preparation, agents (usually women) sometimes advise models to downplay personal 
taste and style: “When I started at my agency in the Netherlands, I was an alternative looking 
girl. They wanted me to adapt how I dressed. Because, when you visit a client, you must give 
the impression that you are a model, not just a pretty girl wearing baggy pants.” (Keesje, 23, 
Amsterdam). Fashion professionals like bookers, stylists and designers use metaphors like 
‘canvas,’ ‘dress up doll’ and ‘coat hanger’ to describe models’ function as objects. Models 
themselves use similar terms: “I think saying whether you’re beautiful is a difficult thing. 
I know I’m pretty, but [...] Well, I’m just a good, neutral basis to work with.” (Jolanda, 22, 
Amsterdam).
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You have to be pretty natural, you can’t show up at castings wearing thick 
eyeliner and red lipstick, because then you’re already too much a character. 
You must always give the impression of a clean slate, that they can form you 
how they want to. But you must also adapt to the specific customer. If someone 
wants a tough girl, and you arrive in a sweet flowery dress, some clients 
simply cannot imagine how you can be different. Their lack of imagination is 
unbelievable! (Chantal, 22, Amsterdam).

Neutrality allows clients to ‘imagine’ various possible looks. For other beauty producers too, 
uniformity and neutrality are beneficial to the creation of new fashions. Models are thus 
required to be ‘chameleons’ (Soley-Beltran 2004, 317), with a stable, neutral look “to show a 
million different faces.” (Katrina, 26, Warsaw). Modeling for eight years, Keesje explains: “I 
have a pretty expressive face. I can look very different in one picture compared to another. You 
could easily think it’s someone else [...] You need to be adaptive to the situation. To look very 
different. That makes you work a lot.” (Keesje, 23, Amsterdam).

The beauty standards of this ‘neutral basis’ are incongruent with how many models 
wish to look. Chantal distinguishes ‘industrial’ demands from her own ideal. Although 
considered beautiful by others, she feels that her looks are inconsistent with ‘who she is.’ 
Her subjectivity, her sense of self, is compromised:

I’ve always been jealous of black girls with afro hair. Precisely what I am not. 
I just don’t like this very white, pale skin. But this look is very dominant in 
fashion, which is very discriminatory [...] a kind of uniform everybody has 
to adhere to [...] When you become a model, you think: of course, I must be 
pretty, because I’m a model. You represent something, beauty. But my own 
ideal is different. The beauty that I have in the eyes of others is just not who I 
am. (Chantal, 22, Amsterdam).

The demand to be a ‘blank slate,’ to downplay personal style, can be seen as a denial of 
autonomy (Nussbaum 1995). Clearly, if a model cannot look as she wants, her self-
determination is limited. By being chameleons, models cede part of their autonomy, 
limiting their space to define and make choices. While this form of being objectified exists 
in service-providing sectors – flight attendants, counter staff and shop floor workers are 
all required to adjust both looks and behaviors (Warhurst and Nickson 2001) – models 
work in an industry characterized by constant change and renewal. According to fashion 
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designer Lucy, “Fashion’s a hungry monster [...] the tempo of renewal is terrible. It’s like a big 
war.” (Lucy, 25, Amsterdam). Models continuously deal with different clients with different 
demands, resulting in constantly changing guidelines (Neff et al. 2005). To survive, they 
have to be ‘fresh,’ flexible and adaptive. The requirement of adaptability and continuous 
flexibility is exactly what is defined as chameleonism.

Another form of objectification that models are constantly subjected to is 
replaceability, Nussbaum’s ‘fungibility.’ (1995, 257). Due to the constant influx of aspiring 
models, staying ‘fresh’ becomes ever more arduous. ‘New faces’ constantly appear, eager to 
replace ‘old’ models. In response, modeling industries have ever shorter cycles, models are 
recruited ever younger, competition increases and chances of rejection rise. The pressure 
on models to present their freshest, cleanest, most ‘moldable’ manner increases: 

The annoying side is having to attend castings, where there are many younger 
boys. And you sit there, and then this beautiful boy comes walking in, looks 
at you, arrogantly, with a smirk, you know. That’s rather unpleasant. It’s such 
a meat auction. Every time you sit there, with like, a hundred pretty boys. You 
become very self-conscious. (Victor, 21, Amsterdam). 

Paradoxically, models also have an interest in displaying uniqueness as this improves their 
chances (Mears 2013): “You have to show some character somehow. Those other guys on 
the casting were like, empty. There were 250 boys. But I had this attitude...so they picked 
me.” (Brett, 22, Amsterdam). At the same time, body practices like dieting, exercising 
or grooming actually diminish individuality and differences. Ultimately, models work 
hard to look like each other, further reducing their competitiveness and increasing their 
replaceability.

Since models cannot really differentiate themselves through outward appearance, 
they employ emotional labor strategies. Victor purposefully manages his emotions, 
projecting a charming, easygoing personality: “As a model I’ve learned I have to be social. You 
can’t just show up as your grumpy old self. If you have a bad day, get over it, or don’t go. You 
must give those people the impression that you’re a nice, laidback kind of person to work with.”
(Victor, 21, Amsterdam). This emotional labor is, however, only occasionally successful. 
Clients are often uninterested in personalities. At castings models are often required to be 
silent and motionless. This implies and causes inertness: during castings they are passive 
objects, to be watched and judged (Nussbaum 1995, 257). Jolanda recounts:
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My agency in Paris gave me a lesson on how to behave during castings, like a 
role play. So, I introduced myself, and they said ‘oh that’s nice of you, but not 
really necessary’. It was too much. Like it doesn’t matter who you are. I was 
too smiley, too enthusiastic for Paris. At castings you really have to feel what’s 
the right thing to do, and adapt yourself to those situations. It’s pretty hard. 
(Jolanda, 22, Amsterdam).

So, besides personal clothing styles, models’ speech is often interpreted as ‘noise.’ While at 
some castings a limited – relaxed, upbeat – version of personality is acceptable, at others a 
model’s subjectivity is deemed entirely irrelevant. This disinterest is Nussbaum’s denial of 
subjectivity (1995, 257).

Castings organize models as lined-up objects for sale, implying they can be hired 
and temporarily owned by clients. That models become ‘possessed’ by others is ownership, 
another of Nussbaum’s seven ways. Castings, a large proportion of models’ time ‘on the 
shop floor,’ are, significantly, referred to as ‘cattle calls.’ Usually overcrowded, they involve 
fierce competition and considerable chances of rejection. Competition with many other, 
similar looking models, reminds models of their interchangeability. Besides, modeling is 
project-based, making it highly unpredictable (Neff et al. 2005). Clients can ‘take an option,’ 
‘opting out’ at the last minute free of charge. The rationales are seldom shared, rendering 
models unable to understand what they need to change. This replaceability causes perpetual 
uncertainty and feelings of powerlessness. High-end model Rita, from Warsaw, recounts 
how she was left uninformed till the last minute:

I was going to do a show for [a designer] in Paris. Backstage it was all very 
sophisticated. There was no food and it was kind of not done to say, like, 
‘hello, how are you’. There was this tension. So I’m waiting for a fitting, I’ve 
taken off my clothes. I’m naked with all those people around me. You try on 
a dress but it’s not clear if they want it, because they don’t look at you. So I 
start walking around, showing the dress. But you cannot really do this, it’s 
not how it works. You’re supposed to wait like a beautiful mannequin. Then, 
they take off the dress in front of everybody, and you wait for one, two, three 
hours, sitting there naked, because you don’t know if you [...] will show the 
dress. I try to cover myself, but you must wait, you cannot get into your own 
clothes again. You have to stay available. And I was hungry. At a point you’re 
supposed to eat something. And then finally someone comes to tell you the 
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dress is already on somebody else. But you still wait around, something might 
still happen [...] After four hours of waiting and changing, this casting guy 
came to me, saying ‘oh, don’t worry, here you have a sweet. You can go home 
now, we aren’t using you for this show’. He gave me a fucking sweet! I didn’t 
even get to know why they didn’t want me. (Rita, 27, Warsaw).

For models, who are often denied basic insights into creative decisions, their work is full of 
surprises. Understandably, they experience this as neither enjoyable nor exciting.

PHYSICAL SCRUTINY AND VIOLABILITY

Using Nussbaum’s seven dimensions, the previous section demonstrated that fashion 
models are objectified incessantly, simultaneously, in different ways. As different forms 
of objectification pile up, the experience becomes more persistent. When models’ 
subjectivity is unrecognized to the point of feeling invisible, it weighs on them. Even when 
their presence is acknowledged, their appearance is often contested. Agents, clients and 
designers stress physical imperfections, suggesting practices of improvement to ‘make it 
work.’ Being physically scrutinized is experienced as an integral part of the job: “Skinny, 
skinny, skinny. They just want me to be more skinny [...] I am the most skinny person I know, 
of all my friends! I don’t think it is nice. They measure me and say I must lose weight. I am 
too fat.” (Nancy, 20, Warsaw). Maintaining a strict boundary between one’s own body and 
the altering creative hands of other professionals is not feasible for models, and their bodily 
boundaries are inevitably exceeded when a look is collectively created. While models carry 
out body practices like dieting and exercising in private, on the set they are ‘worked upon’ 
by others. In Paris, I observed four fashion models backstage, chatting and fiddling with 
mobile phones. Stylists and make-up artists interfered to adjust or apply something to their 
bodies or faces without ever asking. In fact, the models were never verbally addressed. 
Although none of the work was explained or discussed, the models knew exactly what was 
expected. Efficiently, almost automatically, they adopted the right posture to facilitate the 
restyling of hairdos, the updating of make-up or the taking of photographs, not appearing 
the least distressed about ceding part of their bodily autonomy or becoming ‘violable.’ 
(Nussbaum 1995, 257). Instead, they appeared resigned to temporarily abandoning their 
physical boundaries.
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In some cases, however, aesthetic requirements exceed personal boundaries, impairing 
physical integrity. Lynn recounts:

I have many beauty spots on my face. It’s a problem. My agency wanted them 
removed by a plastic surgeon. But my friends and family said “that’s what 
makes you you, don’t do it.” I was also like, they use Photoshop for just about 
everything on a photograph, so why not remove my beauty spots digitally? 
Then I can keep them. Surgery will leave scars anyway, so they’ll have to 
brush that away too. But they didn’t accept this, so they removed me from 
their files. (Lynn, 19, Amsterdam).

Objecting preserved Lynn’s bodily integrity, but also led her to involuntarily and prematurely 
quitting modeling.

Violability shows how other professionals view models: as tools, thus foregrounding 
models’ instrumentality (Nussbaum 1995, 258). Monique, a Parisian booker, reduces 
models’ bodies to their use-value, describing them as ‘practically no more useful than a 
coat rack.’ [porte manteau]. This can lead to models like Macy internalizing this:

My appearance is a means. It’s not my own accomplishment, I’m born 
this way. Intellect is something that you can develop, you can work on to 
accomplish something. Looks are just genetics. Of course you can work on 
your appearance, like going to the hairdresser, getting your eyebrows plucked, 
going on a diet. But for me, 4 kilograms more or less is not what makes me 
more beautiful or ugly. Either way, I still have an unnatural weight, so it’s not 
really...something to be proud of. (Macy, 21, Amsterdam).

Macy takes no credit for her looks or success. Interestingly, this also exempts her from 
personal accountability in cases of failure, protecting her against criticism or rejection. This 
suggests that objectification as self-instrumentalization is a strategy to cope with being a 
critically scrutinized aesthetic object, susceptible to failure.
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GENDERED EXPERIENCES OF OBJECTIFICATION

Although both male and female fashion models are objectified, female models are more 
preoccupied by it, and refer to it more often during interviews, expressing vexation. Male 
models speak of it less, and when they do, seem to experience it less problematically. Brett, 
for example, has little difficulty with being put ‘up for bids:’ 

My picture was in the Cosmopolitan, with a little story. It was funny, people 
could bid money to get a date with me. I was totally fine with that, except, I 
didn’t want to go out with a guy. But of course, the highest bidder was a guy! 
I kinda knew that was going to happen. (Brett, 22, Amsterdam). 

While this is objectification as ownership, Brett seems unoffended, even describing it as 
‘funny,’ because although he would have preferred a woman, he feels it was for a good cause, 
the proceeds going to charity.

While Rick from Amsterdam is less indifferent, he has learned to be apathetic 
towards people disinterested in his subjectivity, and also sees benefits in being appreciated 
for his looks:

They only treat you that way because of your looks, which feels kinda weird. 
But on the positive side, I also get many things done because I look good. You 
know, I’m always open to getting to know people for who they are, whether 
it’s a lady cleaning the toilets at McDonald’s or a fashion company director. 
But in this industry people judge you only based on your exterior. And they 
assume I’m stupid. I think that’s a shame. In the beginning this worried me, 
but now I don’t care anymore. Everything is fake. Those people are fake and 
not that important anyway. (Rick, 28, Amsterdam).

Joey tells how, compared to female models, male models have more opportunities to resist:

Amongst guys there is less competition. Most girls are pretty young and 
inexperienced. They have to sell themselves in a super competitive industry 
and many are really insecure. They should try not to get overruled all the 
time by those fashion people who think the world of themselves. If you 
disagree with something, go against it [...] There was this stylist telling a girl 
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to go topless for a sexy picture. Obviously she wasn’t comfortable with it. 
But for girls, when things go too far, it’s far more difficult to say no. The 
competitive pressure is very high for them. So they do it anyway. I’ve never 
really experienced that myself, but I think this happens a lot to girls. (Joey, 
24, Amsterdam).

Joey correctly signals that male and female models operate in different market segments, 
with different levels of competition. Female models experience at least two forms of 
objectification to a greater extent: they are more replaceable (fungible), and consequently, 
more violable. So, while all models experience objectification, female models are likely to 
experience a wider variety of forms, have fewer resources to resist them and therefore tend 
to experience it more problematically.

HOW OBJECTIFICATION BECOMES BEARABLE AND 
PLEASURABLE

As models can experience objectification as unpleasant and even dehumanizing, they try 
to cope in several ways. First, they resist feelings of alienation by redefining their work as 
‘active performance’ instead of as ‘passive appearance’ (Mears 2011):

Posing comes naturally, I’m not shy in front of the camera. It’s like acting, 
especially on a bad day. There are only a few faces they want, like smiling 
or sensual. But they never want to see a sad face! I work with memories to 
change my mood, to manipulate what I express on a picture [...] Modeling is 
a good way to practice to become an actress. (Manon, 24, Paris).

This framing allows models to protect themselves from the uncertainty and criticism 
inherent in their job: in case of rejection, it is their performance that falls short, not their 
entire ‘embodied selves’ (cf. Mears 2013, 138). This armoring strategy is similar to how 
Macy instrumentalized herself.

Second, models can use withdrawal, separating their emotive, ‘feeling self ’ from 
their physical body, an almost ‘Cartesian move.’ (Gillies et al. 2004). Nahima, a former 
high-end model from Paris, sometimes achieves this through cocaine. Her account of how 
professionals around her respond is illuminating: 
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It was like I was there, but at the same time I wasn’t. And it turned out that 
they ‘‘so loved my look’’. To see this absence in your gaze, the arrogance and 
indifference you convey when you’ve done a line. So in the end, me and 
everybody on the set benefited from it. (Nahima, 32, currently living in 
Brussels).

Magdalena from Poland, who is modeling for a haute couture fashion show in Paris, also 
uses withdrawal. Unlike in a regular runway show, here, models stand motionless on a 
stage, statue-like, for about twenty minutes each time. Afterwards, Magdalena tells me 
about her physical discomfort: standing still for so long wearing high-heeled shoes caused 
cramps in her limbs. Nevertheless, she is not particularly bothered because she escaped by 
withdrawing: 

I let my imagination run free, by making up all kinds of stories. And later, 
when I’m alone, I write them up. So actually I’m creating things in my 
head while I’m standing still. And nobody sees it, it’s like, my little secret. 
(Magdalena, 19, Warsaw). 

In Mahmood’s terms, Magdalena exerts ‘docile agency’: rather than passivity or abandonment 
of agency, her withdrawal involves effort, exertion and achievement, and indicates a certain 
malleability while carrying out the skillful practice of being an aesthetic object on display 
(2001, 210). Withdrawing helps Magdalena to endure situations where being an object is 
dreadful. A year later, in Warsaw, Magdalena proudly tells me that her stories have been 
published.

Models do not, however, need to act out creativity on a completely different plane. 
Under certain conditions, being objectified coincides with creative practice, giving a strong 
sense of empowerment. Models can find gratification when they can ‘work it’ before a 
camera, for example: 

I feel beautiful when I feel like ‘‘okay, I did a good job’’. There was this difficult 
photo shoot, where they wanted some new qualities or some new attitude. So 
I had to work. The whole thing needed some extra preparation. Finally, this 
shoot changed me. I learned new things and I got people’s acceptance, even 
their adoration. (Kathy, 21, Warsaw). 
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Kathy is encouraged by the photographer to ‘show him what she’s got.’ By actively and 
creatively contributing, Kathy feels acknowledged as a skillful subject. She takes an active 
part in her objectification, which, in her experience, changes her for the better. In Cahill’s 
terms, her objectification enhances her sense of self (2012, x). Jolanda describes similar 
feelings of empowerment:

I just had a shoot for ELLE. For me that was like, wow! And I noticed how 
much more self-assured I had become from my experience in London. I did 
everything that came to mind, and just worked it. I gave it all, and it went 
very naturally. It was a beautiful moment. Finally I achieved that I could 
pose, naturally and with self-confidence. It was really very nice. (Jolanda, 22, 
Amsterdam).

The runway show is the ultimate situation where models experience excitement, pride 
and empowerment as a display object. Liberated from the scrutinizing gazes of stylists, 
agents, designers and make-up artists, a model’s power position is completely inverted. 
During those few minutes under the spotlights, models are subjected to the appraising, 
usually admiring, gazes of a broader audience of fashion consumers and devotees. As Victor 
exclaims: “Yes! On the runway, it is just my time to shine!” (Victor, 21, Amsterdam).

While walking runways is nerve-wracking, it also gives an adrenaline rush. The 
shows are often complemented by loud, rhythmic music directing the tempo at which 
models walk. At the end of the catwalk is the ‘pit,’ full of – mainly male – photographers, 
their cameras snapping at the models, who usually pause to pose, to shoot looks, making 
sure the photographers get a good shot. The audience is in darkness, the only light is on the 
runway. Models rarely smile or make eye contact with the public while walking; instead, all 
eyes are on them.

Being regarded with praise and admiration gives powerful, positive feelings. 
Understandably, models are drawn to, and draw energy from, such situations. Katrina from 
Warsaw even reports intense feelings of relief: “When you’re on the runway, then you can 
just forget about all that. It is almost like giving birth! You go through all that trouble, just 
for those few minutes of walking.” (Katrina, 26, Warsaw). Walking a show involves walking 
in high-heeled shoes without stumbling, maintaining a confident physical comportment 
and keeping a straight face. Like models who speak about ‘working it’ during photo shoots, 
runway models describe walking as a skillful practice, requiring training. The objectification 
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that certainly occurs becomes bearable, even pleasurable, as it coincides with experiences of 
being acknowledged as skillful, creative subjects.

For objectification to become less tedious and more enjoyable for models, three modes 
of objectification must be absent: being treated as passive or inert, not being acknowledged 
as a subject and being denied one’s autonomy. Unfortunately for most models, especially 
‘new faces’ with little experience, this is rare, although experienced models have the leeway 
to ‘work it.’ Keesje (23, Amsterdam), who calls herself ‘a fossil,’ can make suggestions about 
lighting techniques and make-up: “I know my face by now, so I know what works. These 
people trust me if I say something is probably not going to look good.”

CONCLUSIONS

Analyzing the extreme case of fashion modeling, this article empirically demonstrated 
how objectification occurs in professional practice, shedding light on objectification as 
a multifaceted, situationally and institutionally embedded practice that is experienced in 
a range of ways. In line with Nussbaum, objectification manifests itself through various 
distinct but related forms, a multiplicity most observable at castings, where different forms 
accumulate and coincide with the scrutinizing gazes of clients, making it an unsettling 
experience.

This article contributes to existing feminist perspectives, arguing that objectification 
is often, but not inevitably, related to subordination. However, it is not necessarily unpleasant: 
when models perform as aesthetic objects on a runway, they feel admired, empowered and 
proud. While this demonstrates the importance of the gaze, it also highlights the importance 
of the body in practice under different conditions. When models actively engage in being 
objectified (Cahill 2012) through creatively and skillfully ‘working it,’ they feel appreciated, 
fulfilled and empowered, even when treated as things. Objectification thus potentially 
contributes to a ‘flourishing sense of self.’

This study raises new questions about subjectivity and selfhood. The multiplicity of 
objectification in this specific institutional context raises the question of objectification in 
nonprofessional, private settings, as well as in other work settings, where objectified people 
may have fewer resources and less symbolic status than models, whose ‘aesthetic capital’ 
makes their objectification a source of profit.

This analysis leads to reconsideration of the effects of objectification: how do people 
subjectively experience viewing the images of objectified models? Like the experience of 
models, the consumption of objectifying images is a situated, multifaceted process. This 
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may lead to self-objectification, as social psychologists have argued, but even this may be 
experienced and enacted in different ways. The subjectivities provoked and produced by 
fashion’s influential visual culture are worth considering from an ethnographic, experiential 
angle.

This article also contributes to studies of aesthetics. While in feminist literature, 
objectification is often equated with sexualization, this study shows how models are 
predominantly aesthetically objectified. This is consistent with the findings of Kuipers et al. 
(2016) that all models, male and female, are increasingly objectified in fashion photographs, 
but not necessarily in a sexual way. While aesthetic objectification is central to fashion 
modeling, the ‘aestheticized body’ is also of growing significance in society at large, as it 
becomes a job qualification in post-industrial ‘aesthetic economies.’ Future research could 
consider aesthetic objectification in relation to recent aesthetic economies (Entwistle 2002).

Models are high-status individuals and, ultimately, symbolic holders of aesthetic 
capital. Although they do not necessarily see themselves as victims, from an outsider 
perspective their practices are easily depicted as a surrendering of power. Investigating 
how models emotionally and practically respond to objectification – a process which 
Cahill considers part and parcel of social interaction – shows that models enact ‘docile 
agency.’ (Mahmood 2001). Unlike explicit resistance to subordination, this entails subtler 
forms of coping. For example, when objectification is troublesome, models engage in self-
instrumentalization or withdrawal, or redefine their work as acting. All these strategies 
involve the construction of a ‘split self,’ containing a personal, emotive, authentic, creative 
self, and a physical, instrumental, emotionless, malleable self. Such a ‘Cartesian move’ helps 
models to cope. The willingness to endure annoying situations, to suffer when work is 
stressful or demeaning and to persist in acquiring skills, are powerful ways for models to 
deal with objectification and to be successful.

Finally, this experiential perspective, which involves models’ different emotional and 
practical responses, calls into question theoretical arguments about the objectification of 
disempowered subjects, and assumptions about objectification being inherently immoral. 
Objectification is socially rooted in institutions and specific situations. This matters 
considerably for its varying forms and levels of intensity. Besides, it can be experienced in 
diverse ways by different people. This does not make objectification less effective: situations 
of collaborative social action (in this case, collective aesthetic production) are by no means 
less successful when people have different subjective experiences of them (Mol 2008). Thus, 
this study does not imply that objectification is less compelling as a process, or is easy to 
avoid, but rather that objectification might be all the more effective because it is embedded 
in different social contexts and adapts itself accordingly.
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Chapter 5

Justifying aesthetic labor.
How fashion models enact 
coherent selves15

It is a cold day in March 2013 as I walk through the center of Warsaw, Poland. The wind is 
blowing straight through my coat and my feet are wet from maneuvering the snowy streets 
towards Plac Zbawiciela, a square where young trendy people come to hang out in the cafés. 
Arriving rather exhausted, I am ready to sit down indoors to have an interview with Jim, a 
high-end fashion model, born and raised here in Warsaw (Jim as well as the names of other 
informants who participated in this study, are pseudonyms). Jim was so fortunate to sign 
a contract with luxury brand Prada: he is their ‘male face.’ His job consists of doing photo 
shoots and walking runway shows. He travels a lot for his job, so I am lucky to catch him 
in his hometown. Jim is waiting outside and proposes to take a walk together instead of 
going into a café. We do the interview while walking in the city park, sipping our skimmed 
soy milk cappuccinos. Jim tells me he really likes his job so far, especially now that he is 
becoming famous, within as well as outside of Poland. He has been posing in front of the 
camera and strutting the runways for over six years. Now that he has gained entry into the 
high-end of the fashion modeling industry, he is going to make the switch from editorial 
towards commercial modeling, where the prestige established in high fashion can become 
‘bankable.’ For Jim this means that he has to adapt his appearance to commercial standards. 
His body must become more toned and muscular – “not in a pumped up, bodybuilder kind of 
way,” but “less straight [perpendicular] and dried-out” than he is now. He must evolve from a 

15 This chapter is published in Journal of Contemporary Ethnography, as: Holla, S. (2016). Justifying aesthetic labor: how fashion 
models enact coherent selves. Journal of Contemporary Ethnography, 45(4), 474-500.
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“heroin androgynous” look to a more masculine, heterosexual one. Jim aims to achieve this 
through exercise. Instead of continuing with cardio workouts that slim down his body, he 
will increase weight lifting exercises. However, he does not push more than his own body 
weight, because if he did, his torso would become too big too soon. The transformation 
of his body should be as steady as the gradual shift from editorial towards commercial 
modeling. 

Jim explains that he does not only maintain his body through sports. There are many 
rules about what he is supposed to eat and drink. 

People always think that fruit is good for losing weight, or to eat it if you 
want to stay skinny. But it is not that simple. Bananas are fruit, but that is 
something that you actually shouldn’t eat that much. Watermelon is the best 
thing to eat, and after that, apples. Anyway, eating fruit after 15 o’clock in the 
afternoon is not good for you, because the body doesn’t know what to do with 
all that sugar at that late time of the day. So you must eat fruit, it’s good yes, 
but only during the beginning of the day. 

For Jim, eating well requires specific knowledge: it means more than limiting his calorie, 
sugar or fat intake. The time of day and the workings of his metabolism are as important 
to take into consideration as the nutrients that he takes in. Jim clarifies that his decision-
making regarding foods and drinks is not only based on his physical looks, but also on his 
personal, everyday life ‘wants and needs.’ 

You know, so, okay, beer makes you fat. It has a lot of calories, it is like eating 
a lot of bread (…) But, I still want to drink beer (…) I really like to drink! I 
just cannot do it every day, because also the next morning, you feel bad, you 
have a hangover, you want to eat bad stuff. Also, when you drink vodka, of 
course it has no calories, which makes it much better than beer, but then, 
after vodka, I get really hungry and then after that… Yeah, really hungry. And 
you can get drunk from it easily. And then I don’t care anymore, I go and get 
food in the middle of the night, like kebab or something like that. And that’s 
even worse than drinking a few beers. So I just drink beer, but now I try to 
take it easy and I drink no more than once or twice a week with my friends.
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After forty-five minutes of walking at a good pace, I propose to take a seat and rest, but 
Jim is still energetic. “Besides,” he says, “look at the bright side: we burned a lot of calories 
by walking instead of sitting down, at least the amount of this cappuccino, especially with 
such a low temperature.” By filling up his days with activities that take physical effort, ‘by 
doing many things the hard way,’ Jim remains in shape, also on days when he does not go to 
the gym. Everything then, becomes a cardio workout: having a coffee downtown, meeting 
up with a friend, taking his wife out shopping – Jim does it all by foot. Ultimately, Jim’s 
‘modelhood’ plays a role in everything he does in his daily life. 

Jim and other models make great effort to justify and maintain a coherent self while 
both their professional and their private life is strongly guided by professional imperatives. 
This article explores how professional demands affect models’ lives. Models’ accounts of 
those body practices that are geared towards meeting these demands demonstrate that 
these demands are not always easy to adhere to, and that moreover, they jeopardize models’ 
sense of self. 

The modeling industry is a ‘greedy institution’ that seeks “exclusive and undivided 
loyalty” of its workers (Coser 1974, 4). According to Soley-Beltran (2006, 34) the demand 
for flexibility and full engagement forces models to function as ‘chameleons,’ able to change 
into whatever the fashion of the moment happens to be. As fashion is about constantly 
changing styles, models’ guidelines are in constant flux (Entwistle 2002; Mears 2011). A 
strong claim is made on models to be ‘fresh,’ flexible and able to adapt to changing trends, 
symbols and technologies in order to get new jobs and survive in the industry (Neff et 
al. 2005, 326-327). At the same time, this malleability requires models to maintain their 
bodies as a neutral basis upon which other professionals from the industry can project their 
envisaged image. At castings especially, models experience pressure to present themselves 
as a ‘clean slate,’ able to turn into anything a client envisions. 

These seemingly paradoxical demands of physical adaptability, steady neutrality 
and a consistent meeting of aesthetic ‘basic requirements’ like thinness, makes models’ 
professional involvement very profound. Demanding intensive forms of aesthetic labor, 
fashion modeling presupposes a great deal of commitment (Mears and Finlay 2005; 
Czerniawski 2012). 

Aesthetic labor concerns the stylization of the body as a professional requirement: 
it refers to particular embodied capacities and attributes that enable employees to look 
good and sound right for the job (Warhurst and Nickson 2009). However, apart from 
merely constructing and maintaining a specifically requested aesthetic surface, aesthetic 
labor also involves the imperative to project and produce a particular self, in the form of 
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personality. As such, it involves the entire body and self, as keeping up appearances requires 
both serious emotional effort and physical discipline. Furthermore, it is not carried out 
solely on the work floor: the enduring nature of this particular form of aesthetic labor 
requires models to ‘always be on’ and to adapt their whole lifestyle to professional aesthetic 
imperatives (Entwistle and Wissinger 2006, 788). At the end of the day, models cannot take 
off their working costumes or walk away from the product, because they are the product 
that is priced and sold on a market of beauty images. 

Not unlike professional athletes, ballet dancers (Wainwright and Turner 2004) and 
strippers (Wesely 2003), the relation between work, body and self is particularly salient 
for fashion models. However, while these other ‘corporeal’ professions allow for a fair 
amount of space for self-definition, fashion models are often assigned a passive role as 
their appearance and overall ‘look’ are likely to be controlled by other professionals, such as 
modeling agents (bookers), designers and stylists. In her study of the modeling market of 
Japan, Mears observes: “there is something distinctly alienating in the labor of being aesthetic 
when aesthetic labor is being entirely organized for the worker.” (2013, 139). In situations 
such as castings or in the back stages of fashion shows, models are often treated as passive 
objects on display (Mears 2013). This makes modeling different from those other corporeal 
labor professions: it is a profession in which this entanglement is not only intense, but 
also potentially experienced as problematic. As such, fashion modeling sheds light on the 
contradictions inherent in aesthetic labor, and the clash between the requirements of work 
and self in present-day societies. Modeling therefore provides a strategic case to explore 
aesthetic labor and its relation to selfhood, asking specifically: how do workers experience 
and justify being employed in a greedy industry? How do they account for the aesthetic 
and bodily practices required for their work? What moral repertoires do they refer to in 
accounting for their work? Based on ethnographic and interview data collected in the 
modeling industries of Amsterdam, Paris and Warsaw, this article investigates how models 
account for the professional ‘colonization’ of their body/selves by the modeling industry, 
and which modes of justification they appeal to while doing so. 

Drawing on Boltanski and Thévenot’s ideas on justifications and underlying moral 
orders of worth (2006), Gimlin’s work on accounting for socially problematic bodies and 
practices (2007), and Bourdieu’s thoughts on field legitimacy and illusio (1987, 1996), 
this article investigates how and against which moral backdrops models justify their body 
practices and maintain a coherent sense of self. I argue that, while models have a shared 
purpose of becoming beautiful, they can go about achieving this in three ways, which I call 
natural modelhood, healthy modelhood and pragmatic modelhood. 
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These justifications are rooted in moral repertoires that are not only narrated through 
justifications, but also enacted through being a model in a specific manner. Fashion models’ 
aesthetic labor practices entail more than simple means to institutional ends: by following 
a specific practical pathway of being a model, models incorporate their professional being 
with their more ‘private’ selves and if this happens successfully, models experience the self 
as coherent and their aesthetic labor as legitimate. Although there is some overlap, what 
is enacted as ‘good modelhood’ varies between models coming from Warsaw, Paris and 
Amsterdam and is somewhat different for male and female models. Especially natural 
modelhood is highly gendered. Moreover, many models from Paris and Amsterdam strongly 
reject ‘pragmatic modelhood’ to draw moral boundaries between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ models. 
Finally, exploring modelhood in different contexts allows to unravel the available moral 
repertoires of naturalness, healthiness and pragmatism, but also the mechanisms through 
which such repertoires are shaped and constrained by matters of contextual legitimacy.

AESTHETIC LABOR, MORALITY AND THE SELF 

The concept of aesthetic labor refers to particular embodied capacities and attributes that 
enable employees to look good and sound right for a certain job (Warhurst and Nickson 
2009). According to Warhurst and Nickson who coined the term, the process implies 
that workers’ “corporeal capacities and attributes that favourably appeal to the senses of 
customers”, are “organizationally mobilized, developed and commodified through training, 
management and regulation to produce an embodied style of service.” (2009, 388). Entwistle 
and Wissinger (2006, 791) have criticized this definition, because “it produces a reductive 
account of the aesthetic labourer as a “cardboard cut-out”, and aesthetic labour as superficial 
work on the body’s surface.” They have argued that aesthetic labor involves the entire body/
self, as keeping up appearances requires serious emotional effort. Moreover, aesthetic labor 
it is not carried out solely on the work floor: the enduring nature of it requires people to 
‘always be on’ and to adapt their whole life style – their entire embodied self – to professional 
aesthetic imperatives. (Entwistle and Wissinger 2006, 788). 

Ethnographies on the notion of aesthetic labor in the context of fashion modeling 
have predominantly looked at aesthetic labor as a means to produce aesthetic value (e.g. 
Entwistle 2002), or at the disciplining and arduous nature of this form of labor. In her 
examination of how models are made into ‘looks,’ Mears (2008) has shown how models are 
highly disciplined, as they are subjected to intense surveillance, uncertain judging criteria 
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and a persistent norm of ‘infantile femininity.’ (2008, 444). Likewise, Czerniawski (2012) 
has documented the disciplining character of aesthetic labor, showing how plus-size models 
are intensively managed through self-surveillance and corporal discipline. She argues that, 
being engaged in a range of bodily disciplines that rely on thin aesthetics, the aesthetic 
labor practices of plus-size models reproduce normative imperatives regarding thin female 
bodies. Finally, Mears and Finlay (2005) have demonstrated how aesthetic labor challenges 
models to engage in specific forms of emotional management, as their work is irregular, 
physical demands are great and competition is fierce. 

Whereas these studies provide valuable insights regarding the demanding nature 
and cultural (re)productive functions of aesthetic labor, they have not examined aesthetic 
labor in relation to selfhood. Mears, for example, provides rich insights on fashion models’ 
aesthetic labor practices, but primarily connects these with models’ positions vis-à-vis 
other actors in the field. While she offers a profound understanding of the politics of this 
particular field of cultural production, she does not explore how models’ labor affects their 
sense of self. 

This article focuses on aesthetic labor as it is subjectively experienced by fashion 
models. I employ a perspective on the self, inspired by the Foucauldian tradition, and 
especially by Rose (1998). The self, therefore, is conceptualized as shaped by – however, 
not reduced to – vocabularies, technologies and practices that prevail within specific 
institutional or organizational contexts (Rose 1998) – in this case, the contexts of the 
modeling field. This professional context significantly affects models’ selves in a highly 
specific way: it defines the body as a central feature of models’ selfhood. Indeed, Wacquant 
argues that (re)shaping the body undeniable affects selfhood, because of the body’s inherent 
morality: 

There is morality to (and in) the lived body. The socialized organism must be 
understood as the site and seat of a practical, enacted ethics (…) emerging from 
‘a conversion in which the whole body is gathered’ and worked out through 
‘tacit transpositions’ operating ‘from underneath’ will (…) Individuals who 
have thoroughly (re)fitted their body, that is to say, their self, to a particular 
moral universe – as do all social agents involved in ‘high commitment’ worlds 
such as the arts, science, or religion – find it nearly impossible to withdraw 
from it and would often perish in it rather than leave it. (Wacquant 1998, 
346).
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This interconnectedness between corporeality, morality and the self sometimes creates the 
need to negotiate over identity and to the particular ‘self ’ social actors hope to convey. 
Especially when bodies and behaviors deviate from normative standards people make an 
effort to “explain questionable behavior (even if only to oneself) in order to neutralize its 
negative meanings.” (Gimlin 2007, 41). Gimlin has shown how socially contested body 
modification practices like cosmetic surgery are accounted for by women undergoing 
such procedures. I argue that fashion models experience a similar need justify the bodily 
practices and lifestyles required by their work. In doing so, they draw on different categories 
of justification, rooted in different moral ‘orders of worth.’ (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006). 
Models feel the need to demonstrate that their professional practices are in line with their 
values and moral beliefs, and as such, to articulate a self that is coherent and legitimate to 
them and to others. However, while moral repertoires are often presented as ‘personal,’ 
people’s justifications only work to the extent that the arguments bear legitimacy within 
a certain social context (2006, 38). In the context of fashion modeling, models’ categories 
of justifications vary in their levels of legitimacy, as they relate differently to a dominant 
aesthetic logic that exists in this field. 

In fashion modeling, there is an overall aesthetic in which youthfulness and 
slenderness play an important role. However, due to different logics of the more prestigious 
high-end and the less legitimate but more profitable commercial modeling, this aesthetic 
exists in varying forms. Commercial fashion modeling uses idealized but still ‘recognizable’ 
notions of beauty that people can identify with, as this leads them to buy the products 
(garments or accessories) exposed. In high-end fashion modeling, the process of aesthetic 
production in more autonomous: it has ‘creative cachet’ (Neff et al. 2005, 323) and lacks 
an explicit commercial logic. This more autonomous aesthetic logic has analogies with 
Bourdieu’s description of art as an anti-economic economy (Bourdieu 1996, 142). High-
end fashion modeling is primarily intended for field insiders, is more experimental and 
takes standards more to the extreme. Its aesthetic can be described as ‘beauty for beauty’s 
sake.’ This logic is related to status more than money and is experienced as most legitimate 
by field insiders. Depending on their position in the field, models’ justifications resonate to 
more or less extent what Bourdieu (1987, 203) has called illusio: a subjective belief that ‘the 
beauty game’ is worth playing (and defending) according to the rules of this aesthetic logic. 

Applying these theoretical notions sheds light on the internal contradictions 
aesthetic labor brings about in models’ experience of their selves in the context of fashion 
modeling. In order to grasp how aesthetic labor is subjectively experienced by models in 
relation to their selves, I have used the method of person-centered ethnography. 
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A PERSON-CENTERED ETHNOGRAPHY 

This study was based on person-centered ethnography, entailing a focus on persons and 
their practical involvement in the world (Hollan 2001, 55). In contrast with ethnographies 
focused on entities such as fields, communities or cultures, which often produce a cultural 
description analogous to a map of a specific collectivity (LeVine 1982, 293 in Hollan 2001, 
48), person-centered ethnographies tell us what it is like to live in such contexts, and what 
features are salient to its inhabitants. This method then, allows us to develop an experiential 
perspective from the point of view of acting, intending and attentive subjects and therefore 
permits a focus on fashion models’ subjective experience of their own professional practices 
and interactions. 

As Loïc Wacquant has noted on researching corporeal realities, in his case the 
profession of prize-fighting boxing, one can only understand such bodily professions as 
meaningful and attractive worlds to its social agents, through apprehending the daily lived 
experience of training and fighting or other forms of body work for that matter. He argues 
that “only by prying into the sentient, perfervid, suffering body (…) of the fighter, this ‘wonder 
of the world’ through which he feels, thinks, and actualizes his life project, can we begin to 
explicate of the profession of pugilism.” (Wacquant 1998, 328-329). This study is not based 
on a ‘carnal sociology’ as Wacquant (2005) proposed. As a person-centered ethnography, 
however, it takes on a more phenomenological approach by considering what models think, 
feel, imagine, or obsess over; how these preoccupations affect the aesthetic labor practices 
they apply in order to manage their ‘bodily capital;’ and how their subjective experiences 
are related to the social, cultural and institutional contexts in which they emerge. 

From March 2011 until March 2013, I have studied fashion models’ aesthetic labor 
and their subjective experience of this, referred to as models’ sense of self, through a mixed 
method approach of in-depth interviewing and (participant) observation. In total 36 models 
were interviewed (for an overview of model informants, see Table A1 in the appendix on 
page 161).

A considerable part of the informants, fashion models in particular, were approached 
at fashion events such as Amsterdam and Paris Fashion Weeks. Others were contacted 
through chain-referral sampling; models subsequently recruited future informants from 
their social networks for me to interview. This allowed for insights into the social network 
connecting these actors and provided access to actors in the industry that I would not have 
been able to reach myself. A good example of such a person was a Parisian modeling coach, 
which is a rare but interesting professional figure in fashion modeling. 
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The variety of models participating in this study covers the entire scope of the field: they 
vary along the lines of gender, age, ethnicity, nationality, city and field position (commercial 
and high-end). However, variation in fashion models is limited due to the industry’s 
conventions regarding gender, class, age and ethnicity. The range of models I spoke to 
reflects that. The majority of modeling informants (22 or 61%) was female, the average age 
of the models (that were still working) was 22, and they were predominantly white: only 
five out of 36 models in this study identified as ‘ethnic models’ or were identified as such 
by their agents. While some models combined high-end with commercial modeling, 15 
models described themselves as predominantly high-end or ‘editorial,’ and 21 mostly did 
commercial or low-end (catalogue) jobs. 

In addition to models, I spoke with fashion photographers, bookers, fashion 
designers, magazine editors, stylists, make-up artists and a fashion modeling coach. 
Interviews lasted one to two hours and were recorded with permission of the informants. 
They often took place in restaurants and cafés in the centers of Amsterdam, Paris and 
Warsaw. These three cities all have a different position within the international network 
of fashion modeling. Paris is predominantly a high fashion city and a ‘central node.’ Many 
cultural values regarding beauty and fashion are established here. Amsterdam and Warsaw 
usually follow fashion trends and flows. However, while not actually setting the standard, 
Warsaw does play an important role in supplying models for a significant part of the 
transnational industry. 

Participant observation was a useful method to see how models ‘do beauty’ in 
different ways, and as such enact different ways of ‘being a model.’ Most observations 
were made during fashion shows, mostly in the back stages at fashions weeks in Paris and 
Amsterdam. Here, fashion models’ professional interactions and practices were studied, for 
example how models interacted with stylists when fitting on the garments; how they were 
worked upon by makeup artists and hairdressers; how they practiced walking the runway; 
or what and how they were eating and drinking before and after shows. I also joined models 
in their daily practices, especially those that were a topic of discussion during the interviews. 
I prepared and shared dinners and drinks with fashion models at their homes or in bars 
and accompanied them while exercising. All this yielded insights into the aesthetic labor 
practices models engage in outside official working hours. In addition, I worked backstage 
as a stylists’ assistant. Thus, I was able to observe fashion professional’s perception of and 
decision making regarding, models’ bodies. Finally, although interviews and observations 
of others were my main source, I was photographed and walked a low-profile show myself, 
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allowing me to somewhat apprehend the “existential attractions” (Wacquant 1998, 328) of 
working it and being watched, and to get a hunch of how it feels when models do that. 

All interviews were transcribed and inductively coded in order to identify relevant 
themes, topics and issues. This was followed by a more ‘closed’ coding round, using codes 
derived from the interview topics, which in turn were formulated on the basis of existing 
research and theories (Melia 1997). Examples of such codes were: ‘beauty demand’ (applied 
to matters as losing weight or getting more muscular), ‘body practice’ (such as sporting, 
dieting, sleeping, drinking water or posing), and ‘body technology’ (attached to topics like 
cosmetic surgery, hormonal therapy or laser hair removal). The observations were written 
down in diaries and rewritten as field reports and analyzed along the same lines as the 
transcribed interviews. Comparing these different but mutually complementing sources, 
resulted in comprehensive, ‘thick descriptive’ ethnographic narratives and situational 
accounts of the practices and experiences of fashion models in different settings and 
situations. 

The modeling industry is usually depicted as glamorous and ‘fabulous,’ but it is also 
a complex and stratified field where struggles over status cause a great deal of risk and 
uncertainty (Mears 2011). Previous studies on fashion and modeling have shown that beauty 
is decided upon during a collective and competitive interaction between bookers, clients, 
models and photographers with varying interests and skills (Entwistle 2002; Entwistle and 
Wissinger 2006; Crane and Bovone 2006; Mears 2011). Modeling agents (bookers) and 
their clients face the same intense market uncertainty when selecting models, which causes 
them to avoid risks; they try to anticipate each other’s choices, to the extent that they start 
imitating each other. Consequently, the innovative character of the industry diminishes 
(Godart and Mears 2009). Bookers and clients repetitively value the same beauty standards 
to be ‘en vogue,’ which then turn into deeply engrained conventions regarding beauty. 
Especially conventions regarding gender, class, age and ethnicity are rigid and difficult to 
circumvent (Entwistle 2000; Soley-Beltran 2006; Mears and Finlay 2005; Mears 2011). The 
aggregate effect of this is that the average model is young, slim and white (Hunter 2002; 
Czerniawski 2012). 

The conventional standards of youthfulness, slenderness, whiteness and tallness are 
rigid and apply to practically all models. However, tallness and whiteness generally do not 
inform models’ daily body-practices as they are unalterable; they are used for screening 
out models at the gate of the modeling field. The shortest model was a female commercial 
model, who measured 1.73 meters. High-end models usually were about 10 centimeters 
taller. Although models tend to stay out of the sun to avoid tanning lines on their bodies, 
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the whiteness that is expected from them is an ‘ethnic whiteness’. Dark-skinned or Asian 
models are still rather exceptional at shows and shoots, confirming that white models are 
the standard in the industry (Mears 2010). 

Slenderness and youthfulness inform models’ body practices, but the length 
to which these standards are taken varies with regard to models’ gender as well as their 
commercial or high fashion ‘aura.’ (Soley-Beltran 2006; Mears 2011). Especially high-end 
female models experience pressure to embody a youthful femininity, which Mears refers to 
as ‘infantilization.’ As being young often requires fudging the numbers (Mears 2008, 443) it 
is common practice amongst female models to lie about one’s age. Aging does not directly 
imply losing one’s job, however: in commercial modeling, the average age is somewhat older 
than in high fashion. Therefore, high-end models can decide to switch over to commercial 
modeling once their ‘expiration date’ has been reached, which is normally around the age 
of 25 (Neff et al. 2005, 326). 

Other than youthfulness, the standard of slenderness is taken more to the extreme 
in high-end Paris. Amsterdam is more commercially orientated and hence, agents are 
more lenient regarding models’ weight and size. Again, this is due to the “high-low divide” 
that is relevant to the transnational fashion modeling industry. Observably, the high-low 
divide in beauty standards is intersected by notions of gender and sexuality: in commercial 
modeling, beauty standards are largely based on normative heterosexual male and female 
attractiveness, while in high-end fashion, male and female bodily ideals converge to a 
considerable extent, which challenges sexual stereotypes. Female commercial models are 
generally more ‘curvy’ and male models relatively more muscular than high-end or editorial 
models, who in turn are usually thinner, taller. Ideally, female editorial models have narrow 
hips and small breasts, and male editorial models have narrow shoulders and chests. There 
are seemingly fewer differences between male and female high-end beauty standards; all 
high-end models should be tall, skinny, straight and ‘dried out’ – no fat, no curves. Many of 
them describe themselves or are characterized by others as somewhat androgynous. 

Despite its variations along the lines of the high-low divide and gender, this 
conventional ‘blueprint of beauty’ strongly inspires all models’ body work, and the bodily 
attainment of these standards is everything but an effortless endeavor. In order to keep up 
with the demands, aesthetic labor needs to be carried out continuously and consequently, 
models’ lives are colonized by their professional imperatives, which poses problems to 
their selves. The following sections show how models attempt to solve this issue through 
enacting different forms of ‘good modelhood.’
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THE ENACTMENT OF NATURAL MODELHOOD 

Fashion models aim to enact coherent, morally legitimate selves through their body 
practices and accounts about those body practices. An important body practice that models 
are stimulated to do by their agents, is physical exercise: cardio and muscular training. 
Polish model Mirthe explains that she despises going to the gym and tries to avoid it: 

My sister agency in Milan gave me a subscription to a gym near by the 
house… it’s for free, that’s very nice of them of course (…) I have never been 
there. Some girls do, but I just hate it so I don’t. I walk all day through the 
city, you know. From fitting, to casting and so on. That’s my training. (Mirthe, 
20, Warsaw). 

Like Mirthe, many high-end models avoid the gym and prefer to maintain an active life-
style by doing things the hard, energy-burning way. Because of the required ‘straight look,’ 
activities such as walking and bicycling are appropriate for editorial models. Pushing weight 
in a gym is less suitable, for it creates unwanted muscular tissue that enlarges the body. 

However, the rejection of intensive and orchestrated training – whether in a gym or 
outdoors – is also a moral dismissal of overtly making effort. Models such as Mirthe are 
willing to actively use their bodies, as long as it merges with their regular activities; they 
refuse to go out on a bend to do workouts. By doing normal things ‘the hard way,’ they stay 
close to their personal wants and feelings. Through this, they enact their naturally felt self. 

Natural models emphasize the ‘easiness’ of their profession. Being a good model 
means to make little effort to look the way you do. The enactment of natural modelhood is 
primarily done through rejecting the practice of dieting. Dieting is seen as an artificial way 
of getting the job done and an unnatural, forced way of living. Instead, these models describe 
– and understate – their attitude towards nutrition as ‘watching their food.’ Nutrition is 
something they keep an eye on, but not -they claim – in a disciplined or restrictive way. 
Daphne from Amsterdam explains:

It’s just not in my system to eat sweet or fat stuff, like cookies or crisps. I 
just don’t have such cravings (…) I am not such a fan of pasta and rice and 
that kind of stuff. I usually like to put tofu or some soy product in my meal 
instead. (Daphne, 21, Amsterdam).
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Likewise, Nahima, a former editorial model from Paris, emphasizes that she did not follow 
a diet, saying she has always eaten quite normally. However, her extensive explanation of 
her eating and drinking habits point to quite the opposite: 

I eat no carbohydrates, not at all back then, and now very rarely. I used to 
eat a lot of grated carrots, because they put that in just about everything they 
served me at work (…) And meat, only that very white part of a chicken. But 
no lamb, absolutely no lamb! Very fat. No pig, but that’s also because I’m a 
Muslim. And no beef. Maybe, yes, sometimes I eat goat, a little piece. And 
fish, grilled fish. (Nahima, 32, currently living in Brussels).

Nahima states that modeling comes natural to her and her nutritious regime is not a diet. 
This suggests her excellent socialization into the practice of modeling. Indeed, having 
started at age fourteen, she soon became a top model continuously surrounded with people 
dealing with nutrition this way. Now still, as an ex-model, she lives by the rules of ‘the 
beauty game’ without questioning them. 

Female natural models tend to judge other models negatively when they suspect 
them to diet, because ‘having to diet’ signifies not being fit for the job. ‘Pragmatic’ models 
who thoroughly work on their bodies unscrupulously, are defined as fake and dismissed as 
bad models. 

You shouldn’t have to torture yourself and to starve yourself to be able to do 
this job. If it’s too forced, that shows. People see that. It has to be real you 
know, more or less. Natural. (Keesje, 23, Amsterdam).

The valorization of real over fake is somewhat incongruous in the context of modeling. For 
even when done in moderation – for example by applying make-up – models’ bodies are 
always worked upon. Consequently, the enactment of natural modelhood is challenging. 
Agents especially expect absolute devotion of their models in attaining beauty standards, 
and this places in question exactly this naturalness and coherence of self. 

Parisian model Manon makes this contradiction explicit in the course of an interview, 
during which she devours a hot chocolate topped off with a generous helping of whipped 
cream. While she is spooning up the cream, I express my wonder: I have rarely seen fashion 
models indulge in such delights. Manon replies she has a sweet tooth: “je suis une vrai 
gourmande.” (Manon, 24, Paris). Enjoying tasty foods like chocolate and cheese is part of 
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her lifestyle: she originally comes from the south of France, where eating together is firmly 
embedded in the regional culture. Luckily, Manon argues, modeling comes natural to her: 
“I would not be able to do this job if I would have to restrain myself from eating what I like.”
By eating what her body craves for, Manon enacts a natural way of being a model. But as the 
interview continues I learn that she indulges only at deliberately planned moments. After 
two hours of talking, she explains she actually restricts herself in multiple ways: by never 
storing anything fat or sugary in her fridge; by only buying vegetables and low-fat products; 
by never eating viennoiserie (croissants and the like, which is considered normal breakfast 
in France) and refraining from eating charcuterie (dried sausages and hams) during the 
aperitif. Finally, the hot chocolate she drinks during our conversation turns out to be a 
replacement for her dinner. 

The justification of Manon’s work and life-style thought enacting naturalness seems 
problematic, because it is not sustainable in every social context or situation (Boltanski and 
Thévenot 2006; Gimlin 2007). The issue of contextual legitimacy is addressed by Jerome 
who describes how his female colleague got yelled at for eating crisps at her modeling 
agency: 

I also eat crisps sometimes, you know, I think everybody does. But it is just not 
done to do it in front of your agent. You have to show that you do everything 
you can to... You know, that you’re not slacking. (Jerome, 19, Amsterdam).

The girl Jerome refers to surely does not eat crisps very often. She probably ‘watches her 
food’ as other models do. However, she makes the mistake of wrongly assessing the context 
she is in, failing to enact the type of model her booker appreciates: a motivated model 
who does the necessary to attain the beauty standards at stake. The booker obviously 
does not believe in ‘naturally staying slim:’ to him eating fat food probably reflects lack of 
commitment. In general, bookers tend to take a more practical attitude towards models 
maintaining a slender body, usually being very straightforward in telling models to lose 
a couple of centimeters around the waist, hips, or bust. For models then, (not) eating and 
drinking certain foodstuffs is essential in two ways: for the embodiment of slenderness and 
as the primary means through which the right form of modelhood is enacted at the right 
moment. 

West and Zimmerman (1987) have noted that, as a display of their gender, women 
have been traditionally skilled in being ornamental, while making it look natural. Indeed, 
of the nine natural models I have met, seven were female, and mostly did high-end work 
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in Paris, Milan or London. Natural models often have modeled for several years: Karima, 
Manon and Keesje for example, see themselves as veterans. These models normalize their 
aesthetic labor practices as effortless, which suggests they have internalized the ‘rules of the 
beauty game’ to the extent that they live by them more or less habitually. 

Moreover, working at the high-end of fashion, natural models have an interest in 
believing and defending the dominant, anti-economic logic of ‘beauty for beauty’s sake.’ 
They therefore adhere to the notion of ‘pure,’ natural beauty that exists in and by itself, and 
refrain from motivating their aesthetic labor practices as springing from commercial or 
professional motivations. Some suggest that being a model is their calling. Natural models 
are most invested in the maintenance illusio: they believe that the beauty game is worth 
playing and by doing so, they reproduce its logic. 

HEALTHY MODELHOOD 

A second group of models justify their bodily practices by expressing a wish to live healthily 
and to be fit. They avoid ‘poisonous’ nutrition and exercise the body so that it does not get 
overburdened. A model that enacts this ‘healthy modelhood’ is Magdalena. She purposefully 
strives for a healthy balance between body and mind. She recently recovered from bulimia 
nervosa and now continues her modeling career doing things ‘more consciously.’ She 
therefore practices yoga and meditation: 

It helps me to focus on my body, and I feel the center of my body, the heavy 
point, you know… this ball of energy, located here in my upper belly […] It 
stabilizes me, makes me balanced […] Also the way you stretch your body 
and get conscious of every single part of it, makes you move more gracefully, 
surely and calm. Controlled, balanced. (Magdalena, 19, Warsaw).

This physical balance is useful when walking down a runway on nine-inch heels, but 
Magdalena also uses yoga and meditation to remain peaceful and calm mentally, especially 
where she finds herself surrounded by insincere, stressed or unfriendly people: “I found a 
way to channel my energy and block out negativity, by focusing on the concentration of power 
in the center of my body.” Magdalena keeps a blog about healthy foods, deeming many kinds 
of nutrition dangerous for her body, like meat and alcohol. She discovered she is allergic to 
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gluten, refined sugars and dairy and takes pride in being creative with the foodstuffs still 
available to her – mainly vegetables, fruits, nuts and beans. 

Various models from Warsaw and Paris, but mostly from Amsterdam, justify their 
nutritional restrictions as a choice for good health or a way to expulse toxicity. They tend to 
avoid eating red meat such as veal, pork and lamb, depicting it as unhealthy nutrition, and 
refrain from consuming greasy foods or alcohol, such as Macy: 

Once a week I drink a glass of red wine during dinner, also because it’s 
healthy for your blood pressure (…). Eating healthy is important to me, and 
it goes together with being slim. You don’t gain weight when you eat really 
healthy, you only get to feel much better. And I notice, when I go to parties 
and festivals for a period, and I only eat French fries, I feel really lousy. I 
notice throughout my whole body that I just don’t feel well from all that fat 
and nastiness. So it’s an automatism to shy away from that, and then I stay 
slender automatically, or even lose weight. (Macy, 22, Amsterdam).

Other healthy models justify their nutritional habits by referring to the ‘Paleolithic 
principle,’ stating that only foodstuffs eaten by our caveman ancestors – vegetables, fruits, 
nuts, meat and seafood – are healthy. All foods added to our diet in later times – grains, 
potatoes, dairy products, refined sugars, salt and processed oils – are considered poisonous 
for the body (Di Costanzo 2000). These models particularly problematize bread as an 
unhealthy foodstuff and indeed, many refrain from eating it. At lunchtime in the backstage 
of the Amsterdam Fashion Week, the catering company displayed a menu describing 
several ‘super-healthy sandwiches,’ topped with low-fat foods like chicken breast or grilled 
vegetables. A considerable part of the models only ate these toppings and left the rolls lying 
on their plates. Some models did eat the bread, but not before scraping off the mayonnaise. 

As Macy mentioned, the slimming down of the body is a convenient side effect of 
this healthy lifestyle. However, healthy models insist this is not the main goal. Jerry from 
Amsterdam argues: 

I eat organic food, and no meat. I do sports and go to bed early. So that causes 
me to feel good in my skin, and people just find that attractive (…) If things 
are alright on the inside, of course you see that on the outside. (Jerry, 24, 
Amsterdam).
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Only during the course of Jerry’s necessary striving towards health, he becomes to embody 
beauty. He speaks negatively of models who do not take care of themselves responsibly: 
“it’s all about balance, and if you just stop eating, you’re never going to make it.” However, 
he sometimes contradicts the morality of health himself, by using drugs. About this 
inconsistency he speaks apologetically: 

I sometimes take drugs. Yeah, a little pill or something (…) not that often. But 
I don’t drink alcohol, so when I go out… I’m not saying it’s better, or healthier 
than alcohol. It’s just, hahaha, I know, I know. It makes no sense. (Jerry, 24, 
Amsterdam). 

The idea that models who enact healthy modelhood always do healthy things, can be 
disputed. 

Practices deemed healthy by models themselves can actually be quite dangerous. 
Parisian model Kelly ‘empties her body from toxics’ by regularly practicing bikram yoga in 
a room heated to 40.6 degrees, with a humidity of 40 percent. Kelly deems this a good form 
of exercise, while knowing these workouts are not without risk: 

I do yoga and I dance. Both of them are good for my motility and physical 
balance and they help me getting in shape as well, so.... Especially when I 
do bikram yoga, I feel like I expulse a lot of toxics from my body. As if you 
actually sweat it out. And exercising and stretching in the heat makes you 
burn a lot of calories, so […] it’s a real work out. You cannot do it longer than 
one and a half hour otherwise you pass out. (Kelly, 21, Paris).

According to Timothy, a Parisian model coach who lets models do sit-ups in a sauna, 
exercising in hot environments is normally done by professional boxers to tighten their six-
pack. He recognizes the effectiveness of the method: models get a flat, fat-free belly in no 
time. But: “they should never do that longer than five minutes, because they can pass out, get 
a heart attack even.” (Timothy, 28, Paris).

Evidently, enacting healthy modelhood does not always lead to healthy bodies. 
Nonetheless, healthy models deem it their moral responsibility to stay fit, and they dismiss 
models who refrain from taking this responsibility as bad models. Healthy modelhood 
is enacted by both male and female models. While models from all three cities use this 
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mode of justification, 14 out of 36 models (39%) used it in Amsterdam. The morality of 
health reveals a disbelief in effortlessness as well as lack of belief in the purpose of beauty 
for beauty’s sake, and replaces it with an alternative purpose of healthiness. However, the 
outcomes of pursuing these different purposes are similar: the same beauty standards are 
embodied, although in a different manner. So, healthy models distance themselves from 
beauty as a main goal, without actually disallowing the attainment of beauty (as defined in 
the modeling world) as a result. 

PRAGMATIC MODELHOOD 

One time they wanted me to wear this tiny piece of swimwear, together with 
some other guy. We had to pose wearing only that. And I was like, that’s really 
too gay! And I didn’t really want to do it, also because it was for an editorial 
shoot and they weren’t planning to pay me anyway. So I said, well, if you want 
me to take photographs in a tiny swimsuit, you better give me a huge pack of 
money for it, otherwise I’m gone. (Daniel, 29, Amsterdam). 

Ex-editorial model Daniel articulates what motivates him to work as a model: money. The 
situation Daniel describes is an example of becoming ‘gay for pay.’ (Entwistle and Mears 
2013, 329). As the reward for his bodywork goes up, his motivation to act out a certain 
image, mood, or in this case, sexuality, increases accordingly. The gap between how Daniel 
sees himself – a heterosexual young man – and who he must become in front of the camera 
– a young man in ‘a tiny gay swimsuit’ – can only be bridged by a sufficient amount of 
money. 

Laila from Amsterdam takes drastic measures regarding her body size, as long as it 
pays off. She has followed the HGC [human chorionic gonadotropin] diet, about which she 
tells: 

There was a scandal about it because it’s supposedly dangerous. You inject 
yourself with HGC, which are hormones for, like, pregnant women. It takes 
away your hunger, and you only eat 500 calories a day. And no dairy, no 
yoghurt. In the morning you eat an apple, at noon you eat 100 grams of 
smoked or grilled meat or fish, and unlimited amounts of vegetables. But 
only of one kind. So no salads with croutons and oil. You cannot cook with 
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olive oil or anything like that. You can only eat smoked, steamed or raw food. 
And that for about 20 days. But it’s really weird because the first three days 
you eat as fat as possible and you already start to inject yourself, and then 
you start dieting. I literally lost like 30 kilo’s. In five days, I lost 5 kilogram. 
And then you get into the stabilizing modus but you have to pursue the diet, 
that’s really the hardest thing ever. It’s almost undoable, it’s like you’re on war 
ration. (Laila, 28, Amsterdam).

Laila followed this diet because she was afraid of becoming a so-called ‘lemonade model:’ 
one that desperately takes up on every offer and works for little pay. About ‘doing it for the 
money,’ she says: 

In the fashion scene, people look down on commercial models, like, oh, those 
milk cows who only do catalogue shoots. Well, that milk cow now has a nice 
house in down town Amsterdam, driving around in a fat Mercedes. And the 
girl doing only editorials can put her pictures in a nice frame, but barely has 
10.000 euro’s on her bank account. (Laila, 28, Amsterdam).

13 out of 36 models (36%) enacted this pragmatic, ‘distant’ way of being a model, which 
is quite opposite to models enacting health or naturalness. Whereas these models morally 
legitimate what they do according to who they are, pragmatic models describe their work 
as simply a job and their bodies as products with exchange-value, which can become higher 
priced on the beauty market though investing more time and effort. These models do not 
justify their body practices through appealing to any ‘proximate ethos’ related to the self, but 
refer to a remote and instrumental ethos about exchanging bodily efforts for money (Surie 
and Ashley 2008). They cognitively take distance from their bodies – making a ‘Cartesian 
move’ onto themselves – as to convincingly perform what is requested from them (Gillies 
et al. 2004). 

Pragmatic models respond casually to criticism regarding their looks. When Nancy 
from Warsaw is told she is fat, she goes on a diet without grumbling; she does not experience 
the critique to consider her entire self: 

They want me to come in every week so they can measure me. They keep 
saying I’m too fat, every time I see them, they are like, oh you are fat. But 
I think it’s normal, because I started, I was thirteen, so of course (…) They 
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want me to lose three centimeters [around the hips] so I’m on a diet. No 
chocolate anymore. Oh, I love chocolate! (…) No bread, no pasta, nothing. 
(…) But hey, I like money too. (Nancy, 20, Warsaw).

Of all three, pragmatic modelhood is the least legitimate way of enacting the self by the 
standards of the modeling field. The commercial logic upon which it is based totally 
contradicts the anti-economic logic natural models refer to. Pragmatic models replace the 
purpose of beauty by the purpose of earning money. Embodying beauty then, becomes a 
pragmatic means to achieve this end. Like commercial model Rita from Warsaw: “The first 
thing I did was buying an apartment for myself, and after that I bought one for my family. And 
if I have made enough money I will quit.” (Rita, 27, Warsaw). 

The striving to earn money is often explained as a marker of low status by other 
models. Models in Amsterdam and Paris, who mostly enact natural or healthy modelhood, 
often dismiss ‘Girls from Eastern Europe,’ or low-end models as ‘sell outs,’ who ‘fake it’ and 
disown their selves for the sake of earning money. The more high-end models draw moral 
boundaries through gossip, accusing these models of being overly eager. There is talk of 
them being anorexic or bulimic – which are seen as approaches to lose weight that go too 
far, instead of serious forms of illness. In addition, they are also accused of ‘prostituting 
themselves’ by sleeping around to get jobs. Through entertaining this narrative persistently, 
natural models in particular defend the logic of beauty for beauty’s sake. Eventually, they 
have great interest in maintaining the illusio, as this dominant aesthetic logic is decisive 
for their value as high-end models. Pragmatic models, who explicitly do not play by these 
rules, are seen as a symbolically ‘polluting’ category and are repeatedly portrayed as ‘bad 
models.’ The moral boundaries that are drawn against these models are remarkably sharp, 
and not without reason: because eventually all models ‘sell’ their body to some extent, the 
association with prostitution is lurking. It seems that models therefore need to designate an 
outsider group in order to exonerate themselves. 

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

Fashion models are caught up in a continuous process of aesthetic labor. As their private 
lives are strongly guided by professional imperatives, it can be argued that not only models’ 
bodies, but their entire selves are being colonized by an industry that is greedy in nature. 
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This article has demonstrated how and against which moral backdrops models justify their 
body practices and maintain a coherent sense of self. 

By taking fashion modeling as a strategic case, this study has shown that aesthetic 
labor is a twofold process of emergence. On the one hand, aesthetic labor operates on the 
level of representational practice: in their striving to attain ‘the right look’ it effectively 
enables models to (re)produce cultural standards of beauty. On the other hand, it requires 
models to continuously reinvent and negotiate their self in different contexts. Models do 
this according to different moralities that call for varying manners of justification. Thus, 
while models have a shared purpose of becoming beautiful, they can go about achieving this 
in three ways, which I have called natural modelhood, healthy modelhood and pragmatic 
modelhood. 

These categories of justification all relate differently to the aesthetic logic of fashion 
modeling of ‘beauty for beauty’s sake.’ First, natural models define beauty as something 
models should naturally possess; making too much effort to attain beauty is not a good way 
of modeling. 

Second, healthy models replace the purpose of beauty with an alternative one of 
healthiness. Through engaging in particular ways of wholesome living, these models 
inevitably arrive at adhering to existing demands. Finally, pragmatic models, who refer to 
a remote and instrumental ethos about exchanging bodily efforts for money, replace the 
purpose of beauty with financial gain. Embodying beauty standards then becomes a means 
to this economic end. 

While pragmatic modelhood is completely opposite to it, natural and healthy 
modelhood resonate to various extent with what Bourdieu (1987) has called illusio: a 
subjective belief that ‘the beauty game’ is worth playing according to the rules of this aesthetic 
logic. Being positioned at the center of the modeling field, high-end female models have a 
main interest in defending this logic. As such, these models often enact natural modelhood 
and convey a strong belief in the aesthetic logic of beauty for beauty’s sake and maintain 
illusio. Healthy models however, convey a disbelief in the legitimacy of beauty for beauty’s 
sake, and thus a lack of illusio. However, they do allow the attainment of beauty standards 
to be an ‘accidental’ result. Finally, pragmatic modelhood even contradicts the dominant 
aesthetic logic of the field as it is based on an opposite, commercial one. 

The varying adherence to illusio shows how the strength of believing in the rules 
of the game influences models’ behaviors, for it produces different outputs and strategies 
amongst them. So, even though their justifications are in a sense ‘private,’ serving to resolve 
‘contradictions of self,’ they result in a ‘public’ struggle within the modeling field, over what 
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are legitimate ways of being a model. This results in a stratified field wherein different 
forms of modelhood bear different degrees of legitimacy within the modeling field. As this 
struggle over legitimacy exceeds national borders, the modeling field can be defined as one 
single transnational field (see Kuipers 2011). 

Due to a division of labor based on a high-low divide cutting through this 
transnational field, models from Amsterdam, Paris and Warsaw often occupy different 
positions and draw on different, to some extent conflicting moral resources to justify their 
practices. We have seen that the category of pragmatic modelhood is used by models from 
Paris and Amsterdam to draw moral boundaries between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ models, through 
dismissing girls from Eastern European countries as opportunistic or overtly pragmatic 
in conducting their profession. However, while the enactment of pragmatic modelhood is 
indeed more legitimate amongst female models in Warsaw, the differences between female 
models from Western and Eastern Europe seems to be partly imagined, as some Polish 
models enact both other forms of modelhood as well. 

Finally, what is enacted as good modelhood somewhat varies between male and 
female models. Other than related to high-end status, natural modelhood is particularly 
gendered: most natural models are female, not male. Male models tend to maintain distance 
to the logic of beauty for beauty’s sake and place other objectives in between: their health or 
money. Most likely, striving for beauty in its own right is not in line with existing notions of 
masculinity. 

The method of person-centered ethnography enriches current perspectives on 
aesthetic labor and the interconnectedness of the body, selfhood and morality. While 
previous ethnographies have predominantly depicted aesthetic labor in the context of 
fashion modeling from a field-level perspective, this article depicts what it is like to actually 
work in and live according to the demands of such a field, by focusing on fashion models’ 
subjective experiences of aesthetic labor in relation to their selves. 

Moreover, through analyzing how models integrate their aesthetic labor practices 
into a coherently enacted self, a contribution has been made to existing sociological 
perspectives on the body, especially regarding the body’s relation to selfhood in European 
cultural and institutional contexts, in which the body is a continuous project that is ‘worked 
at and accomplished’ as a reflection of the self (Shilling 2003, Entwistle and Wissinger 2006, 
Gimlin 2007). 

Finally, the varying forms of modelhood found at different locations in the modeling 
field, suggest that embodying beauty and the enactment of self are related to a person’s 
place of employment, professional status or perhaps nationality. Learning more about 
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broader moral repertoires existing in models’ home countries would enable to explain 
models’ categories of justification more thoroughly. For now, natural modelhood seemingly 
refers to a ‘contemporary ethic of the free autonomous self ’ as described by Rose (1998, 1), 
healthy modelhood appears to reflect a biological ‘regime of self ’ (Rose and Novas 2004), 
and pragmatic modelhood has similarities to strategies of modern day flexible citizens who 
accumulate capital through “fluidly and opportunistically responding to changing [political-
economic] conditions.” (Ong 1999, 6). However, such categories of justification, or more 
so, the inclination in itself to continuously and explicitly enact a coherent self, might also 
be explained (and in future research further explored) as forms of resistance to the luring 
estrangement inherent in being a commodity in a system of ‘new flexible capitalism.’ In The 
Corrosion of Character (2001), Richard Sennett emphasizes how the demand for flexibility 
in the new economy, and the uncertainty that is woven into the everyday practice of this 
vigorous capitalism (2001, 31) is changing the very meaning of work. The conditions of the 
new economy feed on experience which drifts in time, from place to place and from job to 
job (2001, 26-27), demanding not only of fashion models, but of all modern-day workers 
to function as ‘chameleons’ to some extent (Soley-Beltran, 2006). According to Sennett, 
these conditions threaten to ‘corrode character,’ particularly those qualities of character 
which furnish people with a sense of sustainable self (Sennett 2001, 27). This very need for 
coherent selves is characteristic of our current ‘regime of subjectification,’ which construes 
the self as a unified and stable phenomenon, “exhibiting consistency across different contexts 
and times.” (Rose 1998, 22). Thus, the question that Sennett rightly poses – how human 
beings can develop a narrative of identity and life history in a society composed of episodes 
and fragments – is as relevant for modern-day workers in general as it is for fashion models. 
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Chapter 6

What it means to be the periphery.
Aspirational, settled and pragmatic 
selves in the Dutch and Polish fashion 
fields 

Fashion models are known to travel the world, from city to city, on different assignments. 
Daphne, a model from Amsterdam, is one such highly mobile model. She began modeling 
in Amsterdam, then moved to London, before working in Iceland and a myriad of other 
places. Being a model with many different ‘faces,’ Daphne has worked in different segments 
of fashion modeling, from commercial to ‘high-end.’ Her long blond hair and charming 
appearance enable her to transform into a commercial, ‘smiley,’ ‘girl next door’ type of 
persona, but her pronounced cheekbones and tall, svelte physique, equally give her ‘high-
end potential.’ She has appeared in prestigious international editorial photoshoots more 
than once. Although such shoots do not pay very well – if at all – Daphne believes that they 
certainly added to her status as a high-end fashion model.

Her high-end potential motivated Daphne to take a shot at working as a high-end 
model in the fashion center of Paris. However, the aesthetic demands made by her Parisian 
agency soon wore her down. She recounts: 

They told me I had to lose three centimetres from my hips. I was like, “okay, 
how should I do that?” He said: “don’t throw up and don’t take drugs.” That 
was about all the advice I got. (…) After three weeks in Paris, I was already at 
a point that I felt terrible. (…) I had always been pretty sane about food, I was 
a good, healthy eater. But in Paris I started to freak out over it. I didn’t know 
what to eat anymore. I was eating too little, feeling bad, and started to look 
bad too. I called my agency and said, “get me out of here.” 
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This experience of working in the center led Daphne to conclude that this was not her 
chosen field, so she returned to Amsterdam to do mainly commercial work. However, 
after some time, Daphne decided to leave Amsterdam again, this time for South-Africa, a 
fashion field that is perhaps even more peripheral than Amsterdam. Here, she found that 
her ‘smiley’ blond look was particularly in demand.

Daphne’s decision to move on from the high-end status game of Parisian fashion 
required her to let go of certain aspirations (or high-end dreams) that she once had. 
Looking back, she says that leaving Paris was a matter of self-preservation and the only 
option at the time. Although opting for the periphery may have felt like ‘settling for less,’ 
for Daphne, it turned out for the better. In the periphery, which is what Amsterdam is 
from a Parisian perspective, she could comply with local aesthetic standards of slenderness 
without becoming completely obsessive. Moreover, the dominant commercial style of 
this peripheral field provided her with a decent and reasonably stable income. In the end, 
working in the periphery brought the experience of being ‘a good model’ closer within 
reach (cf. Holla 2016).

This chapter deals with the question of what it means to work in the periphery of the fashion 
field. Fashion and fashion modeling are, like all cultural fields, embedded in transnational 
cultural-periphery systems, and have been so since long before the accelerated globalization 
of the past decades (Crane 2002; Godart 2012; Heibron 1999; Janssen et al. 2008). However, 
most studies of cultural production have disregarded the peripheral side of the divide, and 
have focused on the centers, where creative clusters emerge, tastemakers converge, pundits 
consecrate new trends and the hopeful gather to ‘make it’ (Bourdieu 1996; Crossley 2015; 
Currid 2008; Peterson 1997; Pratt 2008; Scott 2004; for fashion see Entwistle and Wissinger 
2006; Entwistle 2009; Godart and Mears 2009; Mears 2011; Williams and Currid-Halkett 
2011). These studies of cultural centers show that the making and consecration of cultural 
value depends on clustering: taste, place, community and profit coming together in a tightly 
networked ‘art world.’ 

In the cultural periphery, such art worlds are at best partly developed. We found that 
peripheral fashion fields lack several key ingredients for the creation of material or symbolic 
value, the most important being the lack of a high-end segment. Consequently, they are 
dependent on consecration from the outside, as quality standards are set by high-fashion 
actors and institutions in centers abroad (Janssen et al. 2008). Moreover, opportunities for 
cultural ‘consecration’ (Bourdieu 1993) are limited for workers in peripheral fields, and 
many people aspire to move away. However, there are also many people who choose to stay, 
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or, like Daphne, decide to return, or move to an even more peripheral field. This leads us to 
ask two questions. First, how do peripheral professionals cope with what we assume to be 
the limited opportunities for success? Second, does the periphery offer reasons to stay?

The data presented in this chapter were collected in the peripheral fashion fields of 
Warsaw and Amsterdam. Since they are the most mobile group of all fashion professionals, 
fashion models are experts on what it is like to perform aesthetic labor in different contexts. 
This enables them to compare and contrast working in the periphery with labor experiences 
in more central places, so they play a fundamental role in this chapter. However, as our 
research questions pertain to all professionals, we include the experiences and perspectives 
of creatives (stylists, photographer, designers) and intermediaries (modeling agents, 
magazine editors) as far as possible. 

Our analysis highlights that peripheral professionals – including models – are 
inclined to look up to the center and to want ‘in on the high-end game.’ They are confronted, 
on a daily basis, with a mismatch between their aspirations and aesthetic standards, and 
the opportunities available in their local, peripheral field. Such ‘aspirational’ professionals 
often experience their work in the periphery as being disappointing, something to distance 
themselves from. Their peripheral position creates a need to justify their work (Boltanski 
and Thévenot 2006), because they identify with the center, and embrace the aesthetic 
standards created there. However, another group, consisting of mostly fashion models and 
creatives, redefines their labor in the periphery as ‘good work’ (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 
2011). They do not look up to the center, but rather, pragmatically embrace the periphery, 
as it provides them with better labor conditions, although perhaps less symbolic capital, 
than the center does.

We argue that that a peripheral field position not only impacts a person’s labor 
and labor conditions, but also produces a specific subjectivity, or a ‘peripheral self.’ We 
argue that this is especially the case in cultural fields like fashion and modeling, that are 
characterized by intensive and invasive forms of aesthetic labor through which work and self 
become intrinsically connected (cf. Entwistle and Wissinger 2006; Holla 2016). Although 
a peripheral self might bear little legitimacy in the transnational field, we find that it can 
serve as a safeguard against the risks of precarity and exploitation so typical of the high-
status centers of cultural production (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011; Mears 2015; Neff 
et al. 2005). Thus, while existing studies typically portray peripheries as grim places that 
people are trying to escape from to ‘make it’ in the center, our study sheds new light on the 
nature of the periphery: it is also a place that some people embrace precisely because the 
standards are lower, and the highest symbolic capital is comfortably out of reach.
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THE PERIPHERY AND THE CENTER: DEPENDENCY, VALUATION 
AND SELF IN THE CULTURAL PERIPHERY

The notion of ‘periphery’ combines the social, the spatial and the economic: it refers to a 
geographic location with limited power that depends on and is exploited by a more powerful 
‘core’ (Wallerstein 1974) or ‘center’ (Hannerz 1989). Approaches to the periphery generally 
highlight its subordination and inferiority to the center. Political economy approaches, which 
build on Wallerstein’s world systems theory, focus on peripheral economic dependence in 
the capitalist world system. Peripheries here are defined by a relation of economic, social and 
cultural dependence of the centers. Practically, this means that peripheral fields are likely to 
export raw materials to the center, import more complex materials (including ideas) from 
the center, and that the production of material and symbolic goods in peripheries is mainly 
destined for the local market. 

This approach has been combined with Bourdieusian field theory to analyze 
transnational fields, in particular cultural fields such as publishing (Heilbron 1999; 
Sapiro 2015), art (Bucholz 2016) and television (Kuipers 2011). These analyses show that 
peripheries are oriented towards the center, but that the center has limited attention for what 
happens in the periphery (Heilbron 1999; Janssen et al. 2008). Here too, center-periphery 
relations are characterized by domination and exploitation.

Several other approaches equally highlight the benefits of being positioned in the 
center. From a network perspective, Blau (1986), Crossley (2015) and Godart et al. (2013) 
show that individuals benefit from being located in central places, such as large, high-
density metropoles. As these places maximize opportunities to connect with like-minded 
individuals, people are drawn to these central locations to benefit from such network effects. 
Another, more institutional approach, developed in economic geography and business 
and organization studies, highlights the importance of clustering and synergy, processes 
that happen in centers rather than peripheries, inclining people to move from peripheries 
toward centers (Crane 1999; Currid 2008; Godart 2012).

These studies on the center-periphery divide suggest that people in the periphery are 
relegated to an inferior, subordinate position. Peripheral actors are dependent on the center 
not only for advanced goods, but also for ideas and inspiration. In other words, they look to 
the center for notions of value: what is new, and what is good. Because fashion is dependent 
on ‘tastemakers’ in central locations such as Paris and New York (Crane 1999; Entwistle 
2009; Godart 2012), fashion valuations – notion of what is good and valuable – are often 
imported into the peripheries. 
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Conversely, in the periphery itself, successful consecration is less likely to occur. Although 
failure is a common feature of cultural production everywhere (Bielby and Bielby 1994; 
Hesmondhalgh 2007), it is even more likely in the periphery. However, importantly, 
peripheral actors do believe in the legitimacy of cultural value that is produced in the fashion 
centers (Bourdieu 1993; Cattani, Ferriani and Allison 2014). The aesthetic standards that 
are most valued by these actors, are therefore often not in sync with what is on offer in their 
local field. 

A grim picture arises here: peripheries are dependent, dominated and poor; their 
resources are exploited; and the production of value is unlikely, spurring those with talent 
or ambition to leave for the center to ‘make it there.’ However, despite the draw of the 
center, many stay in the periphery. While existing approaches tend to attribute this to a 
lack of means, there may be good reasons, even economic reasons, to stay. Wallersteinian 
and Bourdieusian analyses typically stress the dominated nature of the periphery, but 
institutional, geographical and network approaches are more hopeful, depicting peripheries 
as potential places of innovation (Kattel and Primi 2012; Glückler 2014), allowing for niche 
clusters or highly specific cultural networks to bloom (Scott 2006; 2010; Janssen et al. 2008; 
Crossley 2015). These perspectives show that peripheral dynamics may be advantageous to 
some, under some conditions. The question then is, to whom, and under what conditions, 
is working in peripheral fashion and modeling beneficial?

AESTHETIC LABOR IN FASHION AND MODELING

Like many cultural industries, fashion and fashion modeling are ‘high commitment worlds’ 
(Wacquant 1998, 346), demanding the full dedication of body and soul. This applies 
especially to models, as their aesthetic labor involves multiple aspects of their bodies and 
personalities, and seeps profoundly into their private lives. As a consequence, most models 
are required to ‘always be on’ (Entwistle and Wissinger 2006; Holla 2016). 

At the same time, work in these fields is often precarious. Especially at the ‘high-
end’ the symbolic benefits of aesthetic labor can be high, but do not always translate into 
material gains (Mears 2011). The status of the field, moreover, attracts a ‘reserve army’ 
of hopefuls, who are often willing to work for little or no compensation in the hope of 
‘making it’ (Neff et al. 2005). Like many other cultural fields, central parts of fashion and 
fashion modeling are defined by a so-called ‘winner take all’ hierarchy, with high profits 
for very few successful actors (Pratt 2008; Abbing 2010; Mears 2011). For many workers in 
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cultural fields, this hierarchy results in disappointment and self-blame, and in the longer 
run, financial problems and personal disillusionment.

The imbalance between the high investment of aesthetic laborers on the one hand, 
and the precarity and uncertainty they face on the other hand, therefore requires the 
‘production of belief ’ (Bourdieu 1993): the belief that the pursuit of the goals of this field 
is worthwhile, so worthwhile that that payment may be waived, and that great – corporeal, 
emotional and personal – sacrifices may be made.

It is this belief, or what Bourdieu has called illusio (Bourdieu 1987) that, paradoxically, 
enhances aesthetic laborers’ engagement and identification with the aesthetic goals of 
their field. Indeed, Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2011) have argued that cultural workers’ 
uncertain and unequal labor conditions compel them to thrive on aspirations of creative 
autonomy. Likewise, Douglas Ezzy has noted that workers negotiate their labor conditions 
in relation to their self, through ‘good labor’ stories, arguing that “it is possible to construct 
a narrative of hope that confers even very tedious labour with a sense of dignity.” (1997: 441). 
Thus, even under unequal circumstances, people are often able to construct their sense of 
self consistently with their ‘good work story.’ 

Aesthetic labor is a typical form of work that connects work and self in multiple ways 
(Holla 2016). It therefore often requires explanations, to others and to oneself, of why work 
is good; aspirations of work becoming better; and sense-making stories about how this 
work fits more-or-less consistently with a person’s overall life. Boltanski and Thévenot have 
referred to such explanations of self as ‘modes of justification’ that are enacted to morally 
position oneself in particular contexts, such as the periphery (Boltanski and Thévenot 
2006). 

In the following pages we examine how aesthetic labor in peripheral fields is both 
practically and emotionally justified in relation to self. We also explore possibilities for 
aesthetic laborers to merge work and self in the periphery. But first we will discuss our 
methods and data and elaborate on the research context.

METHOD AND DATA

In our analysis, we combine three datasets that were collected for a research project studying 
the European fashion (modeling) field. In all data sets, the peripheral experience was a 
recurrent theme. This inspired us to analyze ‘what it means to be the periphery.’
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The first dataset was collected for a study of aesthetic standards in fashion photography, 
and consists of interviews with fashion professionals (photographers, stylists/art directors) 
and fashion journalists, and observations of photoshoots in the Netherlands (Van der Laan 
2015; Van der Laan and Kuipers 2016). This study highlighted many specificities of Dutch 
fashion as a peripheral field: informants were oriented towards international standards, and 
often commented on the lack of glamour and status associated with the small, dependent 
Dutch fashion field. 

The second study employed person-centered ethnography (Hollan 2001) to 
study the aesthetic labor practices and labor conditions of fashion models in France, the 
Netherlands and Poland, using interviews with fashion models, bookers, photographers, 
designers, stylists, and others. The study also includes numerous ethnographic observations 
of everyday (private) aesthetic labor practices of fashion models, and aesthetic practices 
and interactions occurring ‘on the job,’ for example in backstage settings at fashion shows 
and photoshoots (see the other chapters of this thesis). This study uncovered considerable 
differences between the Parisian field and the peripheral fields of Warsaw and Amsterdam: 
in working conditions, status dynamics, aesthetic standards, and importantly, in the self-
experience of models and other fashion professionals working in these fields.

These differences between center and periphery were confirmed by the third study, 
which specifically focused on differences in the working conditions and experiences in the 
‘fashion capital’ Milan, and the peripheral Warsaw. The fieldwork revealed many similarities 
between the Polish situation and the results found in the first Dutch study, both in field 
structure, the production of aesthetic standards, and the self-perception of professionals in 
peripheral fields. For this chapter, we only use the Warsaw material, consisting of interviews 
with creatives and intermediaries. Table 2 presents an overview of the data. In total we 
interviewed 37 models, 26 creatives, 22 intermediaries and 7 informants who combined 
two or more of these professions. 
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Table 2: Overview of data

Study 1 Study 2 Study 3

Netherlands Netherlands Poland Poland

Interviews
Models

Intermediaries
Bookers
Editors/journalists
Other 

Creatives
Photographers
Stylists/makeup artists/art directors
Designers 

Combination

Total

1
8

7
4

3

23

25

1

1

3
2

32 

8

3
3
2

1
2

19

4

1
2

2
2
3

4

18

Observations Photoshoots Catwalk shows (backstage/ 
frontstage), Models’ everyday 
life & work, Fashion weeks 

Fashion weeks, 
Booking 
agencies

All interviews and observational materials were recoded for this chapter, using a coding 
scheme that was developed in various inductive rounds to highlight the specificities of the 
cultural periphery. The coding scheme focused on three major themes: structural features 
of the local fashion field; working conditions and strategies for survival and success; and 
personal experiences of and reflections on fashion work. We paid specific attention to our 
informants’ comparative observations, for instance, comparisons between the local fashion 
field and other fields, mentions of the ‘fashion capitals,’ or personal experiences of working 
abroad. Such comparative observations were common in our conversations, especially in 
our interviews with models. Moreover, we collected additional quantitative data about 
fashion institutions in Amsterdam, Warsaw and international fashion capitals.
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THE RESEARCH CONTEXT

Polish and Dutch fashion production is concentrated in the capitals Warsaw and Amsterdam. 
Although actors and institutions in these cities cater mainly to domestic markets, they 
are connected in many ways to the transnational fashion field. This transnational field is 
dominated by the fashion capitals London, Milan, Paris and New York, where the most 
influential institutions in fashion – designers, magazine headquarters, modeling agencies 
– are based.

The Netherlands and Poland are peripheral to fashion in different ways. In fashion, as 
in many other fields, the Netherlands functions like an affluent suburb: strongly embedded 
in international networks, but too small and close to other centers to develop a fully-fledged 
infrastructure. It has therefore come to depend on nearby hubs such as Paris and London. 
Poland is larger and further from the fashion centers, but only became integrated into 
the transnational fashion field after the fall of communism in 1989. While the field has 
developed quickly since then, it is still relatively small.

The Warsaw and Amsterdam fashion worlds show structural similarities because 
of their peripheral positions. Unsurprisingly, they are small and relatively poor compared 
with the center. We have no systematic comparative figures of the size of the fashion fields. 
However, Table 3 shows that the number of fashion-related organizations in Amsterdam 
and Warsaw is considerably smaller than in the fashion capitals. 

Another notable similarity between the Amsterdam and Warsaw fashion worlds is 
their low level of specialization. Studies of creative clusters show how production attracts 
human and economic capital, leading to diversification, professionalization, and the 
mushrooming of related industries. In Warsaw and Amsterdam, we found the opposite: 
short production chains with, for instance, no manufacturing or wholesale trade. 

The lack of specialization was evident, first, from the many interviewees working 
in multiple fashion-related jobs: a stylist working as a fashion model; designers working as 
stylists or fashion journalists; a journalist cum designer cum shop owner; a fashion director 
working as stylist, journalist, and editor; a photographer doubling as hair stylist and 
make-up artist. Moreover, many interviewees did the same work for different industries 
or subfields, such as fashion make-up and movie make-up. Photographers and stylists 
combined commercial, editorial, and advertising jobs.

A striking aspect of this limited specialization is the absence of a ‘high end’ segment, 
with specialized prestigious institutions and actors catering for exclusive tastes and 
publics. Peripheral fashion fields therefore are predominantly ‘commercial,’ and are not 
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strongly marked by the high-low, autonomous-commercial divide that organizes central 
fashion fields. Although editorial work in modeling, photography or design pays less than 
commercial work, it is more prestigious and allows for more artistic innovation (Entwistle 
2009; Mears 2011). Depending on who we spoke with in Amsterdam and Warsaw, the local 
editorial subfield was said to be very small, or to not exist at all.

Finally, the production of symbolic and material value in the peripheral fields of 
Amsterdam and Warsaw is constrained by their dependent position. Imported products – 
ranging from stock photos to clothing – dominate the local market. The market for local 
produce is limited, and the most talented models, designers and creatives move away. 
Regarding export, Poland and, to a lesser degree, the Netherlands, are important ‘harvesting 
grounds’ for fashion models. A whole network of intermediaries and brokers has emerged 
around the scouting for and marketing of models for international markets. Especially in 
Warsaw, the fashion modeling business has grown explosively since the 1990s, supplying 
models for different market segments (see Table 3).

Consequently, much of the allocation of value to people and products depends on 
foreign centers, where standards are set, where ‘the best’ of the local field goes in search of 
success, and where most fashion is conceived (although not physically produced). Thus, the 
peripheries of Amsterdam and Warsaw not only depend on the center for goods, styles and 
standards, but also depend on the center for consecration. However, the following sections 
show that, while most local professionals – and some models – believe in the superiority 
and legitimacy of the aesthetics of the center, others do not. This leads us to discern 
distinct ways of ‘being peripheral’ that play out differently for how models, creatives and 
intermediaries experience their self. 
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Table 3: Integration of countries in the transnational modeling/fashion field

France Italy UK Netherlands Poland Founded/ 
based in

Offices of global agencies 

Avant - - - - + Moscow

Elite + + + + + Paris

Ford + - - - - New York

IMG models + + + - - New York

MP Management + + - - - Miami

Next + + + - - New York

Viva + - + - - Paris

Wilhelmina - - + - - New York

Women management + + - - - New York

Number of agencies* 66 74 106 47 66

Magazines (year founded)

Vogue 1919 1964 1916 2012 2018 New York

Elle 1945 2000 1985 1989 1994 Paris

Cosmopolitan 1973 2000 1972 1982 1997 New York

Grazia 2009 1938 2005 2007 - Milan

Fashion designers 

Armani**   79 98 52 18 4 Milan

Versace*** 4 12 9 0 2 Milan

Yves Saint Laurent *** 15 8 8 1 1 Paris

Dior*** 16 9 12 2 1 Paris

Vivienne Westwood** 1 1 10 0 0 London

Alexander McQueen*** 3 3 2 0 0 London

Marc Jacobs*** 5 0 0 0 0 New York

Issey Miyake** 17 66 23 2 1 Tokyo

Local version Next top model 2005 2007 2005 2006 2010 US

Fashion week, established 1973 1958 1984 2004 2005

Source: company websites, in some cases phones calls for additional information. 
* Based on listing in the international Fashion model directory (www.fashionmodeldirectory.com)
** All outlets       
*** Flagship stores only
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FEELING FRUSTRATED IN THE PERIPHERY 

[Poland fashion week is] not so good. My friend, who is editor-in-chief of 
ELLE Poland, came up with the idea to invite ELLE Czech and ELLE Russia 
to the fashion week. They were shocked by the low level of the design. It was 
a little bit embarrassing. I was embarrassed [by] the concept of the clothing, 
the fabrics, the design, the projects. It was all bad. The models also. Fashion 
week in Poland, in Lodz, does not exist to me. It’s horrible. It’s a company 
that wants to make money. Just imagine: they came up with the idea that if 
you want to visit the fashion week you can buy a ticket! And the price for the 
tickets are crazy [low]. I cannot imagine going to Paris and buying a ticket for 
a fashion show. It’s impossible, right? You have to be a brilliant fashion editor, 
a brilliant photographer, a brilliant client or buyer to get an invitation. You 
cannot buy it. And in Poland they are selling the tickets. Come on, it’s not 
a cinema, it’s not a theatre, it’s a venue for fashion! (Olga, fashion director, 
Poland).

This is the opinion of Olga, a fashion director (cum stylist cum journalist cum editor) from 
Warsaw. By making a range of strong aesthetic and moral judgments about Poland fashion 
week and everything this event showcases, she thoroughly dismisses her own local field. At 
the same time, she praises the exclusivity of Paris fashion week where only ‘brilliant’ people 
are allowed entry. 

We have met many professionals in the periphery who, like Olga, look up to the 
center, where cultural value is produced and consecrated. Although peripheral professionals 
work in a place that has a very different style and feel, their outward and upward orientation 
renders fashion professionals particularly knowledgeable of the legitimate aesthetics in 
the centers. Most fashion professionals’ aesthetic dispositions transcend the low-end/
commercial aesthetics of their local field. Among the most veteran fashion professionals, 
this awareness of more ‘advanced’ aesthetics in the center produces feelings of boredom and 
disappointment regarding what they consider to be the lackluster aesthetics of their local 
field. Milena, an editor-in-chief from Warsaw, explains:

I don’t look at Polish fashion magazines anymore (…) I stopped a couple of 
years ago (…) I’m just not interested, because I can’t find anything interesting. 
All the photo session, it’s always the same. It’s nothing new, nothing surprising.
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Art director Perry, from Amsterdam, also distances himself from local fashion productions, 
by ironically describing them as ‘hot air:’

I am bored by those [photo shoots]. You are standing there all day. You have 
little to do. It’s a lot of waiting. Like this shoot with [Dutch celebrity]. You’re 
just standing there with so many people in one room, for just a single picture. 
At those kind of moments, I think: ‘what are we actually doing here?’ (Perry, 
art director at fashion/lifestyle magazine, Amsterdam). 

Professionals in peripheries are often frustrated with the lack of opportunities available in 
their field and emphasize that ‘everything’ happens in the center. The absence of a high-end 
fashion segment in the periphery is especially a source of frustration. As one Polish model 
with international experience says: 

It’s a much higher level in France, or New York, or other places. [There] every 
person involved, from photographer, to the stylist, to the model, to even 
the assistant, is treated as a professional. Here [in Warsaw], even now, it’s 
still very difficult for people in this business. Because the market is not that 
big, it doesn’t have enough money to pay well. So they work from one job to 
another, mostly as freelancers. They are very ambitious, but the market does 
not really allow them to discover themselves, and their passion. 

The negative emotions that professionals express about working in the periphery are 
the result of a mismatch between their goals and aspirations on the one hand, and field 
conditions and possibilities on the other. Peripheral professionals need to make sense of 
this situation. This requires both practical and mental coping strategies: narratives through 
which work becomes meaningful and ‘good’ in relation to self (Ezzy 1997; Boltanski and 
Thevenot 2006). Apart from distancing oneself from the local field – a very common 
strategy – there are also other, more hopeful narratives. 

CHERISHING HOPE IN THE PERIPHERY

Apologetic, resigned or dismissive attitudes regarding the periphery often coincide with 
a sense of reverence for the legitimate culture of the center. All fashion professionals 
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interviewed in Poland and the Netherlands told stories of models who had ‘made it’ in the 
center. Polish success stories were often of model Anja Rubik; the Dutch spoke of model 
Doutzen Kroes. These stories underscore the attractiveness and prestige of the center, the 
absence of an innovative local scene (after all, the real talents leave), and most importantly, 
the possibility for locals to be consecrated in the center.

A considerable number of professionals with whom we spoke, told such stories of 
hope and aspiration. Their career strategies conveyed how they were motivated to ‘make it’ 
in the center, by moving to the center to try working at the high-end. These professionals 
convey an ‘aspirational self.’ Their justifications are colored by sentiments of hope and 
aspirations for creative autonomy (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011). 

While attempts to make it in the center can easily result in failure, aspirational 
models and creatives employ a number of strategies that involve an orientation towards the 
center, at times combined with work in the periphery. People who successfully employ these 
strategies, derive their symbolic capital – also at home – from their engagement with central 
fashion fields. 

A first strategy is based on a ‘full bet’ on becoming part of the center. Many models 
who are seen to have ‘high-end potential,’ such as Daphne, who was introduced in the 
introduction, often start out by trying this. Once they are signed up by an agency in the 
periphery, they often use the local field as a springboard to make it in the center. This is 
facilitated by an infrastructure of ‘mother agencies’ in the hometown and ‘sister agencies’ 
in other fashion cities (see Table 3). These agencies arrange for models to stay in model 
houses abroad. This happens initially on a temporary basis, but the most successful models 
typically end up moving semi-permanently to Paris, London, New York or Milan. 

A more low-key version of this aspirational strategy is to alternate between work in 
the center and work in the periphery. We have met models and creatives who temporarily 
move abroad to the center, acquire symbolic capital there, and then return to the periphery. 
In the center they pick up a number of important skills: artistic and craft skills, an avant-
garde sense of aesthetic style, as well as a high-status professional network. This strategy 
is profitable, because in the periphery their consecrated status becomes bankable; this 
is especially true for models. After ‘making face’ in the high-end, they can ‘cash in’ on 
their symbolic capital in commercial fashion modeling. Jill, from Amsterdam, is one of 
those models who combines commercial and high-end modeling in different fields. She 
prefers the latter, because in her experience, high-end work allows for more creativity than 
commercial modeling: 
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High-end is often a bit strange. I think it often looks more interesting, it’s 
something you keep looking at. While commercial fashion is kind of two-
dimensional. It’s just [about being] a young, sexy, eh, playful woman. With 
high-end work I feel that there is more depth. There is an idea behind it, 
something out of the ordinary. I really enjoy contributing to that, and to talk 
about that. It’s what I prefer to do.

Moving to the center is also an ambition of photographers, stylists and fashion designers. 
It is, however, hard to establish how wide-spread this ambition is, because for such 
professionals, the chance of making it is much smaller than for models. People do not easily 
confess to such idealistic dreams, so we suspect that quite a few professionals pursue this 
strategy secretly. Those creatives who were open about wanting ‘in on the game,’ found 
that flaunting their international experience enhances their credibility. Mariusz, a fashion 
designer and hairdresser, discovered his status in Warsaw to be much changed after his time 
in London: 

During this time, Warsaw had weak hairstyles and people didn’t like them. I 
was somebody different. I told them: I’m from London. It was funny because 
people in Warsaw started to say that this new hairstylist is from London, not 
from Kierza. Good PR.

Models and creatives who achieve consecration in the center, then, often return to the 
periphery to lucratively re-position themselves there. However, they often also mention 
another reason for their return, namely, the perception of ‘not being able to be who you are’ 
in central fields. Jill, for example, who prefers the ‘interesting’ aesthetics of the high-end 
over the commercial, still prefers to live in Amsterdam. She commutes to high-end fashion 
cities on and off, because she feels that living there permanently would cause her to drift 
away from herself:

Mentally, the work is tough. You’re away from home, alone, and as an 
individual you are thrown into this new group of people each time. There, 
you have to be a kind of person. Everyone judges you by your looks. You have 
to be mentally strong, stay convinced of yourself, be confident. (…) I think 
I’m able to find a good balance between myself and the [high-end] world. But 
I don’t want to fully adapt, because then I lose my identity.
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Like Jill, fashion designer Mariusz explains that he felt more out of place in the center than 
he ever did in the periphery:

I went to Paris [where] I worked for all the opera houses, and I did commercials 
for different magazines. I did Bourgeoisie, I did different things. Really, I 
thought I would do big things in Paris, because many good photographers 
asked about me. They thought it would be good if I moved there (…) I told 
them no, because I didn’t feel very good in Paris. I always felt stressed (…) 
Sometimes they’d pay me 3,000 pounds a day for a commercial. But I think 
this pressure of this [high-end] compartment [makes that] these people are 
not so nice. (…) I was totally alone. I didn’t have friends (…) Nobody talks 
with you after work. It was not for me. I don’t like the city, I don’t like working 
there.

The professional aspirations of Mariusz and Jill seem to produce an incoherent sense of self. 
They are motivated to leave the periphery as this field does not match with their notion of 
what is interesting or worthwhile working for. But unfortunately, they feel ‘out of place’ in 
the center too. 

Aspirational professionals in fashion, then, all are confronted with a similar problem: 
their aspirations do not match with their peripheral position; and their labor context 
mismatches with their cultural/aesthetic taste. Comparably to how Bourdieu (1984) and 
Friedman (2012; 2016) have described how the ‘socially mobile’ acquire different forms of 
(classed) cultural capital over time, fashion professionals in peripheries straddle not only 
two fields, but also two ‘tastes.’ Thus, they become culturally ‘torn’ between two worlds, 
developing what Bourdieu (2004) rather dramatically described as a ‘habitus clivé.’ Via 
this double disposition, working in the cultural periphery affects the experience of self. 
According to Friedman, upwardly mobile people often experience a sense of personal 
incoherence, as their habitus no longer matches with their social position and everyday life. 
However, because of their social trajectory, they are not fully comfortable, nor do they feel 
‘in place,’ in positions higher up the cultural ladder either. We see a similar disconnectedness 
among fashion professionals with such an ‘aspirational self.’ Arguably, this stems from the 
same ontological uneasiness or dividedness that Lahire and Friedman observed among 
people who are socially mobile (cf. Lahire 2011, 38; Friedman 2012, 31).
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BEING ‘IN PLACE’ IN THE PERIPHERY

Aspirational professionals are confronted with an unsolvable problem. Whether they move 
to the center or stay in the periphery, they experience a mismatch between their self and 
their field-position. Therefore, a considerable proportion of aspirationals experience a 
permanent sense of unease and a sense of failure. However, a closer look reveals that not 
all professionals in peripheries experience their lives and their selves as incoherent or ‘out 
of place.’ Quite a few of our informants – although not the majority in either field – told us 
that there are actual advantages to working in the periphery. 

First, we discern a group of professionals who are comfortably ‘in place’ as they occupy 
a dominant position in the periphery as gatekeepers and ‘transnational intermediaries.’ 
These professionals, most of whom are modeling agents – ‘bookers’ – and some of whom 
are magazine editors, convey a ‘settled self.’ Their labor strategy is one of mediation and 
brokerage between the center and the periphery – a strategy that brings them success and 
forms the basis of their livelihood (Kuipers 2011; Franssen and Kuipers 2013). It also places 
them in a position of power and control over the import and export of people (models) and 
(visual) aesthetics. 

For example, fashion or beauty editors at magazines select and collect images and 
ideas from around the world and adapt them for a local public. Thus, one fashion editor at 
a Dutch magazine describes her work as ‘translation’:

We absolutely look at the fashion shows that happen twice a year, in Paris, 
Milan, New York, London. It is our harvesting ground. (…) many people tend 
to think that we are just making stuff up. Well, forget it. It is all based on your 
know-how from the international catwalks. 

In turn, bookers control who has access to fashion modeling and also engage in ‘sifting’: 
they decide who has potential for the international – editorial or commercial – market, 
and who is more likely to make it in local – low-end or commercial – markets. Ada from 
Warsaw explains:

We do everything. The Polish market is mostly commercial, with lots of 
TV commercials. We also do smaller jobs like print campaigns, catalogs, 
look books, editorials. But the customers for fashion in Poland are quite 
commercial, and not so educated. They don’t want strange photoshoots and 
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strange models. But we also work worldwide. We have models traveling 
around, working in different markets, doing shows in Paris, Milan, London, 
New York. They also work for magazines. So, we do everything. Just basically 
everything.

Operating in different markets – high, low, local and international – bookers and fashion 
editors have a ‘double taste’ similar to aspirational professionals (cf. Kuipers 2012). But 
interestingly, these intermediaries exploit their double disposition. Their involvement in 
both central and peripheral fields renders them highly familiar with a range of aesthetics, 
which enables them to translate visual content, or to ‘distribute’ models, effectively. In other 
words, it is exactly this eclectic aesthetic disposition through which intermediaries achieve 
consecration. Hence, most of them experience their selves as being ‘in sync’ with their field 
position, and they mostly display a sense of comfort and contentment. 

Second, we discern a group of peripheral professionals who have a pragmatic take 
on their self in relation to their labor context, and profess to use strategies through which 
they ‘embrace the periphery.’ Often, but not necessarily, these strategies are chosen after 
aspirational strategies have failed. Especially for young models, fashion centers may be 
disappointing, because life at the high-end is harsh, demanding, and not much fun. Luke, 
who has previously worked as a high-end model in different fashion centers, argues that 
working in fashion centers is downright precarious:

There is nothing glamorous about modeling in Paris, New York or Milan. 
When you’re there, you have to share an apartment with 10 other models; 
you barely have warm running water; you have to chase the cockroaches away 
from under your kitchen sink; your underwear gets stolen from the washing 
line. Well, that’s just not glamorous.

Together with models who have never been categorized as anything other than ‘commercial,’ 
these ‘disillusioned’ models usually opt to focus on the local commercial market. This is 
their only option if they want to pursue modeling. However, importantly, they have come 
to recognize it as a good working environment. Compared with their experiences in the 
central fields, these models find that other professionals in the periphery are more friendly; 
their salaries are higher; and aesthetic standards are less extreme – hence better attainable 
through aesthetic labor. Laila, a commercial model in Amsterdam, recounts:
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When I was modeling abroad, I was skinnier than now, but losing weight was 
still a frequent request. I would, well, I wouldn’t say starve myself, but really 
watch my food. Now [back in Amsterdam] I’m a size 8 and I communicate 
this: I’m curvy, feminine. It happened several times [working abroad] that 
people were unhappy because they found me too fat. And I don’t want to take 
that anymore, it’s not worth the money, and fuck off, you know.

Although the periphery has a reputation for institutional precariousness, models 
particularly find that it is a better place to work than the center, where aesthetic standards 
are particularly extreme, and competition is fierce. Our informants who have a more 
pragmatic understanding of their work express a sense of imperturbability and comfort, 
stemming from enjoying their work on a day-to-day basis, and importantly, from earning 
sufficient money:

I prefer the secondary market, like Istanbul or Helsinki. That’s not exactly 
fashion, but I feel there is more of a challenge. The jobs are more commercial, 
the atmosphere is more relaxed. I also prefer commercial work because of 
the money. It’s just more beneficial. It’s nice and all, to work for large fashion 
houses or magazines, but at the end of the day the bills need to get paid. And 
you can’t do that with beautiful pictures. (Luke, Amsterdam)

As Luke notes, an interesting option for both Polish and Dutch models is to focus entirely 
on secondary markets, which involves working in fields that may be more peripheral than 
Amsterdam or Warsaw. Similar to Daphne, who went to South-Africa, peripheral models 
frequently work in other peripheral locations, such as Istanbul, Helsinki, Cape-Town or 
Taiwan. These places are defined by their lack of saturation of ‘embodied aesthetic capital’: 
due to the hegemonic nature of female beauty standards that idealize ethnic whiteness 
(Kuipers, Chow and van der Laan 2014), European-looking models are in high demand in 
these fashion hinterlands.

Fashion photographer Lara explains how Amsterdam increasingly functions as a 
‘hub,’ in between the centers and other, more peripheral places:

In any case, Paris and London heavily influence the Netherlands. They remain 
ahead, but nonetheless, the Netherlands follows very quickly. But comparing 
Amsterdam to Cape Town, that is lagging behind with, well, everything, it is 
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suddenly very influential. But not only the Netherlands, Europe as a whole. I 
am happy to be a Dutch photographer, because it makes it easy for me to get 
work in Cape town.

While most creatives are oriented towards the center, and are therefore most frustrated, 
some, like Lara, have embraced their peripheral position, and benefit from it by looking 
for alternative peripheral contexts that provide them opportunities to perform aesthetic 
labor that is more creative, profitable or status-enhancing. Like pragmatic models, these 
creatives pragmatically navigate towards a context where individual success is most likely
to be achieved – unlike aspirational professionals who orient themselves towards centers 
where the yield of consecration is high, but consecration itself highly unlikely. 

A final way of ‘embracing the periphery’ for both creatives and models, is to position 
themselves in niche markets. In the later stage of her modeling career, Kelly from Paris 
became successful again by turning towards the highly specialized segments of hand, foot 
and face modeling. Similarly, Amsterdam model Vanessa reinvented herself as a curvy 
model, stating that: “at the age of thirty, it’s perhaps not very realistic to still go for a size six.”

For creatives, moving towards or even developing niche markets can be a lucrative 
business. Instead of aiming to compete with high-end and luxury brand designers from the 
center, developing a specific product may garner both cultural recognition and commercial 
success in peripheral fields. Creatives in both Amsterdam and Warsaw increasingly focus 
on the ‘medium-brow’ segment of streetwear, which includes denim, but also sneakers, 
skateboard clothing, backpacks, caps, and more. Young people living in these cities, “stand 
in line to spend their money on these items. That’s where the sales are, not in high-end fashion,”
says Dave (44), a stylist from Amsterdam. For young people in Poland streetwear has a 
fashionable aesthetic that appeal to their own aesthetic sense, and also in terms of pricing, 
the items are accessible. A Varsovian style entrepreneur endorses this strategy: 

Streetwear companies (…) develop their business much better than high 
fashion designers. They do collections twice a year (…) I personally know 
a few people who design for their own company and sell it all over Europe. 
[they have] 50, 60, 100 shops. They do fashion shows, but they are (…) mid-
level, not aspiring to be another Comme des Garcons. (…) Streetwear is the 
market now, and there is more money in it than with high fashion, [that is 
sold to] just this two percent of the population. 
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The strategy of looking for local niches in middle-brow markets conveys acceptance of the 
fact that the center of fashion is a whole different ball game. The creatives who opt for this 
strategy have a pragmatic take on the local opportunities available, which renders them 
markedly less frustrated than the aspirational creatives who look up to the center.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter we have explored the question of what it means to work in the periphery 
of fashion. We found that people’s experience of work is profoundly structured by the 
conditions and opportunities on offer in the periphery. 

In many ways, the structural aspects of a peripheral cultural field are a reversal of the 
characteristics reported in studies of (cultural) centers. First, professional differentiation is 
incomplete, and professionals are not fully specialized. Second, standards, styles and ideas 
are imported, while resources, such as models, are exported. Third, and importantly, there 
is no ‘high end’ or high-status production in the peripheries. Therefore, legitimate aesthetic 
production and opportunities for consecration are found elsewhere, in the centers of the 
fashion field like Milan, Paris, London and New York. 

However, while existing studies have suggested that these circumstances render the 
periphery a grim place from which people leave whenever they get the chance, this chapter 
sheds new light on the nature of the periphery, as a place that some people embrace rather 
than flee. 

Employing an experiential, person-centered approach to the study of field positions 
has allowed us to see that a peripheral field position produces specific subjectivities, 
or ‘peripheral selves.’ Our analysis of ‘the peripheral experience’ in the fashion fields of 
Warsaw and Amsterdam demonstrates that these peripheries produce distinct ways of 
acting and feeling, and consequently, ways of experiencing the self. Models, intermediaries 
and creatives tell different stories and profess different strategies that justify their work in 
the periphery in relation to ‘who they are.’ These justifications conveyed selves or ‘labor 
subjectivities’ (cf. Ezzy 1997; Gill 2014; Holla 2016) that we have called the aspirational, 
pragmatic and settled self.

First, the aspirational self confirms existing perspectives on center-periphery 
relations, grounded in world systems theory and Bourdieusian field theory: the periphery 
is an interrelation between domination and dependence. In the periphery, the imbalance 
between high standards, high engagement and investment through aesthetic labor on 
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the one hand, and often disappointing symbolic returns on the other, can be particularly 
frustrating, because there, despite all efforts, chances of cultural consecration are 
particularly low. Aspirational models and creatives therefore experience a certain degree of 
division of the self, comparable to how socially mobile people develop what Bourdieu has 
called a ‘habitus clivé’ (Bourdieu 2004; Friedman 2016). Their sense of being out of place 
and feelings of frustration result from a double orientation towards places and aesthetics 
that do not quite fit together: the center and the periphery. For aspirationals, the problem of 
‘being peripheral’ seems structural. Despite all efforts and different strategies, consecration 
is rarely accomplished. Consequently, their self rarely coincides with their labor context, 
whether they move to the center or stay in the periphery. 

Second, we found that one particular group of workers, transnational intermediaries 
and gatekeepers, such as bookers and fashion editors, also have this double orientation. 
However, they convey a settled self and feel rather ‘in place.’ Their intermediary position 
allows them to capitalize on their eclectic, ‘in-between’ disposition, straddling two different 
fields. As such, their dividedness directly enhances consecration and strengthens their 
position: it is the symbolic capital at the heart of their work.

Third, we found that for another group of workers, consisting of creatives and 
models in particular, the periphery offers opportunities that may compensate for the low 
chances for cultural consecration. For example, it provides room for the development of 
specialized niches, where models and creatives can lucratively and creatively carry out their 
work. But importantly, the periphery also allows for a more ‘realistic’ pursuit of material 
returns, because, in contrast to the center, peripheral fields are not winner-take-all systems. 
More people can take a piece of the pie – although it may be smaller than in other places.

Our findings show that these are convincing reasons to ‘embrace the periphery.’ 
Especially for models, the periphery offers labor conditions that are generally better than in 
the center. Models are expected to adhere to aesthetic standards that are less extreme than 
in the center, which renders their aesthetic labor somewhat less intensive and intrusive. 
This allows them to ‘switch off ’ from being a model every now and then and retain self-
determination over parts of the self that are not part of the modeling bargain (cf. Holla 
2016). Moreover, they experience the periphery as a more friendly work environment. 
And finally, because of the dominant commercial aesthetic, models can usually count on 
reasonable and steady pay. Although the dominant aesthetic logic of the field dictates that 
symbolic status is more important than material gains, receiving financial compensation 
for aesthetic labor certainly bolsters the experience of ‘being a good model,’ and having 
‘good work.’ 
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The explicit local orientation of pragmatic models we encountered in the periphery, then, 
produces a pragmatic self that coincides with its peripheral context. Pragmatic models 
emphasize that they experience day-to-day ‘good labor’ conditions (Hesmondhalgh and 
Baker 2011), such as reasonable pay, as being much more important than the status and 
glamour of the center. Conveniently, these circumstances are also much closer within reach. 
By opposing the logics of cultural legitimacy and dismissing the center, pragmatic models 
are decisive in embracing their peripheral position, and with good reason. Although being 
peripheral is frustrating to many, for these models ‘being peripheral’ serves as a safeguard 
against the risks of precarity and exploitation that loom in ‘high-commitment’ fashion 
centers.

Our analysis contributes to existing perspectives on cultural fields and cultural 
labor and provides a new analysis of the way ‘selves’ are produced in the intersection of 
field position and labor conditions. First, by looking at cultural peripheries, we provide an 
important addition to the extant focus on centers and clusters of cultural production. Second, 
studying peripheries proved to have great heuristic value. Comparing two peripheral fields 
sheds new light on the workings of the fashion field. Peripheries are places where things 
are likely to fail, which allowed us to unpack the different ways that ‘success’ can be defined 
by fashion workers. We found that understandings of success can indeed be more diverse 
than the ‘editorial status’ that emerges as the most central source of status in earlier studies 
of fashion (Entwistle 2009; Mears 2011; Godart 2012). Third, by merging the experiential, 
person-centered approach with a field perspective, this chapter sheds light on the subjective 
experience of field-positions and self, showing that field-position matters considerably for 
how people carry out and experience their work, and also how field-positions produce 
‘labor subjectivities’ or selves (cf. Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011; Gill 2014; Holla 2016). 
We think that other (cultural) peripheries are fertile grounds to further study ‘subjectivities 
in the making.’ More generally, we believe that taking the periphery seriously as a site for 
sociological investigation is worthwhile for (cultural) field and labor theorists.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion: Self, Work, Beauty

The profession of fashion modeling is culturally prominent, but in a highly ambivalent 
way. Although the work and lives of fashion models are often depicted as glamourous and 
fabulous, fashion models are also publicly critiqued for what they represent: unhealthily 
thin, unlawfully young, predominantly white, obsessive, exploited or otherwise oppressed. 
Despite these critiques, becoming a fashion model is an alluring prospect for many, 
particularly teenagers. The popularity of the profession has grown explosively over the last 
20 years – reflected by, but perhaps also partly due to, reality shows on fashion modeling, 
such as America’s Next Top Model and all its international versions16. The notion that 
looking good potentially leads to an exciting life full of glamour, fame, travels and fortune, 
has sparked the interest and ambition of countless boys and girls to make a career in fashion 
modeling. 

This research has shown that there is more to fashion modeling than meets the eye. 
There exists a large discrepancy between the looks, status and self-experience of fashion 
models. Sometimes it seemed to me that the more beautiful and successful a fashion 
model was, the less likely this was to be perceived by her- or himself. Models do not talk of 
themselves in terms of beauty, but rather in terms of good modelhood. They discuss at length 

16 The (A)NTM format has been reproduced and still runs globally, in countries such as Germany, Russia, Croatia, Israel, Brazil, 
Austria, Serbia, New Zealand, Australia, Britain, Poland, Vietnam and the Netherlands. The Dutch version, Holland’s Next Top Model
(co-produced with Belgian TV under the title Benelux Next Top Model in 2009 and 2010), was first aired in 2006, and generated an 
entirely new genre of fashion-model TV, with contenders like Model in 1 dag (‘Model in a day’), which was first broadcast in 2008; 
I can make you a super model ran its first and second seasons in 2014/15; the genre was picked up online with The Model house, a 
webcast that premiered in October 2015. 
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the things they do and refrain from doing, in order to accomplish a form of ‘modelhood’ 
that generates success, but simultaneously fits with how they live their lives, and with their 
selves. As most models have to continuously carry out aesthetic labor to attain aesthetic 
goals, and with any luck achieve consecration, the experience of beauty drifts away from 
them. They get caught up in relentless self-discipline, self-scrutiny and practices of self-
improvement. Moreover, the aesthetic goals – such as becoming slimmer, looking neutral, 
young or straight, being flexible, adaptable and sociable – are set by professionals other 
than themselves. All the while, fashion models’ bodies and personalities are objectified, 
disciplined and directed so as to embody and adhere to these demands. The condition 
of putting your entire embodied self in the service of other people’s creative decisions 
and purposes, alienates some models, because it undermines their self-determination 
and limits their autonomy to have creative input into the process of aesthetic production. 
Opportunities to work creatively are certainly there in the work of fashion models, but are 
outnumbered by situations in which models have little-to-no say, while the utmost is asked 
of them.

Undoubtedly, the research presented in this dissertation is somewhat sobering, to 
some readers perhaps even disenchanting. It gives an elaborate account of what working 
as a fashion model entails, by providing an inside view into the transnational field of 
fashion modeling, and the working lives of fashion models in particular. The method of 
person-centered ethnography (Hollan 2001) has allowed me to look at the process of beauty 
production and its results from a perspective that takes persons, their practices and their 
experiences, as its analytical point of departure. This experiential and practice-oriented 
lens has allowed me to answer the basic question of what it is that male and female fashion 
models actually do during their work, and accordingly, how different labor conditions 
impact how they experience these labor practices, as well as their sense of self. The intrusive 
and extensive nature of fashion models’ aesthetic labor causes work to be intrinsically 
related to self. A crucial question is, therefore, how male and female models justify the 
impact this form of work has on their selves. 

This dissertation aims to answer the following questions. First: what are the aesthetic logics 
or ‘rules’ of fashion modeling and models’ labor conditions in different parts of the field 
(Bourdieu 1996; Van der Laan and Kuipers 2016a). Focusing on the ‘food rules’ in fashion 
modeling in Chapter 3, and on the multiplicity of objectification in Chapter 4, I analyze how 
different labor contexts and conditions play out in the labor practices of male and female 
models in different (high-end or commercial/low-end) segments and different (central or 
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peripheral) parts of the fashion modeling field. The second question I address, is how these 
labor conditions and practices affect aesthetic laborers’ experiences of their work in relation 
to their selves, as some of the labor conditions of fashion modeling lead models to engage in 
self-commodification. Since I found that this required considerable justification, my third 
question then is: what strategies of justification models use to bridge the distance to self that 
is at times caused by self-commodification. Chapters 5 and 6 show that these justifications 
bear different levels of legitimacy in the context of the fashion modeling field. At the same 
time, these justifications of the self serve to maintain a sense of personal coherence, and 
combine norms of good modelhood with wider societal moralities concerning good living 
and personhood. 

FASHION MODELING AND THE ISSUE OF ‘GOOD WORK’

The question that unites all chapters in this book is a very basic question: is fashion 
modeling ‘good’ or ‘bad’ work? My analysis in the preceding four chapters allows me to ask 
this question not from a normative perspective, but rather from the analytical perspective 
of Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2011). Their work on the quality of creative labor in cultural 
industries presents a framework that enables analytical distinctions between good and 
bad work. Importantly, the elements that define good and bad work in creative industries 
pertain to the labor process and its conditions as they are experienced by its workers. This, 
in the end, is the most relevant way to assess what makes work good: not the profit rating of 
an industry, nor the quality or quantity of products produced and sold, but the experience 
of work as being meaningful, valuable and life-enriching, by the workers themselves.

Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2010) have shown how bad work arouses negative 
emotions in workers employed in the cultural industries. Good labor conditions, that 
provide room for workers to be involved in creative parts of the production process, as 
well as reasonable pay and security, bring about feelings of pride, and a sense of autonomy, 
accomplishment and self-esteem, as well as possibilities for self-realization and the ability 
to maintain a good work–life balance. Bad work, on the other hand, alienates workers from 
the production process, from the product, and from each other. This produces feelings 
of isolation, powerlessness, boredom, self-doubt, lack of autonomy, insecurity and risk 
(Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2010; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011). This study has taken the 
issues of good and bad work and their effects a step further, from emotional consequences 
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to justifications of work in relation to self, and hence, to the question how labor conditions 
in different field positions produce different selves. 

Although the matter of good and bad, alienating and fulfilling work, is relevant 
to all workers, this dissertation shows that the quality of work is especially important to 
aesthetic laborers, of whom fashion models are an extreme case. For them, their work 
basically comes down to a professional imperative for self-commodification. Entwistle and 
Wissinger (2006) have noted that the cultivation and presentation of the self for commercial 
purposes requires both emotional and physical effort: managing the exterior, keeping up 
appearances, requires profound emotional management as well. Even more so, aesthetic 
labor practices are formative of the self, as aesthetic labor involves the imperative to project 
and produce a particular self, in the form of personality (Entwistle and Wissinger, 2006: 
778). Aesthetic laborers, then, are involved in their work with their entire body/self, which 
is why their work profoundly seeps into their private lives and defines, to a great extent, how 
they relate to their selves. For this reason, the subject of good and bad work has particularly 
deep implications for fashion models. In addition to alienation from the labor process, 
the product, and co-workers, ‘bad’ labor conditions for fashion models potentially cause 
another powerful form of alienation, namely, the feeling of becoming partially detached 
from the self. While to some extent, aesthetic labor indeed leads to self-fulfillment, pride 
and creative practice, it also brings about a critical self-scrutinizing gaze, intense forms of 
self-discipline and regulation, dreadful forms of objectification, and an overall colonization 
of the private life (Mears 2011; cf. Fleming and Spicer 2004; cf. Banks 2009). Importantly, 
the ratio of good to bad working conditions and related practices, differs according to a 
model’s field position. This is the main reason why models in different places use different 
strategies of justification, to explain to themselves and to others why this line of work is 
good for them, and how it fits with their life goals, lifestyles, or with who they are.

WHAT DO MODELS DO? 
LABOR CONDITIONS IN FASHION MODELING

The first question I want to address here is: what do models do, and how does this differ 
across settings? In the four empirical chapters I have discussed the labor conditions most 
essential for the (lack of) access of fashion models to ‘good’ work. The conditions that are 
crucial for understanding how fashion models experience their aesthetic labor, are: (1) the 
high-level beauty standards and according aesthetic demands; (2) the food-rules that apply 
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to fashion models; (3) the processes of objectification central to fashion modeling; and (4) 
the (partly) hierarchical division of labor between professional groups in fashion modeling 
– including models and other fashion professionals.

Fashion models are expected to possess specific physical features that comply to beauty 
standards of tallness, youthfulness, slenderness, and very often whiteness as well. Some of 
these standards, such as slenderness and youthfulness, have been taken more to the extreme 
over the years. I found that this especially holds true for central parts of the field, such as 
in Paris, where the high-end logic dictates innovation, causing aesthetic boundaries to be 
pushed. But also in more peripheral parts of the field, such as Amsterdam and Warsaw – 
which are dominated by commercial and low-end fashion modeling industries – the average 
fashion model is slender, young, relatively tall, and predominantly white (cf. Mears 2011). 

In relation to these idealized beauty standards, professionals in fashion modeling 
strive for aesthetic perfection. This leads to a perpetual emphasis on bodily flaws that 
require improvement, leading modeling agents and other professionals who work with 
models, such as stylists and designers, to intensively regulate and discipline models’ bodies, 
for example, by wielding a tape measure or using small sample sizes of clothing. Fashion 
models, in turn, develop a critical ‘looking-glass self-attitude’ (cf. Cooley 1902) that involves 
self-scrutiny, self-discipline and self-governance (cf. Mears 2011). Because (increasing) 
standards of slenderness and youthfulness are not readily achievable for most models, I 
have seen many models working vigorously to achieve them. Both male and female models 
carry out a range of aesthetic labor practices, such as exercising, grooming, plucking, 
shaving and controlling their food-intake, most of which take place in the private context of 
their everyday lives. As such, models’ work seeps into their personal lives, and intertwines 
with everyday practices, blurring the boundaries between the professional and private 
spheres. At home, even the most mundane and personal practices and decisions, such as 
drinking a glass of water, making a sandwich or deciding what time to go to bed, are always 
also professional considerations regarding the aesthetic effects those practices have on the 
models’ body. In addition, models have limited leeway in deciding their personal style and 
look when they are ‘off work.’ Models are advised to play down personal style and taste (for 
example in clothing) in their everyday lives, in order to look as neutral and ‘malleable’ as 
they can. This confirms the insights of Soley-Beltran (2006) and Mears (2011) on models’ 
‘chameleonist’ character. Yet, I explicitly theorize this imperative of ‘hyper adaptability’ as a 
central feature of aesthetic labor. This allows me to connect these findings to the literature 
on contemporary labor and flexible subjectivities (Gill 2014, cf. Sennett 2001) and to assess 
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them along the lines of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ work (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011, cf. Ezzy 
1997).

An aesthetic labor practice that truly causes models to ‘always be on’ is the 
consideration and regulation of their food intake, as foregrounded in Chapter 3. In the 
field of fashion modeling I observed a categorical belief system, consisting of various 
classifications and rules regarding food and eating, that induces fashion models to eat in 
highly specific ways. Categorizations of good, bad, healthy or dangerous foods, stimulate 
controlled eating and render models preoccupied with continuous and extensive self-
surveillance and self-control. Importantly, these rules and categories are not just aesthetic: 
they contain moral imperatives too. Along with the imperative of food control, I found 
a prevailing idea that ‘truly good models’ achieve aesthetic standards effortlessly. This 
moral imperative of effortlessness creates a taboo around practices of food-control which, 
paradoxically, de-legitimizes controlled eating. The taboo surrounding (overly) controlled 
eating seemed to hold especially for female models. The genderedness of this taboo is 
possibly explained by the association of controlled eating with the persistent risk of weight 
and body-size requirements in the field to induce eating disorders amongst fashion models 
(Shilling 2012: 105; Swami and Szmigielska, 2012). Since disordered eating is perceived to 
be ultimately a female risk, this might explain why especially female models went out of 
their way to demonstrate to me that they did not obsess over food (cf. Bordo 2004).

The moral nature of food rules, then, further complicates the aesthetic practice of 
eating for fashion models. It provides grounds for normatively ‘good’ and ‘bad’ ways of 
becoming and remaining slender in this field and inspires normalizing narratives on food-
control. Throughout my fieldwork, I frequently listened to models normalizing their sober 
eating practices by using the carefree expression ‘watching my food,’ demonstrating that 
they did not obsess over food, but engaged in a sane, healthy and unforced way of eating, 
without losing track of what they put into their bodies. However, because this expression 
is so incongruent with the eating practices it describes, I have interpreted this normalizing 
narrative not at face value, but as a way to justify an aesthetic practice and maintain 
legitimacy in the field. 

In the end, eating is tricky for most fashion models, and downright difficult for 
some. In addition, the moral taboo surrounding (overly) controlled eating complicates 
the practice even more, as it renders eating practices concealed, and turns eating into a 
solitary practice. The continuous and solitary nature of fashion models’ eating practices, 
and their aesthetic labor in general, makes it invasive. It is with good reason that many 
fashion models define their work as a lifestyle, as something much more than a job. This has 
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led me to regard fashion modeling as a typical ‘greedy institution’ that colonizes workers’ 
lives (Coser 1974, 4). In the terms of Wacquant (1998, 346) fashion modeling is a ‘high 
commitment world,’ demanding exclusive and undivided loyalty from its workers, who in 
turn, are prone to thoroughly (re)fit their body/self to the aesthetic and moral imperatives 
of the field. 

HOW ‘GOOD’ AND ‘BAD’ LABOR CONDITIONS IMPACT 
EXPERIENCES OF AESTHETIC LABOR

The general labor conditions of fashion modeling as outlined above are crucial for 
understanding how fashion models experience their aesthetic labor. At the same time, the 
impact of these labor conditions on the experience of work and self is mediated by social 
context and field position. The second question this dissertation addresses, therefore, is 
how, and to what extent, do the good and bad work features of fashion modeling depend on 
situation and field position.

First, I find that field location and field context are crucial to how fashion models 
experience their work in relation to their selves. In the context of the high commitment world 
of fashion modeling, the power position of fashion models vis-à-vis other professionals 
in the field, is fragile. Opportunities to creatively (co)define or invent aesthetic standards 
and styles, or to generally give creative input, vary greatly amongst different groups of 
professionals (cf. Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011, 8). This variety is a primary source of 
hierarchies and distinctions that produce inequalities in the field of fashion modeling. 

The fashion designers, photographers and stylists I have met throughout this 
research usually have ample opportunities to make creative decisions regarding aesthetic 
content, such as choice of garments, bodies and entire looks. Together with modeling 
agents and casting directors, who function as intermediaries, gatekeepers and ‘socializers’ 
of fashion models, many of these ‘creatives’ hold a dominant position from which they not 
only instruct others, but also define others, for instance by deciding how a fashion model 
should look and behave17. Intermediaries and creators do this in more-or-less explicit and 
extensive ways. 

17 In recent years, social media platforms such as Instagram have rendered models visible and accessible, independently of 
modeling agencies. Having a strong social media presence may become more important for a model’s success than being under 
contract with an agency (Park et. al 2016, 64). The consequences of the field’s mediatization for relations of (inter)dependency 
between models and their agencies is a matter for further inquiry.
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Fashion models, in turn, have little-to-no say over aesthetic content. Although models 
contribute creatively to fashion shoots and shows, as they are expected to master the 
embodied skills of posing, walking and showing attitude, these creative practices are highly 
situational (see below) and in relation to the everyday continuous aesthetic labor practices 
of fashion models, rather occasional.

The aesthetic labor practice that is perhaps most significant for the power-
relations between fashion models and other professional groups – bookers, designers, 
casting directors, and stylists – is the process of objectification, as discussed in Chapter 
4. Objectification is a central element in fashion modeling, and happens in a multiplicity 
of ways (Nussbaum 1995). Objectification may entail models being treated as only a body, 
being unacknowledged as persons, being highly replaceable, or not being seen or heard 
at all. There are different forms and levels of intensity of objectification that occur under 
different working conditions. 

In situations where models are ignored by professionals or treated as mere bodies 
instead of persons, professional inequalities in this field become painfully clear. An example 
of such a situation is casting, which provides little room for creative practice and is therefore 
illustrative of ‘bad work.’ Castings are experienced as being dreadful by most models. 
During castings, models are lined-up as aesthetic objects to be hired by clients. Notably, 
models refer to these events as ‘cattle calls,’ because castings are usually overcrowded with 
models who are competing with each other for a job. A crowded casting reminds models 
of their interchangeability and causes significant uncertainty, as the chances of rejection 
are considerable. In addition, models are often required to be silent and motionless during 
a line-up. This implies and causes a state of inertness: during castings, models are passive 
objects, to be watched and judged, under the scrutinizing gaze of clients. Generally, this 
results in feelings of powerlessness and renders the situation of the casting an unsettling 
experience for most models. 

In turn, the situation that is experienced most positively and is signified as ‘good 
work,’ is the runway show. This is the ultimate situation in which models experience 
excitement, pride and creative fulfillment (cf. Cahill 2012) as an aesthetic display object. On 
the runway, models may be looked at as objects, but they are liberated from the scrutinizing 
gaze of stylists, agents, designers and make-up artists. Hence, if only temporarily, a model’s 
power position is completely inverted. During those few minutes under the spotlights, 
models are subjected to the appraising, and usually admiring, gaze of a broader audience of 
fashion consumers and devotees. Being regarded with praise and admiration gives powerful, 
positive feelings. As such, the objectification that occurs becomes bearable, even pleasurable, 
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as it coincides with experiences of being acknowledged as skillful, creative subjects. And 
while walking runways is a nerve-wracking experience, it also gives an adrenaline rush. 
Understandably, models are drawn to, and draw energy from, these situations. Therefore, 
situationality in fashion modeling largely explains the variety in emotional responses of 
fashion models (cf. Collins 2000). Feelings of powerlessness, boredom, isolation, self-doubt 
and of falling short, are alternated with feelings of achievement, pride, self-fulfillment, 
creativity and empowerment.

However, not all experience of work is situational – there are structural circumstances 
that make work precarious and color its experience with uncertainty. One form of 
objectification is innate to the field. It makes the position of particularly female models 
vis-à-vis other professional groups highly vulnerable, namely, being treated as ‘replaceable 
by other objects of the same kind’ (Nussbaum 1995). The replaceability of female fashion 
models is caused by the high level of labor turnover that characterizes this segment of the 
industry. This turnover rate has accelerated over the past three decades as the profession of 
fashion modeling has become more popular. It has caused the market of fashion modeling 
to become overcrowded and has resulted in a ‘reserve army’ of aspiring models waiting to 
enter the field and replace the ‘old ones’ (who are really not that old viewed from outside 
of the industry). Consequently, the ease with which fashion models are replaced by fashion 
producers increases, and standards of youthfulness have intensified. In the terms of Mears 
(2008) the norm of ‘infantile femininity’ is ever more persistent, causing female models to 
reach their ‘expiry date’ earlier than before. 

The careers of female fashion models are not only shorter now, but have also become 
increasingly defined by risk and uncertainty. Being treated as replaceable is a form of 
objectification that is particularly disciplining in its effects, as it raises the pressure for 
models to ‘stay at the top of their game’ – to be fresh, flexible and able to adapt to changing 
trends – in order to diminish risks and survive within the industry (Neff et al. 2005: 326-
327).

JUSTIFICATIONS OF WORK IN RELATION TO SELF, 
FIELD AND SOCIETY

To address the third question, concerning the strategies of justification that models use, it 
is important to take into account that the labor conditions that shape aesthetic labor vary 
according to place and field position. They come with various extents and forms of self-
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commodification and this results in different ways in which aesthetic laborers experience 
their labor in relation to their selves. As a result, aesthetic laborers use different, both 
practical and mental (coping) strategies (cf. Franssen and Kuipers 2013), to preserve their 
selves as coherent and self-determined, against the backdrop of ‘bad’ labor practices and 
conditions that potentially cause a separation or alienation from (a part of) the self. 

Central to Chapters 5 and 6, is the argument that fashion modeling consists of 
subfields and markets that render the labor conditions and the experience of work in 
relation to self equally diverse. Most importantly, the field of fashion modeling is divided 
into central and peripheral parts, according to a ‘high-low divide’ that runs through it 
transnationally (Mears 2011, Van der Laan and Kuipers 2016a). This high-low divide is 
intersected by norms of gender and sexuality. In low-end or commercial fashion modeling, 
male and female gender stereotypes are confirmed, as the value of a model’s look is largely 
based on heteronormative ideals of male and female attractiveness. Conversely, in high-end 
fashion modeling, male and female beauty standards converge to a considerable extent, 
which challenges sexual stereotypes (Mears 2011, Van der Laan 2015). The intersections 
of high-low, gender and sexuality, result in different aesthetic demands being made upon 
models, and different aesthetic logics or ‘rules of the game’ by which they have play.

Chapter 5 shows how the labor strategies that lead to success are different for male 
and female models working in central and peripheral parts of the field. There, different 
ideas prevail as to how to be ‘a good model.’ The three dominant forms of modelhood I have 
discerned throughout this research are termed natural modelhood, healthy modelhood, 
and pragmatic modelhood. These forms of modelhood are interpreted in this study as 
justifications (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006), enacted strategies that vindicate the aesthetic 
labor of fashion models on three levels: first, legitimation of aesthetic labor practices in 
relation to field context; second, justification of aesthetic labor practices in relation to self; 
and finally, justification of self in relation to societal moral discourses that exceed field 
logics (see Table 4 on page 151). Hence, justifications pertain to ‘subjective’ experiences and 
self-perceptions on the one hand, and to concrete, practical strategies that are bounded by 
‘objective’ possibilities, on the other. 

The three forms of modelhood discussed below, show that the Bourdieusian field 
approach alone is limited in its explanatory power to fully understand how fashion models 
explain their work and experience their selves: taking into account wider societal moral 
frameworks (or normative discourses, if you will) is necessary for interpreting models’ 
justifications. The Bourdieusian perspective is therefore combined with diverse theories 
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of the self that explain the ethics and imperatives of self from broader, field-exceeding 
perspectives18.

Natural modelhood
Fashion models working at the center of fashion modeling, for example in high-end Paris, 
hold a high-status position in relation to commercial or low-end models who are employed 
in more peripheral places, such as Amsterdam or Warsaw. The stakes for models working 
at the high-end, are equally high. Being positioned at the center of the modeling field, 
these models convey a strong belief in the aesthetic logic of ‘beauty for beauty’s sake.’ As 
such, their narratives resonate with what Bourdieu (1987) has called illusio: a subjective 
belief that ‘the beauty game’ is worth playing according to the rules of this aesthetic logic. 
High-end fashion models have a vested interest in defending the dominant logic, because it 
legitimates their own position as high-status fashion models and leads to the consecration 
of their looks, but importantly, it also gives a deeper meaning to their aesthetic labor. This is 
necessary because the status that comes with high-end fashion modeling has its price. The 
beauty standards that high-end fashion models, male and female alike, need to adhere to are 
more extreme in comparison to models working in commercial markets. Youthfulness here 
really means young; slender here really means thin. In addition, high-end fashion models 
are required to be fully engaged in their job, and available and ready to travel for work at 
all times. They are also treated more persistently as objects. If the overall field of fashion 
modeling is a ‘high commitment world’ that colonizes the lives of its workers, the subfield 
of high-end fashion modeling is perhaps best described as a ‘full commitment world.’ The 
aesthetic labor of the models working here is particularly intensive and intrusive: for them 
it is especially difficult to turn off and to temporarily not be a model. This has profound 
consequences for the experience of work in relation to their selves. The full commitment 
and motivation that is demanded from high-end fashion models, inevitably leads to a 
(partial) surrender of autonomy and self-determination. This is potentially experienced 
as disturbing, because it undermines the sense of being a self-chosen and coherent person. 
The necessity to experience the self as coherent is a strong present-day imperative, as it 
relates to a contemporary ‘ethic of authenticity.’ However, people can only understand 
themselves as authentic when they experience different parts of their selves as coinciding 
(Vannini and Franzese 2008). 

18 Some of these perspectives are part of different theoretical traditions and therefore may seem somewhat at odds with one 
another. However, for disentangling the complex relations between beauty, work and self in the case of fashion modeling, a 
combination of these perspectives was necessary (and turned out to work well). 
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The imperative of coherence is met through the justification strategy of natural modelhood. 
Models who entertain this narrative define themselves as effortless, and beauty standards as 
something they naturally apply to, simply by living their life and by being who they are. They 
talk about modeling as a calling: something they ended up doing, as it just corresponded 
with how they already looked. Natural models draw moral boundaries between themselves 
and other models who, according to them, make too much effort to attain beauty standards, 
which they see as a wrong way of being a model. As such, natural modelhood refers to a 
contemporary ‘ethic of the free and autonomous self,’ as described by Rose (1998). 

Healthy modelhood
Natural modelhood bears the most legitimacy in relation to the dominant field logic, but 
is hardly the only justification strategy used to explain aesthetic labor in relation to the 
field, the self and society. In high-end fashion modeling, but in commercial realms too, 
models also justify their work in terms of healthy modelhood. Healthy models replace 
the purpose of beauty with an alternative one of healthiness. Their imperative is self-care, 
enacted by particular ways of wholesome living. To some extent this reflects an ideal of 
self-responsible citizenship and echoes the ‘biological regime of self ’ as referred to by Rose 
and Novas (2004). Healthy models arrive at adhering to the beauty standards relevant to 
their field, but importantly, do not see this as the primary purpose of their healthy lifestyle. 
Healthy models therefore convey a disbelief in the legitimacy of beauty for beauty’s sake, 
and thus a lack of illusio. Nonetheless, they do allow the attainment of beauty standards to 
be a secondary result, stemming from an alternative set of ‘health practices,’ such as hot 
yoga and gluten-free diets.

Pragmatic modelhood
Finally, I found a justification strategy of pragmatic modelhood, mainly used by fashion 
models who are employed in peripheral parts of the field, such as Warsaw and Amsterdam. 
Pragmatic models work in a subfield where labor conditions allow them to ‘turn off ’ from 
being a model every now and then. The beauty standards they have to comply with are less 
extreme, rendering their aesthetic labor somewhat less invasive. Some of them manage to 
have a private life that is not fully dominated by continuous aesthetic labor. Moreover, as 
they work in smaller industries, labor relations with other fashion professionals are usually 
more sociable in comparison to labor relations in high-end parts of the field. Although 
commercial and low-end modeling work does not lead to the consecration of looks, and 
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therefore generates much less status than does high-end modeling, commercial models are 
much more likely to receive steady and higher pay. 

All of this ensures that pragmatic models experience their work as a job, rather than 
a calling or a lifestyle. For them, embodying beauty standards is a means to an economic 
end: making money. In explaining how they experience their work, they refer to a remote 
and instrumental ethos about exchanging bodily efforts for money. As such, pragmatic 
modelhood refers to modern day ideals of flexible citizenship, which involves the propensity 
to accumulate capital through “fluidly and opportunistically responding to changing [political-
economic] conditions” (Ong 1999, 6). Pragmatic models seem to accept inconsistencies of 
the self. They allow for the self to be dual, as they acknowledge – and openly state – that a 
part of their self is instrumentalized for professional purposes. However, this allows them 
to more convincingly (towards themselves and others) retain self-determination over parts 
of the self that are not part of the modeling bargain. Finally, by replacing the purpose of 
beauty with financial gain, pragmatic modelhood completely opposes the dominant logic 
of beauty for beauty’s sake. Pragmatic modelhood dismantles illusio, as it is based on an 
opposite, commercial logic, that relates to their part of the field.

Table 4: Levels of legitimacy of 3 forms of modelhood

Natural modelhood Healthy modelhood Pragmatic modelhood

Legitimacy of work 
pertaining to field 
context

Upholding illusio
‘beauty for beauty’s 
sake’

Denial of illusio  
‘beauty for health’ sake’

Opposing illusio  
‘beauty for money’

Legitimacy of work 
pertaining to self

Modeling = a calling,
inherent drive, coming 
from within

Modeling = a 
consequence of a 
healthy lifestyle

Modeling = a job

Legitimation of self in 
relation to society

Ethic of the 
autonomous, 
authentic self

Biological regime 
of self/self-caring 
responsible citizenship

Cartesian/dual self,
instrumental self
flexible citizenship

Level of legitimacy in 
relation to dominant 
logic 

High Moderate Low
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A TRANSNATIONAL QUEST FOR LEGITIMACY AND 
CONSECRATION

The varying adherence to illusio shows how the strength of believing in the rules of 
the game influences models’ behaviors, for it produces different modeling strategies 
amongst them. However, justifications not only are informative of models’ selves, but also 
show how the field is structured. Even though their justifications are in a sense private, 
serving to resolve the contradictions of self, they result in public negotiations over what 
the consecrated ways are of being a model. Fashion modeling is a stratified field wherein 
different forms of modelhood bear different degrees of legitimacy. Importantly, the struggle 
over field legitimacy exceeds national boundaries. This shows that fashion modeling is not 
a collection of separate national industries, but a single transnational field characterized by 
exchange or ‘flows’ of cultural, economic, social and aesthetic capital (see Kuipers 2011).

The discerned types of modelhood were seen to overlap to some extent. Natural 
models occasionally used health arguments to justify their work in relation to self. Pragmatic 
models also, now and then referred to their well-being to justify an aesthetic practice. 
However, pragmatic modelhood and natural modelhood are opposites: these justification 
strategies never co-occurred.

Overall, the types of modelhood are significant for different field positions. Most 
natural models I met had worked, or were still working regularly, in Paris or in other high-
end parts of fashion modeling, such as Milan. Pragmatic models exclusively worked in 
commercial or low-end fashion modeling, while healthy models were employed at all ends 
of the field. In addition, natural and pragmatic modelhood are gendered. While natural 
modelhood is mostly enacted by female models, who go out of their way to demonstrate 
effortlessness, male models maintain a distance from the logic of beauty for beauty’s sake 
and place other objectives in between: their health, and even more so, making money. Most 
likely, striving for beauty in its own right is not in line with existing notions of masculinity.

As models are highly mobile and can be located in one field while employed in 
another, I encountered healthy, natural, and pragmatic models in all three cities. It is their 
place of work, rather than place of residence, that is significant for the field position models 
occupy and the extent to which they adhere to the field logic of beauty for beauty’s sake. 
Accordingly, models working in central or peripheral parts of the field draw on different, to 
some extent conflicting, moral resources to justify their practices. The category of pragmatic 
modelhood is used by natural and healthy models from Paris and Amsterdam to draw 
moral boundaries between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ models, through dismissing girls from Eastern 
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European countries as opportunistic or overly pragmatic in conducting their profession. 
However, while the enactment of pragmatic modelhood is indeed more legitimate amongst 
female models in Warsaw, the differences between female models from Western and Eastern 
Europe seems to be partly imagined, as Polish models often work in high-end centers and 
enact both other forms of modelhood as well. 

THE PERIPHERAL POSITION AS A SAFEGUARD AGAINST 
INCOHERENT SELF-EXPERIENCE

The variation in labor conditions between the center and periphery makes for different 
experiences of work in relation to self, different professional strategies, and different 
strategies to justify this. Interestingly, Chapters 5 and 6 have shed light on the fact that 
models’ labor conditions and according modes of self-experience, are in many ways less 
problematic in the periphery than in the center. While existing studies typically portray 
peripheries as grim places that people try to flee in order to ‘make it’ in the center, this is not 
the case for pragmatic models who ‘embrace the periphery.’ While these pragmatic models 
are dismissed by others as ‘bad models,’ these bad models do good, or at least ‘better’ work. 
They have some level of stability in terms of access to work, they get paid for their work, 
and they work in more sociable and trustworthy professional networks. Moreover, the 
beauty standards they have to achieve are less extreme, which renders their aesthetic labor 
somewhat less extensive and continuous. This lowers the risk of developing a problematic 
relationship with the body. Finally, although their bodies and looks are hardly consecrated 
within the field, outside the field, commercial models enjoy symbolic status just as high-
end models do. 

In turn, for natural and healthy models employed at the center of fashion modeling, 
their ‘costs’ hardly ever balance with the benefits of being a high-end fashion model. The 
main reason for this is that this segment of fashion modeling is characterized by a winner-
take-all hierarchy. As Mears already stated, this very steep pyramid of winner-take-all 
reduces the chance of landing a career as a supermodel to a minimum (Mears 2011, 45, 255; 
cf. Frank and Cook 2010). Thus, for most models employed in the center, the investment 
of their entire body/self through aesthetic labor, does not balance with the low symbolic 
and material returns for their efforts. Their everyday labor conditions and practices fall 
under Hesmondhalgh and Baker’s (2011) definition of ‘bad work.’ Insecurity of work and 
pay, multiple objectification, extensive aesthetic labor in a context where making an effort 
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is a moral taboo – all these make for a significant drift away from the self. Models at the 
high-end center work the hardest to maintain a coherent self. Accordingly, they uphold 
illusio – the belief in the rules of the game that consecrates their bodies, looks and modeling 
practices within their field – quite fanatically. Finally, very few manage to ‘make it big’ in 
the center; significantly, I did not come across any such winners throughout my research. 
Partly, this is because there are so few of them, but also, as discussed in Chapter 2, most 
have moved into rarefied arenas that are difficult to access for researchers. 

The experiential perspective employed in this research, then, leads to a remarkable 
conclusion. A subjective experience of self-coherence does not necessarily coincide with a 
field position that is objectively legitimate. If we can speak of something called an ‘aesthetic 
precariat,’ it mostly includes high-end models employed at the center, as their work seems 
more precarious than that of low-end or commercial models working in peripheral fields 
such as Warsaw or Amsterdam. By rejecting the logics of cultural legitimacy and dismissing 
the center, pragmatic models are decisive in embracing their peripheral position, and 
with good reason. Although being peripheral can be frustrating, for these models ‘being 
peripheral’ serves as a safeguard against the risks of precarity, exploitation and self-
alienation that loom in high-commitment fashion centers.

THE IMPLICATIONS FOR SELF, WORK AND BEAUTY

Fashion modeling is a culturally prominent form of work that signifies the importance 
of beauty in contemporary society. At the same time, it involves a form of aesthetic labor 
that is corporeally, emotionally and personally intensive and intrusive. Hence, it potentially 
complicates models’ self-experience. The conclusions presented above have several 
important implications for the concepts that are central to this thesis: self, work and beauty. 

Self
This thesis has advanced understanding of the self, or more precisely, how selves are 
produced in fields as well as in relation to field-exceeding ethics on (good) personhood. 

First, this dissertation has introduced the self as a central and important element 
of field theory (Bourdieu 1984; Friedman 2012, 2016). I have studied the emergence of 
selves in the fields of fashion and modeling, from the experiential perspectives of aesthetic 
laborers. Chapter 6 in particular, demonstrates that aesthetic labor practices, work 
experience, and according justification strategies are related to fields and field position. 
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By investigating how the self is experienced and justified in the periphery of fashion and 
fashion modeling, my co-investigators and I found that peripheral positions produce selves 
that are often defined by a division (clivé) of the self (Bourdieu 2004, in Friedman 2016). 
Comparable to how Bourdieu (1984) and Friedman (2012; 2016) have described how the 
‘socially mobile’ acquire different forms of (classed) cultural capital over time and become 
culturally omnivorous, fashion professionals at the peripheries work with low-end, local 
or commercial aesthetics, but are also oriented towards the aesthetics of the center. They 
therefore straddle not only two fields, but also two ‘tastes.’ Via this double disposition, being 
part of the periphery shapes the experience of self. Peripheral professionals who aspire to 
being part of the center, try to solve a similar problem: their aspirations do not match with 
their professional position, and their peripheral context mismatches with their cultural/
aesthetic taste. Finally, their incoherent self-experience coincides with the unlikelihood of 
achieving consecration in the periphery. Our combined approach of Bourdieusian field 
theory and sociological theories that center around self (-experience) in aesthetic and 
creative work (Entwistle and Wissinger 2006; Warhurst and Nickson 2007; Hesmondhalgh 
and Baker 2011) allowed us to explore how workers’ experience of self relates to processes 
of cultural production, legitimation and consecration in cultural fields.

Second, by combining a Bourdieusian approach with diverse theories of the self that 
explain the ethics of self from broader societal perspectives, this thesis disentangles how 
selves are also related to field-exceeding moralities on (good) personhood. Chapter 5 shows 
that models’ justifications of self are embedded and negotiated at three levels: the personal, 
the institutional, and the societal. At the personal level, justifications serve to experience 
the self as (more) coherent. At the institutional level, models’ justification strategies bare 
different levels of legitimacy in relation to dominant field logics. At the societal level, 
justifications resonate with general moral frameworks on what a good person is, and how 
a good person works. These moralities are multiple and to some extent contradictory. The 
ethics of authenticity and autonomy are enacted through naturalness and effortlessness; 
the morality of biological citizenship is enacted through health and self-care; and finally, 
the ethics of flexible citizenship are enacted through pragmatism, self-control and self-
instrumentalization. To varying extents, these moralities endorse the purposes of aesthetic 
production and fit with the rules of the game. Especially the latter, enacted by pragmatist 
models, is in tension or conflict with dominant field logics. However, although moralities of 
authenticity and autonomy are better in sync with the logic of beauty for beauty’s sake, they 
render the enactment of an internally coherent self to be more challenging, as they dictate 
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naturalness and effortlessness modelhood; justifications that seem hardly tenable viewing 
the aesthetic demands made upon models who work at the fields’ center. 

As such, my analysis shows that the workings and effects of justifications are multiple, 
and not always beneficial to the people who employ them. In this research, justifications 
are, first and foremost, personal ways to defy forms of alienation that loom in fashion 
modeling, both mentally and practically. Alienation separates the self, and justifications, 
basically, serve to construct and enact a coherent, autonomous or authentic self. However, 
justifications always pertain to both the ‘subjective’ or the personal, and to ‘objective’ 
circumstances, meaning that they also reveal the actual conditions that render justification 
necessary in the first place. However, exactly when used effectively as a subjective coping 
mechanism, justifications can blur a person’s perceptions of their own actual, perhaps 
precarious, conditions. When this happens, justifications can make people more vulnerable.

Work
This study of fashion modeling has implications for our understandings of work in 
contemporary aestheticized economies and societies (cf. Featherstone 1991; Entwistle 2009). 
As an extreme case of aesthetic labor, fashion modeling illustrates general developments of 
work in relation to self in a magnified way. 

Above all, fashion modeling highlights the tension between creativity and alienation. 
Models’ justifications explain and conceal, but at the same time point out, that modeling is 
often not ‘good work,’ that models’ labor is often not their own, but somebody else’s, that 
models are at times autonomous and free to be creative, but more often controlled and 
subjected to other professionals who define their work, bodies and looks. Nevertheless, 
the profession remains appealing. Comparable to other cultural industries, this allure lies 
for a great deal in the promise of creative work. This dissertation shows that this promise 
of creativity is not kept equally to all in fashion modeling. The hierarchical structure and 
division of labor causes the creative input of models, designers, stylists and photographers to 
vary greatly (cf. Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011, 9). Opportunities for creative practices that 
lead to self-fulfillment, or in Marx’s terms, the realization of ‘species being’ (Gattungwesen), 
are distributed unequally (Marx 1932/1964, 29, 32). Models in particular draw the short 
straw here. Throughout this research, models have been tellingly referred to as ‘pieces of 
earth to build on,’ ‘canvasses’ or ‘blank slates,’ that allow for other professionals to have their 
creative way with them.

However, fashion modeling also teaches us that there are means to escape from 
commodification towards more creative autonomy. First, fashion models transcend their 
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role as a ‘production resource’ in situations that provide room for creative practice. At 
fashion shows and photo shoots, modelhood is likely to coincide with a self that is aspired 
to, and also with a self that is celebrated and admired in society at large, as a symbol of 
beauty. It is those moments of achievement, self-fulfillment and pride that make other, more 
arduous parts of aesthetic labor in the work and lives of fashion models, worthwhile. These 
situations are cherished, and are remembered and narrated over and over. Second, there 
are more durable ways of escaping, that all come down to becoming ‘more than a model.’ 
Fashion models who achieve an iconic status as a celebrated supermodel, or those who 
become a brand in and of themselves (Entwistle and Slater 2012), succeed in transcending 
both the role and conditions of ‘regular modelhood.’ Obviously, this also applies to those 
who quit. Many models who participated in this research have reinvented themselves as 
‘creatives’: one female commercial model became a television show host, another became 
a photographer, and yet another is now a successful New York-based visual artist. Another 
model turned into an intermediary and works as a booker at a modeling agency. Indeed, 
most of the female bookers whom I met throughout this research had previously been 
models and had started their own agencies. Fashion modeling certainly opens doors to 
other (cultural) work where self-realization and creativity are closer within reach.

My findings on alienating labor in relation to the self can be extended to other cultural 
fields and even to modern-day labor more generally. According to Richard Sennet (2001), 
the working conditions of ‘new flexible capitalism’ commodify most workers, and therefore, 
the estranging effects of contemporary labor exceed particular aesthetic or cultural fields. 
Sennett emphasizes how the demand for flexibility in the new economy, and the day-
to-day uncertainty this brings about, changes the very meaning of work (2001, 31). The 
conditions of the new economy feed on experience which “drifts in time, from place to 
place and from job to job” (2001, 26-27), demanding not only that aesthetic laborers, but 
all modern-day workers, are incoherent, or function as ‘chameleons.’ These conditions 
threaten to ‘corrode character,’ particularly those qualities of character that furnish people 
with a sense of coherence (Sennett 2001, 27). Modern day labor conditions then, call for 
ways to ‘reassemble the self.’ According to Rose, our current ‘regime of subjectification’ 
signifies this need, as it imposes an imperative of a unified and stable self, that exhibits 
“consistency across different contexts and times” (Rose 1998, 22). Thus, the issue of self-
coherence is relevant for modern-day workers in general. However, for fashion models, 
their commodification is multiple and encompasses their bodies and behaviors, as well as 
their public and private selves. 
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Taking into account the growing interest of young cosmopolitan urbanites to be employed 
in aesthetic and cultural industries (Neff et al. 2005; Florida 2005), this research on fashion 
modeling provides the longstanding concept of alienation with a renewed and profound 
relevance. It also makes a case for further investigations of how labor conditions in other 
(cultural) fields affect experiences of work in relation to self. 

Finally, additional analyses of the labor conditions and relations in the field of 
fashion modeling itself are needed, with a particular focus on bodily integrity and (sexual) 
violability. Chapter 4 demonstrates that these forms of objectification render models 
vulnerable to behavior that crosses their sexual or corporeal boundaries. Just recently, 
several Dutch models have ‘come out’ about experiencing sexual transgressions on the job19. 
My guess is that these few cases are really just ‘the tip of the iceberg,’ since Hennekamp 
and Bennet (2017) indicate that that sexual harassment is indeed prevalent in the creative 
industries. Additional research in this area could provide a foothold for the development 
of sector-specific policies and regulations that move aesthetic labor in fashion modeling 
towards definitions of ‘good work.’

Beauty
As the order of words in the title of this book suggests, this research was first and foremost 
about beauty. Along the way, it became increasingly less central. The main reason for 
this was that fashion models and other professionals hardly spoke of beauty. As stated in 
the introduction, beauty is elusive and hard-won, and therefore not very central to the 
experiences of most of the people I met throughout this research. Of course, this says a lot 
about the effect of beauty standards on the work and life of fashion models.

Although the research of Ashley Mears (2011) and this study have depicted fashion 
modeling from different angles, we end up drawing similar conclusions. By asking how 
the value of the model’s look is determined in the field of fashion modeling, Mears brings 
the field’s high-low structure, its according aesthetic logics, and resulting labor conditions, 
considerably into view. By asking what it is that models do, in terms of aesthetic labor 
practices, and how they experience and justify their work in relation to their selves, my 
research demonstrates, in line with the findings of Mears, that models have to work hard 
and continuously, at times obsessively, to comply with narrowly defined beauty standards of 
slenderness, youthfulness, tallness, and often whiteness as well. These standards are taken 
to extremes at the high-end of fashion modeling, rendering the aesthetic labor of high-end 
fashion models even more invasive. 

19 “Wanneer overschrijdt een modefotograaf de grens met minderjarige modellen?”, in: De Volkskrant, 10 March 2018. 
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Also in agreement with Mears, my research demonstrates that beauty standards in fashion 
modeling reflect classed, racialized, gendered and age-specific corporeal aesthetics, similar 
to the hegemonic global beauty standards of today (Kuipers 2015). They therefore have 
excluding effects: no matter how much aesthetic labor is put in, there are many people 
who cannot become a fashion model. Beauty standards in fashion modeling, then, produce 
as well as reflect inequalities. This confirms feminist views on beauty standards as being 
central to upholding systems of inequality (Bordo 2004). At the same time, this thesis shows 
that beauty standards in fashion modeling function as a disciplinary instrument not only 
for female, but also for male models, especially at the high-end. Thus, the assumption that 
beauty primarily produces inequality between men and women (Wolf 1990, Bordo 2004) 
does not hold for the profession of fashion modeling. That said, beauty standards in fashion 
modeling hardly produce diversity. How beauty standards, for example whiteness, produce 
other forms of (ethnic) inequality, and whether such conventions might be shifting towards 
more ethnic and bodily diversity, is an interesting and important prospect for future 
research.

Finally, there is the question of whether the pursuit of beauty itself should be 
perceived as suppressive. Throughout my empirical investigation and analyses, I considered 
this point, also raised by feminism, more than once. But I was hard-headed in deliberately 
employing a perspective that allowed for agency, creative action and emancipation – without 
being naïve about it. As this conclusion demonstrates, my take on fashion modeling hardly 
precludes possibilities of domination and control. However, it also shows that models have 
an interest in pursuing their job, not in the last place because is endows them with symbolic 
status in a society where physical appearance is ever-more central to evaluations of others 
and self (Featherstone 1991). Moreover, their beauty also comes with other benefits, such 
as a salary. And when a model’s look is consecrated and celebrated (on the runway, for 
example), this invokes positive feelings of pride, self-fulfillment and empowerment. The 
question remains, of course, to what extent these positive sides compensate for the more 
arduous aspects of working and living as ‘a good fashion model’.
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Appendix

Table A1: Overview of interviewed modeling informants

Name Age City Gender Self-
identified 
as gay

Self-identified 
as ‘ethnic 
model’

Mainly 
high-end/
commercial

Working 
more/less 
than 2 years

Joey 24 Amsterdam Male Commercial More

Erin 17 Amsterdam Female High-end Less

Jill 20 Amsterdam Female Both high-
end and 
commercial

Less

Jason 16 Amsterdam Male Commercial Less

Frank 20 Amsterdam Male Both high-
end and 
commercial

Less

Jolanda 22 Amsterdam Female Commercial More

Nahima 32 Paris Female Yes Yes High-end More (now 
retired)

Felix 23 Amsterdam Male Both high-
end and 
commercial

Less

Chantal 22 Amsterdam Female Commercial More

Rick 28 Amsterdam Male Commercial More

Jacob 31 Amsterdam Male Commercial More

Magdalena 19 Paris/Warsaw Female High-end More

Katrina 26 Warsaw Female Commercial More

Jim 23 Warsaw Male High-end More

Keesje 23 Amsterdam Female High-end More

Daphne 21 Paris/
Amsterdam

Female High-end More

Natascha 19 Amsterdam Female Commercial Less

Rita 27 Warsaw Female High-end More
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Name Age City Gender Self-
identified 
as gay

Self-identified 
as ‘ethnic 
model’

Mainly 
high-end/
commercial

Working 
more/less 
than 2 years

Iryna 25 Warsaw Female Commercial More

Kathy 21 Warsaw Female Commercial Less

Kelly 21 Paris Female Yes Commercial More

Manon 24 Paris Female Commercial More

Laila 28 Amsterdam Female Commercial More

Brett 22 Amsterdam Male Commercial More

Macy 22 Amsterdam Female Yes High-end More

Bruno 24 Amsterdam Male Yes Commercial More

Keisha 21 Amsterdam Female Yes Yes high-end More

Luke 36 Amsterdam Male Yes Yes Commercial More

Nancy 20 Warsaw Female Commercial More

Mirthe 20 Paris/Warsaw Female High-end More

Daniel 29 Amsterdam Male High-end More (now 
retired)

Jerome 19 Paris/
Amsterdam

Male High-end Less

Jerry 24 Amsterdam Male High-end More

Vanessa 30 Amsterdam Female Commercial More

Lynn 19 Amsterdam Female Commercial Less

Victor 21 Amsterdam Male Yes High-end More
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Table A2: Overview of interviewed fashion professionals

Name Profession City Gender Mainly high-end/
commercial

Ahmed Fashion photographer Paris Male High-end

Florian Fashion photographer Paris Male High-end

Timothy Fashion modelling coach Paris Male High-end

Christelle Fashion designer for Brand Paris Female Commercial

Yvonne Booker/scout at modeling agency – former 
model

Amsterdam Female Commercial

Lucy Independent fashion designer Amsterdam Female High-end

Boris Independent fashion designer Amsterdam Male High-end

Karin Fashion stylist Amsterdam Female Commercial

Dave Fashion stylist Amsterdam Male Commercial

Suzanna Backstage show director Amsterdam Female Commercial

Marloes Make-up artist Amsterdam Female Commercial

Ada Booker and CEO of modeling agency – ex-
model

Warsaw Female High-end

Patrick Post-production editor Warsaw Male Commercial

Agata Booker and CEO of modeling agency Warsaw Female Both

Aneta Booker/scout at modeling agency Warsaw Female Both

Karina Fashion editor at magazine Warsaw Female Commercial

Milena Editor-in-chief at fashion magazine Warsaw Female Commercial

Pjotr Photographer Warsaw Male ‘Artistic’

Olga Art director/photographer/editor Warsaw Female Both

Marzena Freelance fashion journalist and fashion 
editor at fashion magazine

Warsaw Female Commercial

Dariusz Director of Fashion institute at  
Warsaw Art Academy

Warsaw Male High-end

Patricja CEO at Poland Fashion Week Lodz Female Commercial

Kata Make-up artist Warsaw Female Both

Mariusz Independent fashion designer/owner of 
fashion brand/hair stylist

Warsaw Male Both
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Table A3: Overview of main participant observations

Place/event Setting/situation Duration Role

Amsterdam 
Fashion Week 
2010

Backstage areas (make-up, hair, styling, chill-out/
lunch/dinner)
Front stage – runway fashion shows

3 days Researcher

Enrollment 
casting agency 
2010

Waiting room, bookers office – taking pictures, 
measurements

1 hour Aspiring model 
and researcher

Photoshoot 
Amsterdam  
2010

Photographer’s studio, outdoor 1 day Model and 
researcher

Runway show 
Amsterdam  
2011

Backstage area (make-up, hair, styling, chill-out/ 
lunch/dinner)
Front stage – runway fashion show

1 day Model and 
researcher

Amsterdam 
Fashion Week 
2011

Backstage area (make-up, hair, styling, chill-out/ 
lunch/dinner)
Front stage – runway fashion show

3 days Researcher

Paris Fashion 
Week 2011

Backstage area (make-up, hair, styling)
Front stage – runway fashion shows
Standing – queuing outside
Afterparty at designers’ atelier

6 days Fashion devotee/
blogger and 
researcher

Paris Fashion 
Week 2012

Backstage area (make-up, hair, styling)
Front stage – runway fashion shows
Standing – queuing outside

6 days Fashion devotee/
blogger and 
researcher

Elite Model  
Look contest 
2012

Casting at Les Halles shopping center 1 day Fashion devotee/
blogger and 
researcher

Paris Fashion 
Week  
2013

Backstage area (make-up, hair, styling)
Front stage – runway fashion shows
Standing – queuing outside 
Afterparty at nightclub

3 days Fashion devotee/
blogger and 
researcher

Grazia/Wella 
Hair Show 
Amsterdam  
2013

Backstage area (make-up, hair, styling, chill-out)
Front stage – runway fashion show

1 day Stylist’s assistant 
and researcher

Wella Hair Show 
Amsterdam  
2014

Backstage area (make-up, hair, styling, chill-out)
Front stage – runway fashion show

1 day Stylist’s assistant, 
show director’s 
assistant and 
researcher
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Place/event Setting/situation Duration Role

Warsaw Fashion 
Weekend  
2015

Backstage area (make-up, hair, styling)
Front stage – runway fashion shows
Promotional area – stands of sponsoring brands 
Pop-up store – Polish garments and accessories for 
sale
Food court outdoor – barbeque, coffee, sandwiches 
and more

3 days ‘Buyer’, fashion 
devotee, 
researcher

Editorial photo 
shoot in Warsaw 
2015

Photoshoot set (private residence in the old 
Warsaw city center)

1 day Researcher

Amsterdam 
Fashion Week 
2015

Front stage – runway fashion show
Lobby – afterparty and press

1 evening Fashion devotee 
and researcher
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Summary

The profession of fashion modeling is culturally prominent. Fashion models are placed on a 
pedestal as symbolic holders of beauty. Their work and lives are depicted as glamourous and 
fabulous. However, they are simultaneously critiqued for what they represent: unhealthily 
thin, unlawfully young, predominantly white, obsessive, exploited or otherwise oppressed. 
Despite these critiques, the notion that looking good potentially leads to an exciting life full 
of glamour, fame, travels and fortune, has sparked the interest and ambition of countless 
young women and men. To them, becoming a fashion model remains an alluring prospect.

This dissertation gives an elaborate account of what working as a fashion model 
entails. It provides an inside view into the field of fashion modeling, and the working lives 
of fashion models in particular. It addresses the basic question of what it is that male and 
female fashion models actually do during their work, and accordingly, how labor conditions 
impact how models experience their work. 

Fashion models perform what is called ‘aesthetic labor’: they professionally cultivate 
their bodies and emotions in order to look and behave like a fashion model. Importantly, 
aesthetic labor also involves the imperative to project and produce a particular self, in the 
form of personality. Involving the entire ‘body/self,’ aesthetic labor is often comprehensive 
and causes work to be intrinsically related to workers’ sense of self. Therefore, I address the 
additional question of how models justify how this form of work impacts their lives and 
their selves.

This dissertation adopts theories of aesthetic labor, field theory and sociological 
approaches to the self, to make sense of how fashion models carry out and experience their 
work. The analytical perspective that runs through these combined approaches is that of 
Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2011) on the quality of creative labor in cultural industries. 
They present a framework that enables analytical distinctions between ‘good’ and ‘bad 
work,’ by looking at the extent to which labor is experienced as meaningful, valuable and 
life-enriching, by the workers themselves. Although the matter of good and bad, alienating 
and fulfilling labor, is relevant to all workers, this dissertation shows that the quality of 
work is especially important to aesthetic laborers, of whom fashion models are an extreme 
case. For them, their work basically comes down to a professional imperative of self-
commodification. For this reason, the subject of good and bad work has particularly deep 
implications for fashion models, as it potentially causes self-alienation.
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The method of person-centered ethnography has allowed me to look at aesthetic labor in 
fashion modeling from a perspective that takes persons, their practices and their experiences 
as its analytical point of departure. This dissertation relies on ethnographic data gathered in 
Paris, Amsterdam and Warsaw – fields that are all part of the transnational cultural field of 
fashion modeling. Fieldwork lasted from March 2011 until March 2013 and resulted in 60 
interviews with fashion models and other fashion professionals like bookers, photographers, 
designers and stylists, as well as numerous ethnographic observations – of fashion models’ 
everyday (private) aesthetic labor as well as aesthetic practices and interactions occurring 
‘on the job’, for example in back-stage settings of fashion shows and shoots. 

This article-based dissertation consists of four articles that highlight different 
practices and experiences of aesthetic labor. I first investigate how, and to what ends, 
professional fields such as fashion modeling embed ‘food rules’ and beliefs that structure 
(as well as challenge) the aesthetic labor of fashion models (Chapter 3); I then go on to 
analyze objectification, a process that happens almost continuously in fashion modeling 
(Chapter 4); next, I explore how models justify and maintain a coherent self, when both 
their professional and private lives are strongly guided by aesthetic imperatives (Chapter 5); 
and finally, me and my co-investigators address what it means to be an aesthetic laborer in 
the periphery of fashion and modeling – a place where chances of consecration and success 
are low, but where labor conditions might be not all that bad compared to the fashion 
centers (Chapter 6).

Chapter 3 traces the relation between food, the body and morality in the field of 
fashion modeling. More than has been recognized in modeling studies so far, eating is a 
continuous and reflexive form of body work that is essential to models’ aesthetic labor. 
Eating is a three-fold challenge in fashion modeling: an aesthetic, moral as well as a personal 
one. First, eating is geared at attaining professional aesthetic standards and is therefore a job 
requirement for fashion models. With every bite they (do not) take, models are prone to 
consider their professional status as aesthetic objects to be displayed. Second, food beliefs 
include moral imperatives that (further) complicate good eating for fashion models. For 
example, food-control is framed as an individual responsibility of models and slenderness 
as an individual achievement. Consequently, models are thrown back on their individual 
capacities of self-control and are also held fully accountable when they fail to apply to 
slender aesthetics. Along with the imperative of food control exists the idea that ‘truly good 
models’ achieve aesthetic standards effortlessly. Paradoxically, this creates a taboo around 
practices of food-control. The moral paradox of control and effortlessness renders practices 
concealed and results in normalizing narratives on food-control. Especially female models 
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go out of their way to demonstrate that they did not obsess over food, by using the careless 
expression of ‘watching my food’. Finally, food beliefs in fashion modeling renders models 
preoccupied with self-surveillance and self-objectification, and subjugated by agencies and 
clients. It also renders eating a sober, solitary, hardly enjoyable practice for models.

Fashion professionals like bookers, stylists, designers, and models too, often use 
metaphors like ‘canvas,’ ‘dress up doll’ or ‘coat hanger’ to describe models’ function as objects. 
Chapter 4 details the process of objectification in fashion modeling. By employing an 
experiential perspective, which involves models’ different emotional and practical responses 
to being objectified, the chapter empirically interrogates the idea of objectification as ‘good’ 
or ‘bad’ by investigating how fashion models subjectively experience objectification. In line 
with the theory of Martha Nussbaum, I find that objectification manifests itself through 
various distinct but related forms – a multiplicity most observable at castings, where 
different forms accumulate and coincide with the scrutinizing gazes of clients, making it an 
unsettling experience. However, objectification is not necessarily unpleasant: when models 
perform as aesthetic objects on a runway, they feel admired, empowered and proud. This 
chapter contributes to existing feminist perspectives, arguing that objectification is often, 
but not inevitably, related to subordination. Objectification turns out to be a multifaceted, 
situationally and institutionally embedded practice that is experienced in a range of ways. 
This does not imply that objectification is less compelling as a process, or is easy to avoid, 
but rather, that objectification might be all the more effective because it is embedded in 
different social contexts and adapts itself accordingly.

Be it through ‘watching your food’ or becoming an aesthetic object, fashion models 
are caught up in a continuous process of aesthetic labor. As their private lives are strongly 
guided by professional imperatives, it can be argued that not only models’ bodies, but 
their entire selves are being colonized by an industry that is greedy in nature. Chapter 5 
demonstrates how and against which moral backdrops models justify their body practices 
and maintain a coherent sense of self. This chapter shows that aesthetic labor requires 
models to continuously reinvent and negotiate their self in different contexts. Models do 
this according to different moralities that call for varying manners of justification, which 
I have called natural modelhood, healthy modelhood and pragmatic modelhood. These 
categories of justification all relate differently to the aesthetic logic of fashion modeling of 
‘beauty for beauty’s sake.’ First, natural models refer to a contemporary ‘ethic of authenticity’ 
and define beauty as something models should naturally possess; making too much effort 
to attain beauty is not a good way of modeling. Second, healthy models replace the purpose 
of beauty with an alternative one of healthiness. Referring to a ‘biological ethic’ of self-care 
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and responsibility, these models state they arrive at adhering to standards of youthfulness 
and slenderness, by engaging in particular ways of wholesome living. Finally, pragmatic 
models, who refer to an ‘instrumental ethos’ of exchanging bodily efforts for money, replace 
the purpose of beauty with financial gain. Embodying beauty standards then becomes a 
means to this economic end. Natural and healthy modelhood resonate to various extent 
with what Bourdieu (1987) has called illusio: a subjective belief that ‘the beauty game’ is 
worth playing. Pragmatic modelhood is completely opposite to it. The varying adherence 
to illusio results in a stratified field wherein different forms of modelhood bear different 
degrees of legitimacy within the modeling field. As this struggle over legitimacy exceeds 
national borders, the modeling field can be defined as one single transnational field.

By studying ‘justifications of self ’ in the field of fashion modeling, Chapter 5 
introduces the self as a central and important element of field theory. Accordingly, Chapter 
6 demonstrates how a peripheral field position produces specific ‘peripheral selves’. This 
chapter seeks to understand what it means to work in the periphery of the field of fashion, 
where opportunities for consecration and success for workers are limited. While existing 
studies typically portray cultural peripheries as grim places that people are trying to 
escape from to ‘make it’ in the center, this research sheds light on the periphery as a place 
that some people embrace rather than flee. Although a considerable part of the fashion 
professionals in the periphery look up to the center and experience their work as failing 
to live up to expectations, which leads to frustration, peripheries also offer opportunities 
that may weigh up against the low chances for cultural consecration. A substantial part of 
peripheral professionals therefore ‘embraces the periphery’, as it provides them with better 
labor conditions than the center does. We find that, although a ‘peripheral self ’ might bear 
little legitimacy in the transnational fields of fashion and modeling, it potentially serves as 
a safeguard against the risks of precarity and exploitation so typical of high-status centers 
of cultural production. 

Chapter 7 presents conclusions concerning the central question: what does being 
a fashion model entail, and how do models experience and justify their aesthetic labor in 
relation to their selves? While the profession of fashion modeling signifies the importance 
of beauty in contemporary society, and places models on a pedestal as ‘symbolic carriers 
of aesthetic capital’, the chapter explains how models’ aesthetic labor practices and 
conditions also complicate their self-experience. I argue that models have to work hard 
and continuously, at times obsessively, to comply with narrowly defined beauty standards 
of slenderness, youthfulness, tallness, and often whiteness as well. These standards reflect 
classed, racialized, gendered and age-specific corporeal aesthetics, similar to the hegemonic 
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global beauty standards of today. They therefore have excluding effects: no matter how 
much aesthetic labor is put in, there are many people who cannot become a fashion model. 

I further argue that beauty is particularly elusive and hard-won at the high-end of 
fashion modeling, where beauty standards are more extreme. This renders the aesthetic 
labor of high-end fashion models extra invasive. In addition, high-end centers of fashion 
modeling are characterized by a ‘winner-take-all’ hierarchy, which significantly reduces 
the chance of landing a career as a successful, consecrated model. For most models in the 
center, their ‘costs’ hardly ever balance with the benefits of being a high-end fashion model: 
the investment of their entire body/self through aesthetic labor does not balance with 
the low symbolic and material returns for their efforts. So, if we can speak of something 
called an ‘aesthetic precariat,’ it mostly includes high-end models employed at the center of 
fashion modeling. Their everyday labor conditions and practices fall under Hesmondhalgh 
and Baker’s definition of ‘bad work:’ insecurity of work and pay, multiple objectification, 
extensive aesthetic labor in a context where making an effort is a moral taboo – all these, 
cause a significant drift away from the self. Conversely, pragmatic models are decisive in 
embracing their peripheral position, and while they are often dismissed by others as ‘bad 
models,’ they often do good, or at least ‘better’ work compared to those in the center. They 
are more steadily employed, work in more sociable and trustworthy professional networks, 
receive reasonable pay and finally, the beauty standards they have to adhere to are less 
extreme. This renders their aesthetic labor somewhat less extensive and continuous and 
lowers the risk of developing a problematic relationship with the body.

The presented findings in this dissertation on the risk of self-alienation in aesthetic 
labor can be extended to other cultural fields but are also relevant for understanding modern-
day labor more generally. As the conditions of ‘new flexible capitalism’ commodify most 
workers and can have estranging effects, the issue of self-coherence has become relevant 
for most modern-day workers. However, for fashion models, their commodification is 
multiple and encompasses their bodies and behaviors, as well as their public and private 
selves. Finally, taking into account the growing interest of young cosmopolitans to be 
employed in aesthetic and cultural industries, this research on fashion modeling provides 
the concept of alienation with a renewed and profound relevance and makes a case for 
further investigations of how labor conditions in other (cultural) fields affect experiences 
of work in relation to self.
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Samenvatting

Het leven en werk van modellen spreekt tot de culturele verbeelding. Modellen staan 
op een voetstuk als ‘symbool van schoonheid’ en ze leiden, zo lijkt het, een opwindend 
leven vol glamour. Tegelijkertijd worden modellen publiekelijk bekritiseerd voor wat zij 
representeren. In populaire media worden ze beoordeeld als ongezond dun, onwettig jong, 
overwegend wit, obsessief, uitgebuit of anderszins onderdrukt. Maar ondanks deze kritieken 
is modellenwerk voor velen een zeer aanlokkelijk beroep. Het idee dat een mooi uiterlijk 
de deuren kan openen naar een meeslepend en avontuurlijk leven, en niet te vergeten naar 
roem en fortuin, wakkert de ambities aan van talloze jonge vrouwen en mannen wereldwijd.

Dit proefschrift doet uitgebreid verslag van wat het betekent om model te zijn. Het 
biedt een inkijk in het culturele veld van de mode- en de modellenwereld en in het werkende 
leven van modellen in het bijzonder. Ik buig me over de simpele vraag, wat het is dat modellen 
allemaal doen tijdens hun werk. Ik kijk vervolgens hoe de arbeidsomstandigheden in deze 
industrie van invloed zijn op hoe modellen hun eigen werk ervaren.

MODELLENWERK ALS ESTHETISCHE ARBEID

Modellen doen het soort werk dat in de sociologische literatuur ‘esthetische arbeid’ wordt 
genoemd. De schoonheidsstandaarden die gelden in deze industrie zijn in grote lijnen 
gebaseerd op normen die slankheid, jeugdigheid en vaak een witte huidskleur als ideaal 
voorstellen. Om hieraan te voldoen moet elk model zijn of haar lichaam op professionele 
wijze onderhouden en cultiveren. Echter, modellen worden ook geacht te werken aan een 
bepaalde houding en uitstraling. Esthetische arbeid betekent voor modellen dus niet alleen 
werk aan het uiterlijk, maar ook werk aan emoties en het laten zien van karakter, zodat ze op 
een goede manier overkomen op een foto, op een publiek, of op andere modeprofessionals 
waarmee zij samenwerken. Een belangrijk onderdeel van het werk van modellen is dus het 
laten zien van een bepaald ‘zelf ’ - in de vorm van een specifieke persoonlijkheid. Omdat 
zowel het lichaam, de emoties, als de persoonlijkheid van modellen een rol spelen in hun 
esthetische arbeid, wordt modellenwerk door hen vaak als alomvattend ervaren. Het werk 
heeft nogal wat invloed op het persoonlijke leven en de zelfervaring van modellen. In 
dit proefschrift laat ik daarom ook zien hoe modellen de impact die hun werk op hun 
persoonlijke leven heeft, uitleggen of ‘rechtvaardigen’, aan zichzelf en aan anderen.
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In deze studie maak ik gebruik van theorieën over schoonheid, esthetische arbeid, culturele 
velden en sociologische benaderingen van het zelf, om te duiden hoe modellen hun werk 
uitoefenen en ervaren. Het analytische perspectief dat al deze benaderingen combineert 
en dat door het hele proefschrift verweven is, is dat van Hesmondhalgh en Baker (2011) 
over de kwaliteit van creatieve arbeid in culturele industrieën. Deze sociologen bieden 
een theoretisch kader waarmee het mogelijk is om een analytisch (dus niet normatief) 
onderscheid te maken tussen ‘goed’ en ‘slecht’ creatief werk. Dit doen zij door niet zozeer te 
kijken naar de objectieve arbeidscondities, maar door de ervaringen van werkers centraal 
te stellen. Zo kan worden onderzocht in hoeverre mensen die werkzaam zijn in culturele 
velden, zoals de mode- en modellenwereld, hun werk ervaren als betekenisvol, waardevol 
en levensverrijkend.

Hoewel de kwestie van goed of slecht, vervreemdend of vervullend werk, van belang 
is voor mensen in allerlei beroepen, laat ik in dit proefschrift zien dat de kwaliteit van werk 
in het bijzonder van belang is voor esthetische arbeiders, waarvan modellen een extreem 
voorbeeld zijn. Voor hen komt hun werk in principe neer op een professionele vereiste 
tot zelfcommodificatie: modellen creëren, maar zijn tegelijkertijd ook zelf onderdeel van, 
het product – het lichaam, de look, de modefoto of de show. Precies om deze reden heeft 
de kwestie van goed versus slecht werk verregaande implicaties voor modellen. ‘Slecht’ 
modellenwerk betekent immers niet alleen dat het werk slecht betaalt of als onprettig wordt 
ervaren, of dat modellen onderling een gebrekkige werkrelatie hebben, maar brengt het 
risico met zich mee dat modellen vervreemd raken van het productieproces én van het 
product – en daarmee dus ook van zichzelf.

HET ONDERZOEK

De methode van person-centered ethnography heeft het mogelijk gemaakt om naar 
modellenwerk te kijken vanuit een perspectief waarin personen, hun (werk)praktijk en hun 
ervaringen centraal staan. Dit proefschrift is gebaseerd op etnografisch onderzoek uitgevoerd 
in Parijs, Amsterdam en Warschau. De afzonderlijke mode- en modellenindustrieën die 
zich in deze steden bevinden zijn met elkaar verbonden doordat zij deel uitmaken van 
één transnationaal cultureel veld: de mode- en modellenwereld zijn gemondialiseerde 
industrieën. 

Mijn veldwerk duurde van maart 2011 tot maart 2013. Dit resulteerde ten eerste 
in 60 diepte-interviews met mannelijke en vrouwelijke modellen, werkzaam in zowel de 
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‘high-end’ als de meer commerciële of ‘low-end’ mode, en andere modeprofessionals zoals 
‘bookers’ (agenten bij modellenbureaus), fotografen, ontwerpers en stylisten. Ten tweede 
omvat deze studie een veelheid aan etnografische observaties van verschillende werksituaties 
van modellen – variërend van de schoonheidspraktijken die plaatsvinden in hun alledaagse 
(privé) leven, zoals sporten en eten, tot de schoonheidspraktijken en interacties op de 
werkvloer, in bijvoorbeeld de back-stages van modeshows of fotoshoots. Ten derde heb ik 
me als participerend observant ingeleefd in het werk van modellen, door mee te lopen in 
een modeshow; door als model te poseren voor de camera; door met modellen mee te eten 
en te sporten, en door met modellen samen te werken op de set, in de rol van stylist- en 
backstage-assistent.

DE OPBOUW VAN DIT PROEFSCHRIFT

Het empirische onderzoek wordt in dit proefschrift gepresenteerd in vier artikelen. Elk 
artikel belicht een ander onderdeel van de esthetische arbeid die verricht wordt door 
modellen en gaat daarnaast ook in op de vraag hoe zij hun werk ervaren. In het eerste 
artikel onderzoek ik de rol van specifieke ‘eetregels’ in de modellenindustrie, en kijk ik hoe 
dit geloofssysteem over eten het werk van modellen beïnvloedt en compliceert (hoofdstuk 
3). Vervolgens analyseer ik in het tweede artikel het proces van objectivering (hoofdstuk 
4). Het derde artikel onderzoekt hoe modellen hun werk rechtvaardigen en hoe zij een 
‘coherent zelf ’ behouden, wanneer zowel hun professionele als privéleven al te sterk worden 
bepaald door esthetische standaarden, zoals slankheid en jeugdigheid (hoofdstuk 5). In 
het laatste artikel analyseer ik, samen met mijn medeonderzoekers Giselinde Kuipers en 
Elise van der Laan, wat het betekent om esthetische arbeid te verrichten in de periferie, ‘het 
achterland’ van de mode- en modellenwereld (hoofdstuk 6).

‘EETREGELS’ IN DE MODELLENINDUSTRIE

Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft de relatie tussen voeding, het lichaam en moraliteit in de 
modellenindustrie. Meer dan tot nu toe is onderkend in sociologische studies naar 
modellenwerk, neemt voeding een centrale plaats in, in het leven en werk van de meeste 
modellen. Bij vrijwel iedere hap houden zij ook rekening met het fysieke effect ervan. 
Eten is dus een schoonheidspraktijk – die bovendien doorwerkt in het alledaagse leven 
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van modellen, omdat eten elke dag gebeurt en een continue reflectie op het eigen lichaam 
teweegbrengt. 

Voeding stelt modellen voor een drievoudige uitdaging: op esthetisch, moreel en 
op het persoonlijke vlak. Ten eerste staat eten voor modellen grotendeels in het teken 
van het bereiken van professionele schoonheidsstandaarden. Letten op wat je eet is dus 
een functievereiste voor modellen, hoewel dit vaak onbenoemd en impliciet blijft. Ten 
tweede omvatten de eetregels in de modellenwereld ook morele voorschriften over hoe een 
model ‘hoort te eten’. Ten derde maken deze morele voorschriften het voor modellen extra 
ingewikkeld om eten als schoonheidspraktijk te integreren in hun persoonlijke leven.

Enerzijds wordt voeding, met name koolhydraten, gezien als een gevaar voor het 
lichaam van modellen, in het bijzonder voor high-end modellen die dun, recht (weinig 
rondingen) en droog (zeer laag vetpercentage) moeten zijn. Eten moet daarom ten alle 
tijden worden gecontroleerd. Van modellen wordt over het algemeen verwacht dat zij dit zelf 
kunnen – in slechts enkele gevallen worden modellen hierin gecoacht of geholpen door een 
diëtist. Anderzijds heerst in de modellenindustrie echter het idee dat echt goede modellen 
‘als vanzelf ’ aan de professionele schoonheidsstandaarden kunnen voldoen, zonder al te 
veel moeite. Deze norm van moeiteloosheid en ‘natuurlijke schoonheid’ creëert paradoxaal 
genoeg een taboe rondom praktijken van voedselbeheersing, zoals diëten of vasten. 

De morele paradox van gecontroleerd versus onbekommerd eten zorgt ervoor 
dat eten buiten het zicht van anderen gebeurt. Daarnaast zorgt het ervoor dat verhalen 
over voeding normatief beladen raken. Vooral vrouwelijke modellen doen er alles aan 
om te demonstreren dat zij niet geobsedeerd zijn door eten. In zowel Amsterdam, Parijs 
als Warschau gebruiken vrouwelijke modellen de zorgeloze uitdrukking ‘ik let gewoon 
op mijn eten’ – ook wanneer zij er de meest sobere eetregimes op na houden. Toch zijn 
zowel mannelijke als vrouwelijke modellen gepreoccupeerd met zelfobjectivering en zelf-
surveillance als gevolg van de eetregels in het werkveld. Uiteindelijk is eten voor de meeste 
modellen een sobere, soms eenzame en weinig plezierige aangelegenheid.

OBJECTIVERING

Modeprofessionals, zoals bookers, stylisten, ontwerpers, maar ook modellen zelf, gebruiken 
vaak metaforen zoals ‘aankleedpop’, een ‘onbeschilderd doek’ of ‘kleerhanger’ om de functie 
van het model als esthetisch object te beschrijven. Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft het proces 
van objectivering als vast onderdeel van modellenwerk. Ik ga er in dit hoofdstuk niet a 
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priori vanuit dat objectivering slecht of schadelijk is voor mensen, maar analyseer juist 
hoe modellen verschillende vormen van objectivering subjectief beleven. Objecitivering 
manifesteert zich in modellenwerk op maar liefst zeven verschillende manieren en wordt 
vooral tijdens castings, die vaak worden omschreven door modellen als ‘vleeskeuringen’ of 
‘cattle calls’, als zeer onaangenaam ervaren. Maar wanneer modellen op een runway lopen, 
waar zij evengoed worden geobjectiveerd, voelen zij zich vaak gesterkt, trots en bewonderd. 
Dit hoofdstuk draagt bij aan bestaande feministische perspectieven over objectivering 
door te tonen dat het een veelzijdig, situationeel en institutioneel ingebed proces is, dat 
bovendien op heel verschillende manieren wordt ervaren.

NATUURLIJKE, GEZONDE EN PRAGMATISCHE MODELLEN

Modellenwerk is geen baan van negen tot vijf. De esthetische arbeid die bij het beroep hoort 
sijpelt door in het persoonlijke, alledaagse leven van modellen waardoor de grens tussen 
werk en vrije tijd vervaagt. Modellen staan vrijwel altijd ‘aan’ – ze zijn nooit geen model. 
Omdat hun privéleven zo sterk wordt beïnvloed door professionele doelen en vereisten, 
beargumenteer ik in hoofdstuk 5 dat niet alleen het lichaam, maar ook het leven, en soms 
zelfs de persoonlijkheid van modellen, worden gekoloniseerd door deze ‘gulzige’ industrie. 
Hoe rechtvaardigen modellen dit, en hoe zorgen zij dat zij zichzelf binnen dit werkveld 
kunnen blijven ervaren als coherent, ‘eigen’ en autonoom persoon? 

De drie meest voorkomende rechtvaardigingen waarmee modellen hun rol, positie 
en leven als model uitleggen als logisch, goed en passend bij wie zij zijn, zijn die van ‘het 
natuurlijke model’, ‘het gezonde model’, en ‘het pragmatische model’. Deze rechtvaardigingen 
staan in relatie tot drie verschillende morele kaders. Modellen die zichzelf omschrijven 
als natuurlijk, verwijzen naar een hedendaagse ethiek van authenticiteit. Zij stellen 
dat goede modellen de schoonheidsstandaarden van nature belichamen, en in feite dus 
zichzelf kunnen zijn als model. Te veel moeite doen is volgens hen geen goede manier 
om het beroep uit te oefenen. Gezonde modellen vervangen het doel van schoonheid 
met een alternatief doel van gezond leven. Verwijzend naar een biologische ethiek van 
verantwoordelijkheid en zorg voor het eigen lichaam, stellen deze modellen dat zij bepaalde 
schoonheidsstandaarden, zoals slankheid of jeugdigheid, belichamen doordat zij goed voor 
zichzelf zorgen. Pragmatische modellen refereren aan een meer instrumentele ethiek over 
de uitruil van esthetische arbeid voor geld. Zij vervangen het doel van schoonheid met het 
doel van geld verdienen. 
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Deze rechtvaardigingen verhouden zich allemaal op een andere manier tot de esthetische 
logica van het veld, welke neerkomt op het idee dat schoonheid moet worden nagestreefd 
omwille van schoonheid en niet om iets anders. Het narratief van het natuurlijke model 
reproduceert dit idee en is daarom de meest legitieme manier om het werk in relatie tot 
het zelf uit te leggen. Maar tegelijkertijd bevinden natuurlijke modellen zich ook in de 
meest ingewikkelde positie, want vooral in het hogere segment van modellenwerk, waar de 
schoonheidsstandaarden extremer zijn, is het nagenoeg onmogelijk om hier op natuurlijke 
wijze, zonder enige inspanning, aan te voldoen. 

DE VOORDELEN VAN DE PERIFERIE

Door rechtvaardigingen van werk in relatie tot het zelf te bestuderen, introduceer ik het 
zelf als een centraal en belangrijk element in culturele veldtheorie. Hieraan gerelateerd 
toont hoofdstuk 6 hoe een perifere veldpositie in de mode- en modellenwereld ook een 
specifieke ervaring van werk in relatie tot het zelf met zich mee brengt. De periferie, het 
‘achterland’ van de mode- en modellenwereld, is een plek waar de kans op het behalen van 
groots succes als model klein is. Maar, hoewel bestaande studies de periferie afschilderen 
als een grimmige plek waar mensen van weg proberen te komen om het te gaan maken in 
het centrum, beargumenteer ik dat de periferie ook een plek is die wordt omarmd in plaats 
van ontvlucht. De arbeidsomstandigheden zijn er zo slecht nog niet, zeker in vergelijking 
met de grote modecentra van Parijs, Milaan of New York. Voor modellen zijn er dus goede 
redenen om in Amsterdam of in Warschau te blijven.

DE BELANGRIJKSTE CONCLUSIES

Hoofdstuk 7 presenteert de conclusies en beantwoordt daarmee de centrale vragen in dit 
proefschrift: wat houdt het nu precies in om een model te zijn; hoe ervaren modellen hun 
esthetische arbeid; en hoe rechtvaardigen zij de impact van hun werk op hun persoonlijke 
leven en op henzelf? 

De aandacht voor modellen in populaire media en de grote aantrekkingskracht 
van het beroep op jonge mensen zijn kenmerkend voor het (toenemende) belang van 
fysieke schoonheid in westerse samenlevingen. Maar hoewel modellen in onze huidige 
maatschappij inderdaad op een voetstuk staan als ‘symbolische dragers van esthetisch 
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kapitaal’, laat dit concluderende hoofdstuk vooral zien hoe de esthetische praktijken en 
arbeidsomstandigheden in het veld, de ervaring van het zelf voor modellen ingewikkeld 
maken. 

Dit proefschrift laat zien dat modellen hard, voortdurend, en soms zelf obsessief 
moeten werken om te voldoen aan nauwgedefinieerde en vaak hoge schoonheidsstandaarden. 
Modellen worden geacht er slank (of dun), jong en fris, lang, en vaak ook bleek (of wit) uit 
te zien. Deze esthetische standaarden weerspiegelen klasse-gebonden, raciale, gegenderde 
en leeftijdsgebonden normen, die tevens de basis vormen voor de hegemonische 
schoonheidsstandaarden zoals die vandaag de dag ook buiten de mode- en modellenwereld 
gelden. 

Volgens sociologen raken westerse samenlevingen in toenemende mate ‘ge-
esthetiseerd’ – schoonheid weegt steeds zwaarder mee in hoe wij anderen en onszelf 
beoordelen, in het dagelijkse leven, maar bijvoorbeeld ook op het werk. Het uiterlijk is 
daarmee een basis voor in- en uitsluiting en dus een bron van ongelijkheid geworden. Net 
als in de samenleving, werken schoonheidsstandaarden in de modellenindustrie in- en 
uitsluitend: er zijn heel veel mensen die geen model kunnen worden, ongeacht hoe veel 
esthetische arbeid ze verrichten.

Dit proefschrift laat zien dat schoonheidstandaarden bijzonder moeilijk te behalen 
zijn in het high-end modellensegment, zoals in bijvoorbeeld Parijs. Hierdoor is de esthetische 
arbeid van high-end modellen vaak extra intensief en ingrijpend. Bovendien worden high-
end modecentra gekenmerkt door een zogenaamde winner-take-all-hiërarchie: het meest 
prestigieuze deel van de industrie is overbevolkt met ambitieuze modellen, waarvan er 
slechts enkelen slagen. Deze alles-of-niets dynamiek verlaagt de kans op een carrière als 
geslaagd en succesvol model in het centrum van de mode dus aanzienlijk. Voor de meeste 
modellen in het centrum van het veld staan de ‘kosten’ nauwelijks in verhouding tot de 
voordelen die zij ondervinden van een modellencarrière als high-end of editorial model. 
Hun lichamelijke, maar ook emotionele en persoonlijke toewijding in hun werk staat in 
pijnlijk contrast met de vaak lage financiële opbrengst en de geringe waardering die ze 
ontvangen voor hun inspanningen. Dus, als we kunnen spreken van zoiets als een ‘esthetisch 
precariaat’, dan betreft dit vooral de modellen die werkzaam zijn in het high-end segment, 
in het centrum van de modellenindustrie. Het merendeel van de modellen hier ervaart 
onzekerheid over de hoeveelheid beschikbaar werk en over de hoogte van het inkomen. 
Daarnaast neemt hun esthetische arbeid intensieve en continue vormen aan, terwijl zij 
zich bevinden in een professioneel veld waar ‘je best doen’ een moreel taboe is. Al deze 
omstandigheden zorgen voor een aanzienlijke verwijdering van het zelf. 
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Omgekeerd zijn pragmatische modellen vastberaden in het omarmen van hun perifere 
positie. Terwijl zij door anderen soms worden afgedaan als ‘slechte modellen’, doen deze 
modellen vaak goed, of op zijn minst, beter werk: ze hebben vaster werk, worden redelijker 
betaald en werken in meer sociale en betrouwbare professionele netwerken. Ten slotte zijn 
de schoonheidsstandaarden waar ze aan moeten voldoen minder extreem. Dit maakt hun 
esthetische arbeid iets minder intensief en alomvattend en verlaagt ook het risico op het 
ontwikkelen van een problematische verhouding met het eigen lichaam. 

Tot slot brengt dit proefschift het concept van vervreemding opnieuw onder de 
aandacht. Het risico op vervreemding van het zelf door esthetische arbeid in modellenwerk 
is relevant voor andere esthetische beroepen en culturele sectoren. Maar ook meer algemeen, 
in de context van het huidige flexibele kapitalisme, brengen onzekerheid, flexibiliteit en de 
eis aan werkers om zichzelf telkens opnieuw uit te vinden, de zelfbeschikking en coherente 
zelfervaring in het geding. Gezien de groeiende belangstelling van jongvolwassenen om 
in esthetische en culturele industrieën te werken, pleit ik voor verder onderzoek naar de 
arbeidsomstandigheden zoals die worden ervaren in deze velden.
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